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| What Is A Croze?
Time Coopers Will b<
jle To Answer “E. C.’s”
Question
Reading, Mass, March I
lor of The Black Cat:—
J was interested in reading tii
|cle by E. H. Philbrick concern
coopering, especially shavin
Bps As a child I was brought u
h a cocper shcp for a hack
|und until I was about 12 yea:

ige
Zhcn I was nine I began hang

around the shop in which m
lie r wcrked, making myself usefu
Ivcll as a bother by carrying on

for him and getting in th
generally.
lly father made a good deal ,,t
Jit work pork barrels and I don
fiember what the others wero
for. When he made tigh
Ik he would gather armsful Oi
j/es from the cattail flag, which
vs in swamps, and place a leaf^
vcen each ^tave before coon-l
lyings

I

fig-

Lbout thht t me my father used]
het out his own barrel heads from'
es of flat sawed board, boring
es in the edges and fastening
lether with small wooden pins
Bed dowels, then marking them
a compass and shaping with a|
Lve Tiie ends of the staves h i
I be chagpered or beveled, thm
Izcd (I wonder how many know I
|at a croze locks like?) It mak
groove into which* the head fit
fey the way, there is quite a trick
eight of hand it seemed to m.o|
tut putting the head into a barrel.
It.he hoop is too loose the head
Is plump into the barrel, if too
it it won't go at all.
len my father left the shop cnc
for a few minutes I decided to
my hand nt shaving a hccp.|
tty cf which lay on the floor near
shave horse. When he returned
|iad it nearly done except cutting
lock He laughed and said it
a gcod job, and made me finish
cut the lock while he looked on.
don’t know* what ever became of
nccp, perhaps he did use it, for
tion t ever remember carrying it
with the shavings.
went to a distant town to live
rlo my aunt soon after and never
try coopering again, but even
lit was 50 years ago I bet if Mr
lilbnck will split the pole and
Inish tools, I can shave a hoop
lay. I won't guarantee the lock
Iting.
E. C.
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Established January, 1846.

Induction Orders

Entered aa Second Claes Mali Matter
By The Courler-Oaeette, 483 Main St.

“Do’s” And “Don’t*”

Will Come Early In June To An Easy Way of Sizing Up
Those Who Registered
Blackout Regulations—
Last Month
Read Carefully

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O FULLER
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies three

cents.

Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
“It’s very interesting and very
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
-■elective service will begin setting important, but I can’t remember
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
their induction orders early in June. all that,” remarked one man after was established in 1855 and in 1881 changed its name to the Tribune.
Saying that the army did not plan reading the three-column article These papers consolidated March 17. 1887.
to call fcr induction by age groups, concerning blackouts in the Thurs
[EDITORIAL]
Secretary Stimson said Selective day issue of this paper. And doubt
Service headquarters and War De less that is the unspoken plaint
It is not easy to see how Maine or any
partment officials had agreed cn a
other State can function the coming Sum
SEES THE
of hundreds of other citizens.
plan which in effect would integrate
BRIGHT
mer as it did in the old care-free days when
Appreciating that this would be
last month’s registrants with the
SIDE
anybody who had the price could obtain all
men registered previously, while the case an Augusta correspon
of the tires and gasoline which were neces
sary in traveling by motor. But the Maine Development
avoiding the mechanical difficulties dent sends out the following dos
Commission is Informing us that “visitors to Maine coastal
and delays of re-assigning order and donts from the blackout regu
resorts will find them operating “as Usual" this Summer. The
numbers.
lations for Maine.
Commission
was unable to learn of “even one” of the more
Stimson made it clear that the
When
the
alarm
sounds
—
a
series
than 500 recreational establishments along the coast from
original group of registrants would
Kittery to Calais that would fail to open its doors this Sum
not be exhausted before calls were of short whistle or siren blasts, or
mer even though some proprietors expected to experience a
made on the new group, and said continuous bell ringing is the uni
little difficulty in lining up help, it was said. Because it is one
also that “there will be no 20-year- I form New England air raid warn
of the nearest of the resort regions to many of the great centers
dd class, 21-year-old class, and so ing—stay in the house as much
di. with drafts made on the younger j as possible and make sure that
of population, it is believed that many who ordinarily would
go farther afield will vacation along Maine beaches because
class until it is exhausted, and then no light can be seen from outside.
Every adult member of every
of the ease of getting home quickly if business emergencies
on through the succeeding classes.”
arise. With the tire restrictions bound to curtail the usual
Men in the 20-21 and 27-44 age household also must know, State
amount of touring, many proprietors foresaw a return to the
groups, who registered Peb. 16. will Civilian Defense Director Francis
old fashioned vacation idea whereby vacationers stayed in one
H.
Farnham
ordered,
the
location
b? given their order numbers on the
spot
instead of traveling from place to place. This reasoning
of
water,
gas.
electricity
and
fuel
basis cf a national lottery to be held
oil
shut-offs.
has
the
advantage of being more or less logical, and it re
March 17. As soon as administra
mains
for
the rapidly approaching Summer season to justify it.
“
Keep
away
from
all
openings
tive details of this process have
covered
with
glass.
During
an
ac

been completed, Stimson said, local
United States Senator Wallace H.
boards will receive their quotas fcr tual raid it is better to keep the
A VETERAN White, Jr., began his 26th year in Con
inductions, probably about June 1. windows on the lower floor partial
AND *A
gress this week, and his Maine colleagues
These quotas will be filled by tak ly open. Close windows on upper
GOOD ONE made an appropriate observance of the
ing men from both groups—those floors.
event, a party being given in his honor by
“Don't use your telephone dur
who registered last menth, whom
ing
a
raid,
as
lines
must
be
kept
Representative
Margaret
Chase Smith. Senator White was
Stimson
referred
to as
the
open
for
wardens
and
other
offi

elected
to
Congress
from
the old Maine Second District in
•X-group." and those of the original
cials.
”
1816
and
was
elevated
to
the Senate in 1931. He is the
registration, whom he called the
author
of
the
first
radio
law
and merchant marine act and
If
caught
outdoors
when
the
Y-group,”—in proportion to the
is
now
serving
on
appropriations,
foreign relations, rules and
alarm
comes.
number of men available in each.
interstate
commerce
committees.
The Courier-Gazette is
Seek cover, and if you can't find
especially
pleased
to
note
that
Senator
White will have no
Learn to fly
Charles Treat, 56 it keep as close to a building as
opposition
in
the
Primaries,
and
for
the
good
of the State, to
possible.
Talbot Ave.. Tel. 1203.
150-tf
which
he
is
giving
such
faithful
and
capable
service, it is
“Do not run and use no flash
hoped
that
nothing
will
prevent
his
return
to
the upper
lights or matches, above all, keep
branch
of
Congress.
calm.”
Motorists must drive close to the
curb, stop, turn out lights and seek
The selection of United States Senator
cover
—
'but
they
mustn't
park
at
SELECTED
Ralph
O. Brewster to be chairman of the
MONDAY ONLY
RIGHT
Republican State Convention was a stroke
street intersections or near hy
ON THE STAGE
MAN
of genius on the part of tbe State Commit
drants. police stations, fire houses
tee. Senator Brewster has traveled pretty
or
hospitals."
THREE SHOWS
much over the Western world, since he entered the Upper
Theatre operatrs received this
NO ADVANCE IN PRICES
(Branch, and one has only to read any day’s despatches to
special order:
note his intimate and prominent connection with the Na
“In the event of a public alarm,
tion’s affairs. We look forward to such a message as the
persons seeking shelter in the thea
Republicans of Maine have perhaps never heard. The Retre or theatre lobbies shall be ad
pubVcan State Convention of April 1 and 2 is going to be well
mitted without regard <to admis
handled affairs.
sion fees up to the safe capacitv
(THE SINGING COWBOY)
of the theatre."
It is too early to be thinking about the
With His
WILL HAVE Thanksgiving dinner, and there are other
Jchn Kaler of Rockland was fined
MORE
and more serious topics to consider, yet it
$25 and costs in Municipal Court
HILLBILLY TROUPE
TURKEYS
is pleasant to read that the Nation’s turkey
yesterday on charges brought by
crop will be about 8 percent larger than a
Direct from Station WHEB
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick concern
year ago, when American farmers produced 33.553.000 of the
ing the theft of a Luger automatic
Portsmouth, N. H.
toothsome gobblers. One of the ways of winning this war of
pistol from Joseph Melvin of Cam
ours
is by seeing that our soldiers and sailors are well fed,
den in October of 1940. Another
Two Girls and Two Boys person,
and
that
incidentally we can continue our work of National
Frank Berry of Camden was
Defense
unhindered
by the hunger that cannot be appeased.
apprehended by the sheriff, tried,
ON THE SCREEN
and found guilty in Municipal Court
Thursday. He was given the sai..e
The Allied forces in Java, approaching
“MAD DOCTOR OF
fine and probation as was Kaler.
MORNING’S a state of exhaustion, fell back last night
The gun had changed hands several
MARKET STREET”
NEWS IN A into the rough interior for a last stand.
times and finally was spotted in the
NUTSHELL Disaster fell as well upon the eastern island:
with
shop of a local used gun dealer. The
there the invader had driven almost to the
Lionel Atwill, Una Merkel,
chain of ownership was traced back
southern coast with the capture of Jogjakarta less than 15
to the two men who were arrested.
miles from the sea.
Nat Pendleton
The Navy announced yesterday that an Amercan freighter
and a tanker of Panamanian registry were overdue and pre
sumably lost.
The Red Army reported last night it was pursuing two
German divisions and the remnants of a third from recap
tured Yukhnov in a major blow to Nazi designs for a spring
offensive against Moscow.
Japan will attack Australia “in a matter of weeks, not
months,” Major General Henry Gordon Bennett declared
yesterday, in calling for swift, positive action.

SMILIN’
BILL WATERS

VICTORY

Town Meetings

UNITED

MARCH—SfRVIS FOUR

STATES
DEFENSE
^SONDS

39c

ISLE AU HAUT
At town meeting here Monday the
following officers were elected: Se
lectmen-Charles H. Turner, Stanley
E. Dodge and Forrest E. MacDon
ald.
Town Cierk—Jeannette F. Tumei
Collector of Taxes—George A.
Turner.
Treasurer—Virginia B. MacDon
ald.

Izen in their own delectable

Member of Schcol Board for three
years—Helen S. Barter.
Constables—Stephen E. Bridges
and Maurice E. Barter.
Appropriations totaling $3290 were
voted. This is $1110 less than last
year.
• •• •

iligrees of whipped cream-

CHINA

Shortcake? Then surprise
;ake

a la

STAMPS

1942. On a layer

inilla Ice Cream is a layer

At the annual town meeting Mon

rt to delight your eye, your

li will cost money to defeat our enemy aggressors.
Your government calla on you to help now.

W:

Buy Defense Bonds or Stamps today.
Make every
pay day Bond Day by participating in the Pay-roll Sav

1AM 5

ings Plan.
Bonds cost $18.75 and up.

r camparty
ownership
Tkanfejs,

Stamps are lf>t, 25t and up.

The help of every individual ie needed.

tl iti-. IK W

Do your part by buying your ehare every pay day-

In order to adequately care for
civilian casualties in case of enemy
attacks on our coast it is necessary
to have first aid stations at stra
tegic locations, casualty receiving
stations where field surgeons and
doctors can treat the Injured and
classify them for evacuation to
proper hospitals for final treat
ment and care and 'base hospitals.
In addition to the care of civilian
casualties we may be oalled upon
at any time to rescue a group of
victims from a torpedoed ship.
Such groups will be suffering from
various degrees of shock and in
jury and prompt treatment will
be imperative.
In order that Rockland may be
properly prepared plans are toeing
made to equip seven first aid sta
tions and two casualty stations in
the city. The equipment needed
will have to be furnlshedi from
our local resources, for it is recog
nized by all that this is our fight
and our financial part in it must
be borne by all of us.
The Rockland Elks Club is set
ting a fine example in patriotism
and showing the kind of realistic
thinking that will win this war
in donating the use of the Elks
Home for a casualty station. It is
to be equipped completely with

cots, linen, medical supplies and
instruments, in short everything
that will 'be needed in a well
equipped dressing station.
To do this will require a great
deal of physical labor which they
are prepared to furnish and in
addition they will need substancial finances. In order to ra’se
the necessary money the members
of the club are planning a big
dance and entertainment in the
Community Building, Thursday
evening March 26. Two dance
bands have volunteered their serv
ices and other feature attractions
will be on hand.
The Elks Club has always been
outstanding in its readiness to
support and work for any worth
while cause. In making their
home into a casualty station they
are prepared to deprive themselves
of its pleasures and comforts; by
so doing they show that they recog
nize that during this emergency
our lives cannot be lived as usual;
pleasures and pastimes must be
given up to make way for serious
work.
We heartily indorse their fine
effort and urge the people of
Rockland to get behind it and give
them your whole hearted support.
John Pomeroy,
County Disaster Chairman.

Islanders Anxious

Fight Fire Bombs

Said To Be Ready To Buy Chief Van Russell Discusses
Steamer North Haven—
A Subject Much In the
Dockage Problem
Public Mnid
The Chamber of Commerce held
a meeting Thursday relative to a
new location for dockage of the
steamer North Haven in Rockland.
Every effort is being made to find
a suitable location for the boat
to berth that the island people
may have adequate freight and
passenger service. The present
setup is not of the best, but is
the best that can be obtained at
the present time.
A group of officials Trom North
Haven and Vinalhaven were in
the city on Thursday and con
ferred with William T. White,
owner of the Vinalhaven <& Rock
land Steamboat Company, for
some time. It is understood by
The Courier-Gazette, from a most
reliable source, that the island
people are trying to make arrange
ments with Mr. White to buy the
North Haven and the business of
the line and operate it themselves.
No statement has 'been made re
garding the possibility of such a
move being made except that no
definite steps were taken in that
direction Thursday although the
possibility of such a step was dis
cussed at length.

The Valor Has Gone
Another Boat Built At Snow’s
Quits Port For Active
Duty
The AMc 108, U. S. S. Valor.
buil<t at Snow Shipyards, Inc., left
last night for delivery to the Navy
pnd eventual active duty with the
fleet.
These rugged craft have found
favor with the men of the Navy
and have been declared to be the
best that are being built in wooden
ships for the service.
The design is one perfected by
the Snow yards and accepted by

CLINIC

MONDAY AND TUESDAY
MARCH 9 AND 10

BUY
UNITED STATES
DEFENSE

Announcing the installation of
a modern system of Colonic Irri
gation. No discomfort. No em

BONDS
ANO

day Willis W. Washburn was unani

STAMPS

mously elected town clerk for the
61st time. As a noteworthy coinci

M|l’

barrassment.

GOV. BRANN OFF ROUTE
Ferry Boat Oov. Brann will be taken off route for
overhauling March 8. Two trips daily will be made
by Capt. Casper Murphy for passengers and freight,
leaving Islesboro at 8.30 a. m., Lincolnville at 9 a.
m.; and leaving Islesboro at 12 m., and Lincolnville
at 12.30 p. m. For order,
ISLESBOBO FEBBY DIRECT0BS.
28-29

The Black Cat

County Chairman Pomeroy Tells of Rockland
Lodge’s Patriotic Undertaking

dence, every other town official was
also unanimously re-elected. Only
the matters of snow removal equip
ment buying and tax deed selling
caused any discussion and it was
deemed advisable to do both.
Officers re-elected were: Modera
tor, W. H. Cole; clerk, Willis W.
Washburn: selectmen, assessors and
overseers of the poor, H. L. Fuller, the Navy and is based on the lines
G. W. Jcnes and D. C. Garry; tax of the famous Snow trawlers with
collector and treasurer, B. A. Reed: certain alterations ordered by the
member of school board, Mary A. Bureau of Ships.
Kriek; auditor, W. H. Wood and
road commissicner, Ralph H. Esancy.
The warrant contained 43 articles
and $14,179 was appropriated.

AT OUR D1ALIRS’ ONLY

WAR NEEDS MONEY I

Volume 97.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 29.

ELKS EQUIP CASUALTY STATION

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Men who registered last month fcr

BUY

THREE CENTS A COPY
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The reabsorption of bowel
waste matter aggravates many
disorders of the nerves, lungs,
stomach, and digestive system,
such as neuralgia, bronchitis,
acid stomach, gall stones, etc.

The examination fee will cover
the first two treatments, during
the Clinic.

Phone 1355 for appointment.

Donald F. Haskell, D. C.

CHIROPRACTOR AND
PHYSIOTHERAPIST
39 UNION STm
ROCKLAND
29«lt

Fire Chief Van Russell outlined
today the latest methods of fight
ing fire bombs approved by the U.
S. Office of Civilian Defense.
“Everyone must know what to do
in case of an air attack,” said the

Chief, “not only so we can keep
fire damage as low as possible, but
also so we can all face such an
emergency with calmness and selfconfidence. Panic is the only thing
to be afraid of.
“The
two-pound
magnesium
bomb is the type military authori
ties expect will be used," the Chief
continued, “and. depending upon
conditions when you find a bomb,
use either sand or water spray cn
it. Wait about a minute before at
tacking it, so as to be sure all
the violent sputtering is over.
Then, if the bomb has not set fire
to surrounding combustibles, it
can be covered with sand, dumped
into a metal pail and removed
from the premises’’
“But if the bomb has started a
fire by the time its violent reaction
is over, water spray must be used.
Be careful never to let a solid
stream strike the bomb, because
that may cause an explosive reac
tion. The source of water may be
a garden hose or any fire exting
uisher containing water or a water
solution. However, since water
supplies may fail during a raid, it
is unsafe to depend on garden hose.
That is why fire extinguishers
which are self-contained sources
of water are recommended.
“By ‘thumbing’ the stream at the
nozzle opening, you can use the
pump-tank, soda-acid, foam or
loaded stream types of extinguish
ers for the necessary spray, when
working on the bomb itself, and
their normal solid stream on fire
started by the bomb. The purpose
of the water spray is to make the
bomb bum itself out as fast as
possible.

“Because a bomb may penetrate
the roof of a house and come to
rest on the attic floor, it is a good
idea to remove combustibles, so
as to limit the things that can
catch fire.”
•
All of these points are clearly
illustrated in the O.C.D approved
motion picture, “Fighting the Fire
Bomb,” which is now being shown
to defense groups in many com
munities. They are also discussed
in detail in

the

OjC.D.

approved

Instructor's Manual which the
Chief received today. The motion
picture and manual were produced
under the technical supervision of
the Chemical Warfare Service of
the United States Army and the
National Fire Protection Associa
tion.

(By The Roving Reporter)

“A long life and a merry one”
is apparently the philosophy of El
lery V. Townsend of Union who
doesn't allow his 93 Winters to in
terfere with a trip to Boston, where,
writes the Union correspondent, hs
is visiting relatives and friends.

This item from Editor and Pub
lisher: “Sixty-eight women recently
attended a club meeting in Kin
caid, Kan., but when the item ap
peared in the paper it read: ‘Sixty
tight women were present’.”

The Census Bureau reports that
apple production in the United
States has been decreasing the past
30 years. Yet just as much stress
is still being laid upon that old say
ing, that “an apple a day, keeps the
doctor away.”

The Thorndike Forum loses two of
What am I going to do with my its most valued members through
friend. Col. Frank P. Sibley, who the departure of Wallace Cooper,
writes those extremely witty edi chief machinist’s mate; and Gustave
torial points in the Boston Globe. F Carlscn, chief electricians mate,
A man of epicurean tastes, and es who sailed last night on the U. S. S.
pecially fond of those gcod old Valor, for an unknown destination.
fashioned dishes in “Grandma’s They have been stationed here since
Cookbook.” Yet Col. Sibley thus Jan. 7, in connection with the equip
maligns a dish which was my favo ment of the new craft, their genial
rite in my pie-eating days:
| natures and fun-loving spirits inRhubarb pie seems to be raising 1 stantly earning for them a large
its horrid head already. It may be circle of friends and admirers. Their
goed for what ails you, but as pie
it is the resort of desperation, a relic daily presence at the Forum has
of the days when at this season furnished much pleasure for the
there was nothing else that could other members, and one of their
be, so tc speak, “pied.”
chief regrets upon leaving the city
they learned to like so well was the
The Colonel could never have absence of Harry Johnson of ‘‘Halfeaten any of that delicious straw Tide,’’ who played a leading role
berry rhubarb pie, such as his wife, in all cf the debates while he was
a Maine woman, would certainly here.
know how to make. Rhubarb pie’s
One year ago: The cement plant
“horrid head”!
Send for the
started up with 200 men on the pay
censor.
roll—Stuart MacAlman, witli the
In Canada they are rationing Fleet Marine Force in the Carib
sugar at the rate of 12 ounces per bean, received hts rating at phar
person each week. Away out in Iran macist’s mate, 3d class.—John R.
they are using raisins to sween tea, Dunton, former superintendent cf
because of the sugar shortage.
Rockland .schools, died in Florida—
Among the deaths: Rockland, Mrs.
The county has 27,987 hotels with i Benjamin Nutter, 59; Friendship,
approximately one and one-half George E. Mitchell, 68.

GRANGE CORNER
zs z\

a

zs

News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

WU1 Be At Union
Crop and Feed Loan Super
vision Is To Be There
March 26

The Crop and Feed Loan Super
visor is to visit Central Maine dur
ing March.
“Farmers desirous of making ap
plications for crop andi feed' loans
may do so during March,” accord
ing to E. W. Maddocks. field su
pervisor for the U. S. Department
Union.
• • • •
of Agriculture.
The maximum amount loaned
South China Grange meets today
in all-day session. Officers this year to any one borrower is $400. A
are: Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Webber, crop mortgage constitutes the se
worthy master and Ceres; Clyde curity for the advance in the case
Mitchell, overseer; Miss Frances | of a crop loan and interest at the
Clark, Pomona;. Mr. and Mrs. W. A.j rate of 4 percent is charged.
Morrill, sentinel and Flora; Mr. and
For the purpose of filling out
Mrs. Harry MJerrill, assistant stew applications and explaining de
ard and lady assistant steward; Mr. tails, the supervisor will be at
and Mrs. Courtland Tabor, treasurer Union (Selectmens office) March
and secretary; Mrs. Edith Morse, 26 from 2 to 3 p. m.
chaplain; Miss Annabel Jones, lec
turer; Dr. F. E. Earle, gate keeper.
At the meeting of Rockland Lodge
This Grange has a membership of of Elks Tuesday night, officers will
222 and an average attendance of be nominated for the coming year.
60.
Supper at 6.30.
• • • •
Pleasant Valley Juvenile Grange
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
meets this afternoon at the V.F.W.
hall at 2 o’clock.
If I had my life ta live again 1
have made a rule to read soma
There will be a public supper at would
poetry and listen to some music at
the V.F.W. hall at 6 p. m. Tuesday, least once a week. The low of theea
tastes Is a lose of happlnec
served by Pleasant Valley Grange. Darwin
The regular meeting will start at 8
GOD'S SERVING ANGELS
p. m. The third and fourth degrees
that the serving angels
will be conferred. All who have 'Tls written
stand
received the first and second degrees Beside God's throne, ten myriads on
each hand.
are invited to be present for the Waiting,
with wings outstretched and
eyes.
final degree work. The worthy mas To dowatchful
their Master’s heavenly em
bassies
ter urges all officers to be present.
Quicker than thought His high com
• • • •
mands they read,
The program Saturday at North Swifter than light to execute them
Tranquility Grange of Lincoln
ville will serve a public dinner Mon
day, Town Meeting day.
• • • •
Tne Maine State Grange will hold
a Knox County conference Tuesday
at 8 o’clock at Pioneer • Grange,

Haven Grange will be

in charge

the V for Victory Girls Club
and the Pioneer Boys’ Club. The
Grange Sewing Circle met thia
week with Miss Etta Beverage.
of

Doris Carleen Borgerson, a senior
at Bates College, has been elected
to membership in the Christian
Service Club, it has been announced
at the school. Miss Borgerson grad
uated with the Class of 1938 from
Rockland High School. At Bates
she is active aa a member of the
Latin Slub, sports, and speaking.

million guestrooms. But the Cen
sus Department fails to tell us
where there is another city of Rock
land's size which has better hotels,
or a town of Thomaston's size which
has a better one.

Tickets may be obtained at
Chishclm's Candy store for the mu-

» speed.
Bearing the word of power from star
to star—
Rome hither and some thither, near
and far.
And unto these naught ls too high or

low,

Too mean or mighty, if He will* it so;
Neither ls any creature, great or small.
Beyond His pity, which embraoetb all.
Because His eye beholde»<i all which
are.
Sees without search, and oometh with
out care:

sicale and one-act play to be pre Nor any ocean rolls so vast that Ha
sented by St. Bernard’s Choir March Forgets one Wave of all that restless

17 at the High School auditorium-

sea.

—Edwin Arnold

The Courier-Gazette

The Memory Man

of the American Red Cross and the

THREE DOTS AND A DASH FOR VICTORY

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Lay up for yourselves treasures
in heaven.—Matt. 6:20.

Every-Other-Day
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More Episodes In the Life Of
that “Athletic Prodigy,”
Al. Farnham

f

[
■
•
(Third
Installment)
Book
(by Iree Member?
(By K. S. F.)
Al Farnham was one of a large
-’i
••j
family and he learned to cook early
., .-Irish'-'-/'
Dust Above the Sage, author
in life. His experience in home
Vengie E. Roe, published by M. 6.
i■
■'
cooking came in handy later in life.
Mill Co., Inc., New York.
He was, and is, one of the best cooks
There is a riddle solved in thia that ever trod the deck of a vessel.
........ -i-—
merry dancing story of the sage Several captains with whcm Al sailed
/-•S'-1
I -•—
brush country, where the home have told me this. Add to this the
steaders are often obliged tq give fact that he could feed a crew of men
up their deligently fought for at much less cost than most cooks
land holdings, because of the sinis and we can understand why he
ter menaces of one raid and then was eagerly sought by captains
unother that halt them.
needing a cook.
ThLs story is thrill-packed and
One captain told me that Al could
Western to the hilt, with a brand take a few bread crumbs, a little
-MOnew type of maiden, to fill the milk, sugar (or molasses) other cdds
mind and eyes and emotions and ends, add a bit of seasoning and :
with interest and with wonder. stir up and cook a “duff” or pudding
There is endless variety of ex that would tempt a king. On numer
periences in this limitless Great ous occasions Iree has devoured
Plains country it would seem, and cakes, pies, cookies, stews and other
this story with plenty of color, In foods cooked by Al, and can most
DEFENSE STAMPS
dians, Mexicans and all sorts— sincerely echo the praises sung by
“Dust Above the Sage” will in others of his culinary skill.
trigue you.
For some years Al shipped "before
• • • *
the mast” but after his first trip as
Big Ben, author Earl Schenck cook he never had to go as deck hand
Miers, publishers. Westminister except from his own choice. I was
From Miami Dttilv Newt.
Press, Philadelphia.
told that on one occasion he shipped
This dramatic story, the author with a new captain and when the
84 8
Nina MfcKinney ........ 48
tells us, was inspired by that real food stuff which Al had ordered for
39
84.5
Alice
Soule
........
nobleman Paul Robeson, and it the trip came aboard the captain ex- 1
39
842
Ruth Mazzeo
might almost be called a biography citedly told Al “that batch of grub
18
83.8
Ann
Jacobs
......
ut that man of high asperations, won't last this ship’s crew out of The Ladies’ League had its inn
82.7
48
Ellen
Prescott
....
whose pathway was not always sight of Owls Head! Your judgment ings Wednesday night with an upset
82.4
easy in his college life. His was a must be very poor, why, if you double that shook the foundations when Edna Willis ...... ....... 48
54
82
4
Mary
Sylvester
.
superior outlook, and was gifted that order I doubt if it lasts the the mighty Sylvesters went down to
82.1
45
with courage and fineness of spirit. trip!” “You’re the boss,” said Al, a 5 to 0 defeat under the skillful S. Blackington ..
81.6
This negro learned to accept and "but I shall cook only what I have rolling of the M3cK nneys. Connon Agnes Johnson ....... 21
81.4
.......
42
Ella
Bradbury
live as he learned to liold in his ordered and you and the crew will of the McKinneys rolled a 271 for
81.3
heart needed balance in attitude be well fed. If you want more stuff high string of the maten The Syl Frances Savitt .... ....... 6
81.2
......
45
Margaret
Kent
..
because of the marked line of color you can order it, of course, but I vesters haven’t taken a lacing like
48
81.
Vivian Connon ....
that the world had established.
assure you that I have ordered all this one for a long time. The vic E.leen Flanagan ....... 18
80.8
"Big Ben” is a delightful char we will need."
tors can throw cut their chests a Frances Quint ....
45
805
acter, fun-inspiring and very hu
After more talk the captain decided little and be justified.
80 3
.......
6
Ethel
Perrv
.
man.
The R.H.S. and McRae match
to let Al have his own way and—
.......
42
798
Elizabeth
Dean
..
As a beautifully voiced singer, take full responsibility. Everyone had came out 4 to 1 in favor of the
79*7
a.s a cultured actor and leader plenty to eat the whole trip and all High School. V. Willis rolled high Margaret* Tripp .. ....... 46
78 8
.......
36
Abbie
Folland
....
among the negro peoples, his high agreed that they never enjoyed better w'ith a 296 and was closely followed
9
77.8
Hilda
Anderson
..
place and standing have never ship grub than they did on that by Edna Willis with a 289.
69.2
Hilma Storer .... ....... 6
been disputed. With a clearly de trip and the captain said his food bid
McKinney—'Nina McKinney 246.
• • • •
fined dignity he has held his was a third less, at least, than it had Estes 251, Perry 261, Connon 271,
Tuesday night Post Office gave
ground for the true goal he wishes ever been on such a trip. Was it any Kent 244, total 1273.
Rice a 5 to 0 drubbing despite the
for his people. The example his wonder that Al was in great demand
Sylvester—Sylvester 244, Dean
life has set, no doubt, has inspired as a cook on shipboard?
245, Bradbury 226, D. Richardson fact that the meat peddlers had a
handicap awarded them of 24 pins
many of his race to merit not only
Al had learned in his early child 269, M Richardson 252, total 1236.
confidence but recognition. This is hood not to throw good food overHigh School—V. Willis 296, R. per string or a total cf 72 for the
the story of a student at Rutgers board! Perhaps this will be a good Mazzeo 237. Ed. Willis 289, G. Feyler match. McPhee of the Post Office
University in New Jersey and its spot to say that most of Al's later 271, Eve WillLs 274, total 1367.
rolled a 321 to lead the match.
worthy reading to test the Chris years of “going to sea” were spent
McRae—McRae 281, Quint 224,
The same evening Snows rolled
tian spirit and the true nobility on yachts, as steward and cook. Hs Soule 258. Tripp 272, Prescott 248, over the crew from the Perry Mar
of the general public's standpoint last job was on the yacht “White total 1283.
kets, setting a pace that the grocers
• • • •
and standards of brotherly kind Heather”, cruising Maine waters—Al
were unable to keep up with.
ness.
With but two weeks to go to the Snows had a 113 pin lead at the
was 74 years old and was engaged
There is a sweet love story told for tiie following season, which end of the season for the American final count. Phillips, Cole and Wil
here with illustrations well made proved that he was still capable of and National Leagues at the Com lLs all topped 300 fcr Snows, with
munity Building, Snows are lead Crockett being but one point down
in effective semi-color. The book slinging pot and pan as of yore.
ls ‘handsomely bound in attractive
Here is an incident that will, I ing the Americans and the Fire to make the charmed circle.
canvas cloth and excellent print think, be of interest. It happened Chiefs heading the list in the Na
Post Office—McPhee 321, T. Perry
ing. Read this story and win for when Al was a "heels-kicking-young- tional League.
292, Chatto 290, D. Perry 305, Rack
Pest Offlce, the usual winner in liff 273, tctal 1431.
yoursetlf a new point of view.
colt.” He was alway a splendid actor
and delighted in "making up” and the American League, is riding in
Rice—'Hodgkins 268, Goss 276,
playing pranks and, to my know third position and seven games be Estes, Harmon 262, Walker 259.
ledge, no one ever penetrated his hind the leaders. Tiie Fire Chiefs Cargill 287, total 1352.
disguise and learned his identity. have a five match lead in the Na
Snow—Crockett 299, Phillips 310.
tional League with Gulf and W’ater Cole 311, Willis 322, Gatcombe 293,
After
trying
his
stunts
on
the
PROMPT
folks in his immediate neighborhood Company cne match apart for sec- total 1535.
$
4ND
he thought it was time to invade ] cud pos.tion.
Perry’s—Marshall 293, Clark 291.
Rockland
city.
He
disguised
himAmerican
League
Nick
263. Flanagan 293, LeGage 282,
s RELIABLE
self as an old man, thin and stooped
W.
L. total 1422.
with age, wore a long "linen duster”, j Snows ........................... 44
16
Elks upset Kiwanis 5 to 0 Wednes
P5
RADIO
wore straggly whiskers, carried a Kiwanis ...................... 39
21 day night with Williams leading
cane and an old fashioned "reticule", i Post Offlce .................. 37
them with a 331 for one of the high
SERVICE (satchel) and started out to "do the Elks ............................. 35
est three strings rolled in the league
town.” I met him and didn’t know
National League
this year. Kiwanis wasn’t in the
him from Daddy Adam, of Garden
L. match at all with all the Elks roll
W.
of Eden fame.
67
18 ing tep notch, not even a four point
Fire Chiefs .... ...........
Al lived on the back side of Dodge’s Gulf .......................... . 62
23 handicap helped them.
TEL. 721
Mountain and used to cut across it Water Co. .................
29
61
Old Timers and Texaco battled it
to the Mill pond and thence through Armour .....................
46 out with the final nod going to the
39
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC. Blackington's Corner to Rockland
ancients and a 4 to 1 score. Smith
Women’s Bowling Averages
442 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME. On this occasion he left a trail of
of
the Texacos rolled a 317 to lead
Ave.
St.
pranks behind him every mile he Evelyn Willis ............. * 48
92.3 the match.
traveled and had everyone on his M. Richardson ........... 54
Elks—F. Black 275, Clark 267,
903
Williams
331, Roes 305, Soule 306,
89.7
Athleen MaRae .......... 51
total
1484.
89.
3
Gladys Estes .............
Kiwanis—Leigh 257, Flanagan
87.1
Virginia Willis .......... 45
End Al Crockett hailed him with D. Richardson ........... 48
298,
Daniels 298, Miller 267, Barnard
86 6
270.
total 1390.
86.
Gertrude Feyler ........ 36
kins yet?” Al was at the foot of
Old Timers—Goodnow 249, R.
Warren street just then and he Brock" where he bought some candy Richardson 275, F. Rchardson 266,
in the "Penny” Hemingway store French 270, Benner 301, total 1361.
and gave him an invitation to come
Texacos—McLoon 297. Mitchell
into the middle of the street and and then proceeded down Main 265. Carr 249. Smith 317, Hobbs 265,
fight! That was funny and it struck street Word socn spread that the total 1393.
Al that way. He roared with laugh- j crazy man was at large again and . Lime Co.—Nelson 259, Rowling
ter and goaded little Al on to say another searching party was organ 265, Me Ivin 254, Holden 252, total
more—which Al did. A crowd gatn- ized but bv that time Al was at the 1030.
ered and joined in the fun unt 1 Al, door of his sister's house, rapping
Ccca Cola—Gregory 310, Tard ff
fearing someone would recognize vigorously with his cane and de 234, Starr 293, Glidden 286, total
him, left the battle field and started manding admittance in a high, rasp 1123.
down Main street. Lute Day started ing voice.
Swifts—Gardner 282, Small 265,
The family had gone to bed and Heald 290. Leeman 254, Bowley 282,
the story that Al was a crazy man
and ran to notify Bill Cook, who when his sister descended the stairs total 1373.
was a special officer. When Bill got aftd peeked through the "side-lights"
Fire Chiefs—Ben Shapiro 281,
there Al was hotfooting it for Ran she fled back and tcld her husband Bcardman 273, McLoon 264, Chaples
kin block and a crowd of 20 or more that a "horrible cld man" was trying 259, Wentworth 303. total 1880.
chased him—taking great care not to to break into the house.
Swifts—Gardner 246, Small 244,
Her husband jumped (loudly) to Heald 281, Leeman 268, Bowley 279,
get too close to him as he was
brandishing his cane and mouthing the floor and bellowed You wait total 1308.
hoarse defiance at them. It was 'til I get my pants on! I’ll show
Fire Chiefs—Flanagan 281, BoardJoan Leland becomes seri by now getting quite dark and Al, him what kind of trees make man 273, Mt? Loon 268. Chaples 265.
ously enmeshed in a spy ring's watching his chance, darted acrcss shingles!"
Wentworth 287, total 1374.
Then
he
waited
to
see
what
effect
the
street
and
disappeared
near
the
Gulf—H. Black 266, R. Simmcns
net, but fortunately meets an
his brave werds wculd have cn the 258, Seavey 242, Murphy 273, Dan
Brown
kilns.
F.B.I. man who finally rounds
Bill led his pcsse in the hunt which "horrible old man.” After several ielson 291, total 1330
up the gang.
Water Co.—F. Hallowell 301, B
followed while Al slipped into the minutes of silence Al rasped and
Read this serial by Sylvia lime shed, removed his “makeup”, squeaked, "Hey there got yer pants seliger 264. H. Curtis 270, E. Sim
Taylor, in which mystery and hid it carefully, ran south a wharf on yet?” Then, feeling that he had mons 288, Sukeforth 261, total 1382
had fun enough Al told them who
intrigue keep you guessing to or two, returned to Main street, asked
what the commotion was all about he was, they let him in, had a good
the very end. Start it now—»
For Victory...
and Joined whole heartedly in the laugh and they all retired for the
night.
Al
was
well
pleased
—
he
had
search for—himself! (This Is the
Buy
first time the public has been let enjoyed a pleasant, exciting even
U. S. DEFENSE
ing which had done harm to no
into the secret, too.)
After the search was abandoned one.
Al was always like that. Ever
Al
went and donned his disguise
Today On Page Four

BUY DEFENSE BONDS
BUY

Community Bowlers

THE RED CROSS
AND CIVILIAN DEFENSE
A

department devoted to news items concerning these
patriotic organizations

The Transportation Squad, a drivers will be furnished 'by Sid
unifc of the Disaster committee ney Segal. Leroy Watson, George
is ready to function in case of an Watscn, Walter Britto, H. H. Crie
emergency. Fred L. Linekin is &Co., J. A. Jameson, Horatio C.
chairman, other members being Cowan, The Perry Markets, L. E.
Lawrence Miller, Charles H. Berry Clark, Armour & Co., Silsby’s
and Jchn G. Sncw. In case of an Flower Shop, Perry's Laundry.
emergency these who have agreed
Mrs. Alice Luke and Mrs. Flor
to furnish transportaVion and ence Sncw have been appointed codrivers should see to it that they chairmen of the First Aid Rescue
report at the Waldoboro Garage Squads under the Disaster set-up.
on Park street.
Rescue squads from tiie Women’s
This is a very important part of Division will be formed to co-or
the defense set-up and all are dinate with the squads from the
asked to co-operate. These who are men's division.
to drive should take the First Aid
An urgent plea is being made by
and Chemical Warfare courses in Mr.s. Adah Roberts for Women Air
order that they may be able not Raid Wardens. In many localities
only to look after themselves but there have been no volunteers for
also to look after others. A little wardens and many of those who
team work will make this trans have volunteered do not seem to
portation squad a strong and be co-operative to a very high de
helpful unit.
gree. Air Raid Wardens are one
If extra drivers are needed the ol the most essential parts of the
following have volunteered thier Civilian Defense set-up and wo
services: Mrs. Victoria Moulaison, men as well as men are expected
Mrs. Loretta Glendenning, Mrs to do their part in the emergency.
Nathalie Snow, Mrs. Catherine Thase who have registered as warLibby-. Mrs. Doris Rubinstein, Miss at tiie placement bureau are ex
Patricia Thompson, Mrs. Ruth pected to attend classes and learn
Mazzeo, Donald Teel, Leroy Wat their duties and not back out when
son, A. H. Trenholm. A. A. French, they are called simply because they
Ritchie Linnell and George Wat have since learned that their’s is
son. All members cf the Trans a difficult and responsible charge
portation squad are to assemble at and one that must be learned
the Waldoboro Garage in case of properly.
an emergency.
In addition to the first aid and
chemical
warfare course there is
Pleasure cars and drivers will
a
certain
pattern for all1 air raid
be furnished] by C. W. Hopkins,
wardens
both
men and' women to
Inc., Everett A. Munsey, Sea View
follow
andi
a
class in this must
Garage Inc., Dyer’s Garage, Ben
jamin Philbrook, Fireproof Gar I be had as well. Anyone who is
age Co., Carl Borgerson, Wilpas really willing to volunteer and wifi
Sallinen, Lawrence Miller, Alfred do what is required of them is
Plourd, Waldoboro Garage Co- asked to get in touch with either
Margaret Adams. W. L. O'Brien, Mrs. Ida Dondis, sponsor of the
A. A. French, Donald Cummings, Air Raid classes, Mrs. Adah Rob
Carl M. Benson, Robert M. Allen, erts. who is county sub-chairman
L. E. Jones, Keith Goldsmith. or Mrs. Lenore Savage at the
Sherman Lord. Harry Gerrish. Mrs. Placement Bureau fcr an assign
Robert Burns, Alan Grossman. ment to class.
• • • •
John M. Richardson, C. H. Duff,
The magazine. Hygeia, for the
Maurice F. Lovejoy.
Trucks and drivers have been month of February carries an inpromised by John Bird Co., A. P. i teresting article called, “More
Blaisdell, Dcnald Teel, Robert i Hands for the Nurse,” which deals
Burns, American Railway Express i with the duties of the member® of
(2 trucks), A. T. Thurston, V. F. I the Volunteer Nurses Aid Corps.
Studley, U. & G. Express. Philip I This corps was organized to con
Rowling (6 trucks), andi William serve the time, skill and energy
Glendenning and A. T. Thurston 1 of graduate nurses and has been
station wagons. Panel trucks and started under the combined efforts

Games Cancelled

Medical Division of the Office of
Civilian Defense. The objective
has been set at 100,000 aides On Account of Bad Weathe
—Will Play Lincoln Next
trained within a year.
The first part of the course con
Wednesday
sisting of lectures and demonstra
The games between the Lincoln
tions are to be given at any suit
able place after which the aides Academy boys’ and girls’ teams
go into hospitals which have been and the teams of Rockland Hn li
chosen as training centers for ac School, which were scheduled i J
tual practice. These aides are not
be played at Newcastle last night]
intended to take the places of
nurses but are “to give more were cancelled due to bad weather
hands to the nurse.” The aide may and will be played next Wedm
make beds, give baths, shampoos, day night at the same place.
Madelyn McConchie, Rockland'
feed patient® who can not feed
themselves, take care of supplies, star guard, is fully recovered andl
take care of personal belongings, will be ready to take her place m|
prepare patients for meals, arrange the Rockland lineup when tin,
flowers and other things of a like meet the Lincoln girls for thi
nature. Not every woman can be Knox-Lincoln League champion
ship.
a nurses aide.
Rockland has every chance
The work requires physical stam
the
world to take the game, orf
ina and often times a sacrifice of
tie.
either
of which will give thcnl
leisure time. In a serious emer
the
championship.
A defeat w.:l|
gency enrollees may have to give
a great deal of their time to duty. find them one-half game short off
Volunteers should be between 18 the coveted honor. One great
and 50 years of age, have a high 1 drawback is the size of the tiny
school education or its equivalent, 'Lincoln court after the girls have
be physically able to stand hard been used to the regulation size
work
and
"mentally
flexible court at tiie Community Buildin
The boys are expected to gm
enough” to accept-^direction ond
supervision. She must give at Lincoln a bad night of it as they
least 150 hours of service each year, did here on Tuesday.
during the first year this is in the
hospital.
•
NEW HARBOR
Knox Hospital is cne of these
Willis Gilbert is ill. Dr. Berry
training centers and one class of Bristol Mills attending him.
Nurses Aides taught 'by Miss Ellen
Town meeting was held Monday
Daly, superintendent of nurses has the officers were re-elected.
completed its first part of training
Carl Gifford ts doing carpenter]
and will enter actual hospital work in Chamberlain tor Mrs. ;vlil
service within a very short time. dred Hines.
It is hoped Lhat other classes may
Mr. and Mrs. E. A McFarland an :
be started a little later.
Mr. and Mr.s. Malcolm Ross visit
Vast quantities of human bicod ed Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Wil
must be drawn from the veins of liam Prescott in Washington.
volunteers new that the Red Cross
A test will be given Friday at neon
is providing plasma to both civilian by the Air Raid wardens when ali
and military reserves according to church and school bells in Bristol
Chairman Norman H. DavLs of will be rung to find cut just how
National Red Cross. Several peo many residents can he contacted m
ple in Knox County have already thts way.
signed, up as volunteers for the
Samuel Morton and daughter
Knox County Legion of Blood Emma who have been ill with grippe
Donors but more are needed and are much improved.
any one wishing to volunteer
Mrs. Albert Curtis and sen. an i
should give their names to the Miss Marjorie Hall are spending a
Placement Bureau at the Chamber week with Mrs. Curtis' parents m
of Commerce cffice in Rcckland Lubec.
or to their chairman in the va
Birger Magnuson and Miss Marv
rious surrounding towns.
Arnold of Port Clyde gave inter
----------------esting talks to a group of men an i
women at the Surf Casino Wednes
day on the “New England Co-Oper
MAKE EVERY
ative League.” Robert Search w: s
elected
temporary treasurer an 1
PAY DAY
Cleon Hanna temporary chairman.
The next meeting will be Thursday
BOND DAY
at 8 at Surf Casino.

JOIN THE PAY-ROLL
* SAVINGS PLAN *
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again and next appeared “at The know anyone like him?
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TALK OF THE TO
*

8 Knox County Mini
at Rockport Baptist Ch
,n«arch 9—Cushing—Town m«"
9 — Camden Town nn
onera House.
ln..Yrch 9 Waldoboro
Town inMarch 9 —Vinalhaven
Town
...wh
tini!

"’varch 9—Hope Town niceti.
March 9 St Oeorge Town inn
March 9 Friendship Town im
March 9—Washington Town '
lflMarch 10 — Maine State l
nnids Knox County Contemn,
Pioneer Orange Union
r March 16—Opening of New Eh
a.lTmg Flower Show In Boston
S March 16- Rockport Town n
March 16—South T’hoinasti.n

"'March 16- Union Town me.
March H> Appleton Town i
March 17 St Patrick s buv
March 17-New dralt lotte
Washington. D C.
WMarch 17—St Patricks Ih
-prt at High School auditor! n
ct Bernard s Choir
March 20 — Womans Edu.
nub meets at GA R hall
»«aTCh 21—Spring begins
March 27—Warren Comedy
for Oracle.’
auspHes
kadles Auxiliary at Town hai
March 29 Palm Sunday.
March 30 — Impersonation
Dickens’ "David Copperfleld n
me Oraham Talbot ut Um.

V*March 30 —Washington So(
class play. "Don’t barken M\
April 1-2 — Republican Stu
ventlon meets In Portland
April 3—Good Friday.
April 5—Easter.
April 10—Democratic State
tion in Bangor
May 1—Montgomery prize
contest at Colby College

*

The Weather

Yesterday certainly gav,
wide variety of it—a typical
day with rain, snow and a
wind, leaving this mornin
skies, a very comfortable te
ture, and gosliawful walkii.
rough, icy streets. But in
rough going as the United
are having in Java
The Third District tt
American Legion Auxilia r
meet Wednesday afternoon
11 at 2 o’clock, in the Womai
rooms in the library at Wl
Berniece Jackson, departure
president will preside.

Diane Gail McAuliffe,
street, acknowledges a fine bi
fruit from Captain Joseph G
Tampa, Fla,

The management ol Park
announces the Smilin' Bn.
and his Hillbilly troupe dir.
station WHEB at Pcrtsmoutl
will be on tiie stage Monda
9 for three shows. On tl
will appear "The Mad 1^
Market Street” with Lion, ]
Una Merkel and Nat P(
There will be no advance 1.
Charles McAuliffe. Fult<
who has been home on a
has returned to New York
Is employed as marine encis

Mts. John O Stevens
chairman of the Conan
Ladies’ Circle Supper Wedi:
6.15.

Beano at G.AR hall
March 9 at 2.15 p. m —ad
For dependable radio
call the Radio Shop, lel.i
Main street. Complete Ph)
—adv.

C6.lt. . .

SHE LOVED
A SPY

I
H

Visitors in Washlngto
can get copies of The Coi
zette at the Metropolis
Agency, 603 15th stree
West—adv.

1
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“God grants liberty only to those who love it,
and are always ready to guard and defend it”

ARTHW

Liberty is something that we give

Press of a Free America are as much

We’re apt to

guardians of our Liberty as are those

too little thought to.

take Liberty for granted.

We often

forget that the privilege of reading
and writing and saying and thinking

and doing as we please is a God-given

right—one that is ineffably valuable—
one that we should love and be always
ready to guard and defend.

The Courier-Gazette and the Free

In closing his Getty
dress, Lincoln called on
ers to highly resolve
nation under God shall
new birth of freedom
government of the peot
people and for the pei
not perish from the earl
In these days, as
time, popular governmf
peril. We have need,
to highly resolve that t
under God shall once
perience a new birth o
To that end we exhort
citizens to draw near
in coming weeks, by r>!
their several places of
ever increasing numbe:]
is the foundation of
government.

boys who are training for the guardian
ship of It in camps throughout our
country.
As long as America’s Newspapers
print the words and thoughts of
America’s free people, just so long will
America’s people be free. Your news
paper loves Liberty—it is prepared to
guard and defend it.

Rheumatism, Neuritis
ness, High Blood 1
Sinus Infectioi
Successfully treat!

Natural Meth,

DR. chiropka
BLAKE B.< r<
79 PARK ST., ROCKIJ
PHONE 1163

BURPE
funeral h
Ambnlanc® Se

THE AMERICAN PRESS STANDS FOUR-SQUARE

Ht « 7Z1-1 ar 7
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Every-Other-Day ■

Games Cancelled
Account of Bad Weathe
-Will Play Lincoln Next
Wednesday

Dip gnines between the Lincoln
iileniy

boys'

and

girls'

I

ilie teams of Rockland High

I

played at Newcastle last night

|e cancelled due to bad weather K;
wil] be played next Wednesnight at the same place.
™
ladelyn McConchie, Rockland’s

I

r guard, is fully recovered and

be ready to take her place in i
Rockland lineup when they
?t the Lincoln girls for the
ox-Lmcoln

League

champion-

>
ockland lias every chance in
world to take the game, or
either of which will give them
championship. A defeat will
them one-half game short of
coveted honcr. One great
whack is the size of the tiny
coin court after the girls have
n used to the regulation size
rt at the Community Building.
*he boys are expected to give
coin a bad night of it as tfiey
here on Tuesday.

NEW HARBOR
/illis Gilbert is ill. Or. Berry of
attending him.
'own meeting was held Monday
officers were re-elected.
nl Gifford is doing carpenter
k in Chamberlain lor Mrs. Milli Hmes.
stcl Mills

Ir. and Mrs E. A McFarland an I
and Mrs. Malcolm Ross visit- j

Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Wil
li Pre cott in Washington,
te t will be given Friday at neon
tin Air Raid wardens when all
rcb and school bells in Bristol
be rung to lind cut just how
iy residents can be contacted in
way.
iinuel Morton and daughter
ma who have been ill with grippe
much improved.
Irs. Albert Curtis and sen. an 1
[s Marjcrie Hall are spending a
ik witli Mrs. Curtis' parents in
ec.
irger Magnuson and Miss Mary
lold of Port Clyde gave interJig talks to a greup of men an t
nen at the Surf Casino Wedneson the "New England Co-Oper* League.” Robert Search wrs
ted temporary treasurer an I
m Hanna temporary chairman,
next meeting will be Thursday
at Surf Casino.

ourier-Gazette Want Ads Work
riders!
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Elmer B. Havener, sen of Mr and
Mrs. Pierre Havener of North Main
street, is spending a two weeks’ va
X/1
*
cation in the city after having com
pleted his course of instruction ln
the Initial Training School at Victoriaville, Quebec where he trained
fcr
a flying officer of the Royal
March 8 Knox County Ministers’
, ...ting at Rockport Baptist Church Canadian Air Force. Following his
March 9 Cushing—Town meeting.
March 9
Camden—Town meeting furlough, he will enter the Stanley
in Opera House.
March 9 Waldoboro—Town meeting Flying School in Nova Scotia where
March 9 —Vinalhaven Town meet- he will take tlie elementary flying
course of the R.C.A.F.
' March 9—Hope—Town meeting

J

teams

jiool, which were scheduled to

Every-Other-Day

9 St. George Town meeting
March 9 Friendship-Town meeting
March 9—Washington—Town meetMarch

Ing

March 10 — Maine State Grange
1: a.ds Knox County Conference at
pioneer Grange. Union.

March 18—Opening of New England
Spring Flower Show ln Boston.
March lft- Rockport Town meeting
March 1ft—South. Thomaston—Town
piretlug.
16—Union—Town meeting.
Appleton Town meeting
March 17 St. Patrick’s Day.
March 17—New draft lottery at
March

March 1ft

Wa llington. D. C.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day con
cert at High School auditorium by
St Bernard's Choir.
March 20 — Woman's Educational
Club meets at G.A.R. hall.
March 21 Spring begins

March 27 —Warren Comedy ‘‘Gangwav for Gracie.” auspices Baptist

is taking a business administration
course at Becker College of Busi
ness Administration in Worcester,
Mass., has been awarded a pin for
Much 30 —Washington— Sophomore
typing
40 words a minute, according
,lu - play, "Don't Darken My Doors”
April 1-2 — Republican State Con to Hastings Hawkes, dean.
meets ln Portland.
3—Good Friday.
5—Easter.

The Coca-Cola company has re
cently closed its local plant, and
prize speaking
officials were in the city this week
at Colby College.
attending to the final details. In
ability to obtain the necessary ma
terials is responsible for the termi
nation of what had come to be a
gcod-sized and well managed in
Yesterday certainly gave us a dustry.
wide variety of it—a typical March
day with rain, snow and a gale of
Arrivals at the F. J. O’Hara plant
wind, leaving this morning azure for the week have been, Dorothy M.,
skies, a very comfortable tempera $24,000; Royal, 13,000; Helen B.,
ture. and goshawful walking over 22,000; Carlannsul, 16.000; Cynthia,
rough, icy streets. But not such 14,000; Bernice, 13.500. The catches
lough going as the United Nations have been mostly redfish with some
arc having in Java.
mixed groundfish. The tctal fares
of this week have been the largest
The Third District Councid, since the fleet of O’Hara trawlers
American Legion Auxiliary, will were taken by the Government some
meet Wednesday afternoon March time ago.
11 at 2 o'clock in the Woman’s Club
looms in the library at Wiscasset.
A meeting cf workers in t{ie lo
Bemiece Jackson, department vice cal Boy Scout drive will be held at
president will preside.
6.30 Sunday night at the High
School building. All campaign cards
Diane Gail McAuliffe, Fulton should be brought along for re-disftreet. acknowledges a fine basket of tribution.
fruit from Captain Joseph Goodwin,
The Courier-Gazette is informed
Tampa, Fla.
by Mayor Veazie that the aluminum
Ihe management of Park Theatre ware collected in this city was for
announces the Smilin’ Bill Waters warded last Summer to the Augusta
and his Hillbilly troupe direct from headquarters—nearly one and onestation WHEB at Portsmouth, N H., half tons of it.
will be on tlie stage Monday, March
BORN
9 lor three shows. On the screen
—At Rockland. „ March 5. to
will appear ‘‘The Mad Doctor of Mr.Barter
and Mrs. Wilbert Barter, a daugh
Market Street” with Lionel Atwill, ter Mildred Joan.
Butler—At Union. March 2. to Mr.
Una Merkel and Nat Pendleton. and
Mrs. George Butler, a son.
At Friendship. March X to
There will be no advance in prices. Mr.Browand Mrs Bernard Brow, a daugh
10—Democratic State Conven

Bangor.
1 Montgomery

The Weather

ter.

ND IT!

Charles McAuliffe, Fulton street,
who has been home on a vacation,
has returned to New York where he
i.s employed as marine engineer.

Mrs. John O. Stevens will be
chairman of the Congregational
1 allies’ Circle Supper Wednesday at
ti 15.

Beano at
March 9 at

G.A.R.

hall Monday

2.15 p. m.—adv.

29-lt

For dependable radio service
rail the Radio Shop, Tel. 844, 817

Main street. Complete Philco Line,
80-tf

-adv.

Visitors in Washington, D. C.
can get copies of The courier-Ga
zette at the Metropolitan News
Agency, 603 15th street. North
West.—adv.
66*tf
In closing his Gettysburg ad
dress, Lincoln called on hie hear
ers to highly resolve “that this

'■•■■ft.

-*
*• -M-'z

-.1

•ica are as much
erty as are those
for the guardianthroughout our
ca’s Newspapers
nd thoughts of
just so long wiU
ree. Your newsit is prepared to

nation under God shall have a
new birth of freedom and that
government of the people, by the
people and for the people shall
not jrerish lrom the earth.”
In these days, as in Lincoln’s
time, popular government is in
peril. We have need, therefore,
tc highly resolve that this nation
under God shall once again ex
perience a new birth of freedom.
To tliat end we exhort our fellow
citizens to draw near unto God,
in coming weeks, by repairing to
'heir several places of worship in
ever increasing numbers. Religion
is the foundation of democratic
government.
23-41

MARRIED
Polipner-Emery—At Camden, March
4 Dr Saul R. Polisner and Camilla. I.
Emery, both of Camden.

DIED
Sargent — At Thomaston. March 5.
Edwlna G., widow of Everett A. Sar
gent. aged 80 years. 9 months. 5 days.
Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock from
Davis funeral home. Interment at
Village cemetery. Please omit flowers.
Ulmer—At Boston. Mass., March 4.
Heber A. Ulmer, aged 82 years. Burial
In Seaview cemetery.
Goulding — At Rockland, March 6.
Clarence E. Goulding. aged 89 years.
7 months. 25 days.
Funeral Monday
at 2 o'clock from Burpee funeral
home. Harold Spear officiating. Burial
ln Seaview cemetery.
Hussey — At Rockland. March 6.
Robert W. Hussey, aged 71 years. 8
months: 3 days. Funeral to be an
nounced.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory oT my dear hus
band. William T. Howard, who passed
away March 9. 1934.
Eight years have passed since that sad
day
When the one I loved was called away.
More and more each day I miss him.
Some may think the wound Ls healed.
But they little know the sorrow
That lies within my heart concealed.
Sadly missed by his wife, Maude A.
Howard.
*
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our mother.
Mrs. Katie G. Simmons who died five
years ago March 6. 1987.
Peaceful be thy rest, dear Mother.
It ls sweet to breath thy name.
In life I loved you dearly.
And ln death I do the same.
Sadly missed by her children. Mrs.
Lena N. Lord, Ernest M. Simmons.
Mrs Elva IH. Johnson.
•
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our neighbors
and
friends,
the
Baptist
Church.
Methodist Ladles Aid. the Sunshine
Society and the Home Nursing classes
for their kindness and sympathy and
beautiful floral tributes during our
recent bereavement.
Miss Frances Cook. Mr. and Mrs.
Elden Cook.
Friendship.
*

ARTHRITIS

BIG BINGO

Rheumatism. Neuritis, Nervous
ness, High Blood Pressure,
Sinus Infections
Successfully treated by
Natural Methods

Tonight, Spear Hall, 7.45
GIVEN AWAY—$20—I EACH
SURPRISE DOOR PRIZE
29*lt

The Rotary Club

Have Their First School
Session With A. P. Rich
ardson Instructor

W. A. Wheeler Discusses
Railroads and Defense—
A New Member
SERMONETTE

lected fcr special duties and given

intensive training in that work.
Captain Lawrence Mansfield of
fered his services in training the
force in military drill and the mili
tary manner cf handling riots. This
offer was accepted and a night each
week will be set for this drill as well
as the regular schools which will
be held each Thursday night ln the
Municipal Court rooms.

At New Harbor
A Discussion Club Has Been
Organized—Cleon Hanna
Chairman
A meeting of more than 20 resi
dents held in New Harbor Wednes
day night elected Cleon Hanna lob
ster fisherman, chairman of a newly
formed Discussion Club.
The purpose of the Club is to pre
pare for organization of a credit
union, or locally controlled thrift
and loan association.
Robert Search was elected treas
urer and accepted, on deposit, 25
cents in savings from each member
of the group. At the time of cr-,
ganization, the money will be cred
ited toward each member’s non-accessible share in a governmentchartered credit union.
The meeting was conducted by
Birger Magnuson, lobster fisher
man of Vinalhaven, and a member
of tlie staff cf the Extension De
partment of the Eastern Co-opera
tive League.
The Extension Department is an
educational organization sponsored
by consumers co-operatives in the
Eastern United States. Its head
quarters is in Port Clyde, Mary Arn
old, of Port Clyde, director, and E.
M. Holmes, of Tremont, assistant
director.

A St. Patrick’s concert will be held
March 17 at the High School audi
torium. Rehearsals for the concert
and one-act play are already pro
gressing rapidly, giving promise of
an amusing evening. "Picturesque,
Romantic Ireland” will be featured,
with Its many enchanting melodies.
Among the numbers will be “Eileen,
My Eileen,” "She’s the Daughter of
Rosie OXTrady,” and countless
others. Mr. Ray Foley is chairman.
MacDonald Class of the First
Baptist Church will meet Monday
night with Mrs. Pearl Pierce, North
Main street. Members are asked to
take material fcr the box for the
Mather School.
An especially important meeting
of all firemen, regular, auxiliary and
fire police, is called for 7 o’clock
Tuesday night at Central Fire
Station. Chief Russell stresses the
fact that the need for 100 percent
attendance is urgent.

Ever on the alert, this automatic sentry, now standard radio equipment
on cargo ships of America’s Victory Fleet, patrols the ocean’s air waves
for signals of distress. Soon as an SOS hits the ether an alarm sounds
in
radio room and wheel house of every ship within radio range. The
young men shown here at the controls were trained as radio operators by
the U. S. Maritime Service for the Maritime Commission. At least 1,200
other young Americans will be groomed for seagoing radio jobs on new
vessels now being built to carry war supplies to the Allies.

the

Bridge Of Honor
Red Jacket Troop Does Itself
Proud—Awards Were
Made
Rockland High School gymna
sium was enlivened last night when
the Red' Jacket troop of Sea
Scouts, staged its third annual
bridge of honor; reception and
dancing party, with more than 100
in attendance.
Festivities, amid colorful decora
tions of flags and1 streamers,
started when Skipper and Mrs.
Joshua N. Southard led the grand
march to the music of Ralph T.
Clark, Jr., and his five musicians.
Those in the receiving line at
the reception were Commodore
Lewis Johnson of Augusta; Field
Executive Willis J. Furtwengler of
Augusta; Mayor and Mrs. Edward
R. Veazie, Commissioner and Mrs.
Horatio C. Cowan and Skipper
and Mrs. Southard.
Following a period of dancing,
members of the three crews of the
troop erected their “ship”• in the
center of the gymnasium floor and
the complete “ship ceremony” was
presented.
Executive Furtwengler was in

that he had never been associated
with a “bunch of boys” of higher
character, ability and attention to
their duties.
J. Alton Perry is first mate and
Miles Sawyer is second mate. Mem
bers of the crews are: Joseph Wil
kie, Donald Brewster, Ronald Car
ver, Douglas Cooper, Eugene Fales.
John Flint, Francis Galiano, Dud
ley Harvey, Ronald Hayes, Henry
Moorland. David Newcomb, Milton Robarts, Elmer Small, Robert
Smalley, Richard Spear, Charles
Whitmore.

Guard Your Country...
and Your Loved Ones
Right now, thousands of
young American soldiers and
sailors are risking their lives to
protect yours. Patriotism, your
own self-protection, demands
that you do your part, now!

Start buying United States
Defense Savings Bonds and
Stamps immediately.
Back
down the aggressors with your

Monselgnor George P. Johnson
Portland has lost from its
midst an exemplary citizen, a
great churchman, a true Chris
tian splendid scholar, fine ad
ministrator. and Lewiston has
gained him. Personally I have
lost, at least from frequent meet
ings, a good friend. The Right
Rev. Monselgnor George P
Johnson. D. D. vicar general
and for many years rector of
the
Immaculate Conception
Cathedral in Portland, has been
a valued friend.
The Monselgnor has been
foremost in everything that has
made for the best interests of
Portland. Naturally a friendly
man, he is nevertheless digni
fied and polite to everyone
with whom he comes in con
tact.
Second only to his Bishop in
authority, in his work here he
gave his all to the great Catho
lic enterprises which called for
his executive ability. The in
cessant cares which impinge on
the work of a great parish,
broke constantly upon him, and
while yet a young man, about
a year ago, he had an illness
which was a warning not to
overtax himself so severely.
The death of Father Houli
han in Bangor lias necessitated
many changes throughout the
State. No Roman Catholic
Bishop in Maine, and T have
known most of them, ever has
exceeded Bishop Joseph E. Mc
Carthy as administrator of his
high office. The transfer of this
faithful priest to St. Joseph’s
Church in Lewiston indicates
his skill in selecting the right
man for a particular field.
George P. Johnson is a fine
speaker, eloquent in the pulpit,
seeking always to honor his
Lord, Jesus Christ.
The St. Joseph Church is not
the largest in Lewiston but it
is the oldest. Here Rev. George
P. Johnson may realize the
dream of every priest, namely
to have a parish-of his own. As
permanent pastor, he will find
numbered among its faithful
some of the best families.
The brick rectory beside the
church bespeaks the rest and
comfort to which the Monseignor is so patently entitled.
—William A. Holman

“Victorious Fellowship” will be
the
subject of the sermon by Rev.
dollars. Bonds are on sale at
troduced and made the following
Roy
A. Welker at the 10.30 service
awards: One-year service stars to,
banks and post offices. They
at the Congregational Church. The
Dudley Harvey, David Newcomb,
cost as little as $18.75. Put
Church School will meet at 10 a.
Elmer Small, John Flint, (absent),
your dimes in Defense Stamps
m. and Comrades of The Way
Douglas Cooper, Robert Smalley.
and they, too, will go to work.
meet at 6.30 p. m. The Circle sup
Donald Brewster, Roland Hayes.
per,
Wednesday at 6 15 will be in
Henry Moorlan and Milton Ro
America needs your money
charge of Mrs. John O. Stevens.
barts; five-year service star to
for a very important reason—to
The Boy Scouts will meet in the
Robert Smalley; badges to Rich
safeguard your country, your
vestry Thursday at the regular
ard Spear, firemanship, Milton
lift.
hour.
Robarts. marksmanship, Dudley
• • • •
Harvey, civics, Eugene Fales, ap
The
morning
sermon subject by
prentice first class; Dudley Har
Dr.
Guy
Wilson
at Pratt Memorial
Mr. and Mrs. John Blethen, Lawn
vey, Eagle badge. Sea Scot’s and
Boy Scouts and emergency service avenue, received this week a cable Methodist Church at 10.45 is
corps emblems to Charles Carr, gram from, their daughter, Lieut. “Spiritual Income Returns”. There
Richard Spear and Dudley Harvey. Jacquelin Blethen, stating her safe will be special music. In the eve
Commodore Johnson, with words arrival in Ireland where'"She is a ning at 7 a 10-minute address by
of high praise to the troop, made member of the Harvard Unit, which the pastor will be given, “Burma
Christians” and a two-reel silent
the following awards: Apprentice is a part of the second A.E.F.
film- on “The Belgian Congo” will
to Francis Galiano, (absent) Elmer
Mrs.
Clara
T.
Curtis
of
this
city,
be shown. Religious School Class
Small, Charles Whitmore, Donald
has
received
word
that
her
son
Da

es of the church meet at 9.45 and
Brewster, Eugene
Fales
and
vid
E.
Curtis
is
now
at
Pearl
Har

at noon; Youth Fellowship serv
Charles Carr; apprentice to or
ice at 6.15 o’clock; mid-week serv
bor,
T.
H.
dinary, David Newcomb; long
ice of the Church on Tuesdays at
cruise badge to Milton Robarts;
7.
A list of “Members and friends
able award to Richard Spear.
of the church in Service” is being
Ice cream and cakes were served
compiled
by the pastor. .Assistance
by the boys. Harrison Dow sang a
AMERICAN LEGION ROOMS
in
completing
the list is requested.
solo. Dancing continued to a late
THOMASTON
• • • •
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
hour.
“Prayer That Reaches God,”
7.30 o’clock
Commodore Johnson, leaving for
will
be the subject of the sermon
TWO CENTS A GAME
his return to Augusta, remarked
at
the
First Baptist Church SunMany Special Games Next Mon.
that Rockland had one of the fin
With $60.00 Special Cash Prizes I day at 10.30. The Church School
est troops he knew of and that
and $2 Door Prize
■ with religious instruction for every
the people of Rockland could' de
$5 to any winner in 9 numbers ! age group will meet at noon. The
pend upon them in any kind of an
or less
Endeavorers with Muriel Adams
Auspices
Williams-Brazler
Post
emergency.
Skipper
Southard
as the leader will meet at 6 o’clock.
1286tf
praised the Scouts highly saying
The Bereaqs. addressed by Mr.
MacDonald, will meet in the up! per vestry at the same hour. The
I people’s evening service will open
ANNOUNCING A NEW AND IMPROVED
at 7.15 with the big sing, assisted
by the instruments and the choir.
A 10-minute organ recital by Miss
Patterson will precede this serv-

BEANO

BUY
DEFENSE

STAMPS
BONDS

KEEP ‘EM FLYING
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Wonders!

BUSINESS PRINTrNG

Chick’s Service

COMMERCIAL
PRINTING

With Office and Service Headquarters at

CHICK’S SERVICE STATION

DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS

CHIROPRACTOR
79 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
PHONE 1163
23T&639

MAIN STREET, CORNER OF RANKIN STREET

Automatic Sealing

Socony Gasoline and Products

BURPEE’S

Ambulance Service

FUNERAL1 HOME

• ••

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

• CLAsncoNT rr,

tel.

'
Consult with us about your
letterheads — well
make
them speak the language of
your business.
TEL. 771

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.

Telephones 266-R or 266-W

Mobilheat Fuel Oil and Range Oil
Prompt Efficient Attention To All Calls
For Fuel Oil, Range Oil and Rumace and
Range Burner Service
CHARLES (Chick) McMAHON, Prop.

ice. The pastor will continue his
subject of “Eternity,” by speaking
this hour on, “Hell As Jesus Saw
It,” and next Sunday evening on,
“Heaven As Jesus Saw It.” The
choir will sing both morning and
evening. Rev. I. V. Neprash. a con
verted Russian atheist will speak
in

this

church

Tuesday evening

7.30. The devil Is not afraid
the Bible that has dust on it.
• • * •
at

of

now 55.
The guest speaker yesterday was

an cld friend

W. A. Wheeler of the

Maine Central Railroad's staff, who

At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)

Rev. E. O. Kenyon rector, the serv
ices for tomorrow will be appro
priate for the third Sunday in
Lent; Matins at 7.10; Holy Com
munion at 7.30; Church school at
9 30; Hly Eucharist and sermon
at 10.30; Stations of the Cross at
5.30; meeting of the Catholic Fel
lowship at 6.15 with box supper and
paper on the Malvern Conference.
Week day services: Mass on Tues
day. Thursday and Friday at 7.30;
Mass on Wednesday at 7 a. m.
and Daily Vespers at 7.30 p. m.
Our Church is open daily and the
public is welcome to share it with
us.
• • • •
“Christ and the Current Prob
lems of Life,” will be the topic
used by Rev. C. A. Marstaller at
the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Church Sunday at 10.30. Special
music will include a trombone solo
by Robert Fitzpatrick, and a vo
cal solo by Mrs. Sydney Munro.
Sunday School with classes for all
ages follows at 11.46; young peo
ple’s meeting at 6 o’clock with Miss
Arlene Bartlett as leader. At 7.15
the pastor will speak on “The Se
cret of True Happiness,” and the
choir will sing. Mid-week prayer
and praise service Tuesday night
at 7.30. The Ladles Aid meets with
Mrs. Sherman Lord, comer Cedar
and Brewster street Wednesday
night.

The Rockland Rotary Club
gained a new member yesterday in
the person of Frederic H. Bird, who
is a member of the staff of the
Miedomak Canning Company, and
who was given the customary glad
hand. The Chib’s membership is

• • • •
“Temptations Upward” will be
the subject of Dr. Lowe’s third ser
mon in Lent at 10.40 tomorrow.
! The Church School will meet with
i the adult congregation for a com
mon service of worship and the
story for children; nursery depart
ment for children of three to five
i years. Soloist, Lotte McLaughlin.
' Mrs. Glover's class at her residence
after church; Y.P.C.U. at 7 p. m.
• • • •
“Man” Is the subject of the Les
son-Sermon that will be read in

spoke on “Railroads and National
Difficulties.’”

Transportation is one of the most
vital factors of national defense and
in the program the railroads ar?

playing a major part, being ready
for wartime demands.

Tins prepa

ration began months ago.

The speaker emphasized the new
type of equipment, which increased
the railroad’s efficiency without
enlarging the rolling stock
Government operation Ls not
likely to, develop, in the mind of the
speaker, who says he is supported
in this belief by Janies B. Eastman,
the head cf governmental rail opera
tions.
Mr. Wheeler summarized the sit
uation under tlie heading of thre point co-operation—the Govern
ment, the Railroad and Public, and
the success of the program depends
upen each. One day’s saving in tlie
time of unloading and releasing
cars back to the railroads would be
equivalent to an addition of 79,000
cars, the speaker said.
The visiting Rotarians yesterday
were Pearl G. Willey of Camden and
Madison A. Hart cf Fruitland Park,
Fla. The two High School bevs
who are the club’s guests for the
month of March are Messrs. McRae
and Kangas.

all Churches of Christ, Scientist,
on March 8. The Golden Text is;
“Have we not all one Father? hath
not one God created us?” (Malachi
2:10). The citations from the
Bible include the following pas
sages: “And God said, Let us make
man in our image, after our like
ness: So God created man in his
own image, in the image of God
created he him; male and female
created he them" (Genesis 1; 26,
27).

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
$3.00 a year

WALL PAPERS1
JUST ARRIVED!

LARGE SHIPMENT OF 1942 GOODS

AT VERY LOW PRICES
And the remainder of our 1941 Wall Papers
At Bargain Rates!

Bundles for 75c to $ 1.50 For All Rooms
C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE
662 MAIN STREET
NORTH END
WALL PAPERS

ROCKLAND
•«<>

KNOW YOUR MILK-MAN
The Story of Round Top Farms—What We Believe
NO. 10—INCREASE THE USE OF MILK IN YOUR HOME

Nutrition leaders have told the public for many years that
“Children should consume one quart of milk a day and adults
not less than one pint of milk a day.” This quantity may be used
as a beverage or in cooking.
Actual statistics show that consumption is less than onehat f the prescribed amount. Actual statistics show that the
health condition of young men entering the service show a
marked lack of proper nutrition.
There need be no mal-nutrition if the proper quantity of
milk Ls consumed.

Milk is the most nearly complete and perfect food available.
Milk supplies all of the elements, except iron, found in the
human body.
Milk contains an abundance of vitamins.

Milk provides proteins for muscle and tissue building.

Milk provides energy and fuel for the body.

BURIAL VAULTS

featuring

Ambulance Berrien

-SQUARE

Sentry Safeguards Ships at Sea

The first class for applicants for
the Rockland Auxiliary Police was
held Thursday night at the City
Building, with Deputy Marshal Aimcn P. Richardson as instructor.
Students must attend the sessions
The United States Employment and pass examinations satisfactory
Service announces that all types of to Mr. Richardson before they can
skilled laborers are needed at once be appointed special police and
for wcrk in the Panama Canal Zone. sworn in fcr wartime duty with the
The base pay of skilled tradesmen regular police fcrce.
Tlie instructor covered the duties
is $1.48 per hour with proporticnal
ci
a police officer as to what he cen
increases for men who are masters
oi their trade. Application may be and cannot do in line of duty and
made at the Rcckland office of the ielated experiences of the police
United States Employment Service auxiliary in England since the start
where all information relative to the of the war.
He explained that as soon as ihe
work is on hand.
general instruction is completed
Douglas G. Young of Warren, who men will be assigned to squads se

Ladles Auxiliary at Town hall.
March 29 Pulm Sunday.
March 30 — Impersonations from
pa kens’ "David Copperfield" by Paul
ine Graham Talbot at Universalist
vestry.

vention
April
April
April
tion in
Mav
contest

Auxiliary Police

Page Three

“Concrete and Steel,

Eternal Protection”

Milk provides minerals for the formation and strengthening
of the bones and teeth.
DRINK IT—COOK WITH IT—and “Make America Strong
by Making Americans Stronger.”

Is YOUR FAMILY receiving the prescribed quantity?
Manufactured by Robert C. Burns

and available through all local

YOUR MILK MAN will be glad to increase your order.

undertakers.

A note in your empty milk bottle will solve the problem.

Robert C. Boms
485 OLD
TEL. 321-R,

COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND, ME.

EDWARD

B.

DENNY, JR.,

General Manager.
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SHE LOVfDSPY a
Sylvia, Taylor
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THE STORY SO FAR: Joan Leland,
^secretary, it discharged by her em
ployer, Arthur Mulford, importer, who
refuses any explanation for the act. She
takes a secretarial position with Karl
Miller, handsome proprietor of a night
club. She is fascinated by him and when
'he gets her sister Sybil, a new Job and
'takes her into his arms, her Joy knows
no end. She meets his club manager,
Paul Sherman, tvho warns her about
working for Karl, but refuses to give his
reasons. Then Karl introduces her to
his partner, Eric Strom, and she refuses
his secret invitation to dinner. During
a ride with Karl they board a freightership and when Karl asks her if he can
show her the world she melts Into his
arms with an affirmative answer. Sybil
notices that he never mentions marriage
to Joan, but Joan defends him. Eric
Strom seizes an opportunity to try to
make love to her, when Paul Sherman
walks in and knocks him out with one
blow. Karl sends Joan with a /package
to the freighter captain. Paul follows.
He takes her to a hotel grill.
Now continue with the story.

CHAPTER VII
"Listen to me, Joan!” Paul said
in a low voice. "You were right.
I have been following you but only
for your own protection. You don’t
know what you’re getting into. I’ve
tried to warn you but you won’t j
listen."
"You have never said anything ex-'
cept that I wasn’t the type to work
in a night club.” In spite of her an
noyance, she felt compelled to lis
ten.
"There are some things I can’t
tell you. but you must trust me. Do
you think I’d be risking my own po
sition this way if I didn’t feel that
it was terribly important?”
Silently she stared at him.
"I know you think you’re in love
With Karl,” Paul went on quickly.
"But if he is sincere, Joan, why
doesn’t he ask you to marry him?
Isn’t that proof enough that there’s
something wrong with the picture?”
His steady brown eyes gazed into
hers. She twisted her hands nerv
ously. Paul’s words had quickened
the doubt in her own heart but she
said calmly, “I don’t see that it’s
any of your business.”x
He smiled wryly. “I’m only us
ing that as an example to prove to
you that Karl Miller is not on the
level. Believe me, I don’t go around
meddling in other people’s affairs
without reason.”
The sincerity in his voice was un
mistakable as he continued, “I can't
tell you now what that reason is.
All I can do is to warn you that
Karl Miller will never marry you.”
Her voice was ragged with alarm.
"How do you know? What right
have you to say that?”
"You poor kid! You’re really in
love with him, aren’t you?”
A lump rose in her throat. "He’s
wrong about Karl,” she thought
"He must be. Karl loves me!”
Paul went on, "There’s no use
kidding yourself, Joan! If you don’t
believe me, why don’t you ask him
and find out for yourself?”
Joan raised challenging green
eyes to his. "All right! Maybe I
will!”
• s •
Paul Sherman's warning had dis

turbed Joan. Paul had said that
Karl would never marry her. Why?
Paul had even challenged her to
find out for herself whether or not
Karl was sincere.
She was awake early the next
morning. Lazily she watched Sybil
dress to leave for the beauty shop.
When Sybil had gone Joan tried
to sleep but it was useless. At nine
o’clock she rose, dressed, and drank
a glass of orange juice and a cup of
coffee.
Shortly before ten she left the
apartment and went downtown. To
satisfy her curiosity she walked past
the shop where she had been em
ployed formerly by Arthur Mulford.
It was vacant and a For Rent sign
hung in the window.
"Karl didn’t lie about that then!”
she told herself, recalling that he
had said Mulford had quit the im,porting business.
Why was she doubting him? Was
lit really because of Paul’s warn!ing? Or because of her own small
idoubts that she had concealed so
icarefully the last few weeks?
• As she walked down Grant ave;nue, deep in her own thoughts, a
voice surprised her. "Hello, Joan!
What are you doing out so early?”
She looked up into the smiling face
of Karl Miller.
"What’s the matter, liebchen? You
look surprised.”
It was impossible to doubt him
when she was with him. His mag
netism banished her fears.
"I am surprised to see you,” she
admitted.
He took her arm and they walked >
slowly up Grant avenue past the!
shops, into the crowded narrow |
streets of Chinatown. Karl stopped 1
at a sidewalk flower stand to pur-J
chase three waxen gardenias.
"We’ll have lunch together,” he
promised, "and take a drive. Would
you like that?”
As they sat eating lunch, served
by a bland, unsmiling Oriental, Joan
felt a thrill of pride. The thought
of losing him aroused a fierce emo
tion in her heart Would he ever
transfer the tenderness he had given
her to another woman? How could
iShe be sure unless . . . But Paul’s
iwords rang in her eats! “He’ll never marry you. Ask him and see . . .”
“You are worrying about some
thing," KaTl said. “What troubles
iyou?”
What would he think if he really
Jyjew? When she remained jileqt,
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Town meeting Monday. (
Meadowlark Troop of Girl Scouts
will attend the morning service Sun
day at the Methodist Church.
Mrs. James Harkins visited Tues
day in Portland.
Charles Robertson who has been
confined tc his home by illness has
returned to his work in South Port
land.
Mi s. Arthur Brown has been a re
cent Portland visitor.
Mrs. Henry’ Crowell is visiting
relatives in Beachmont, Mass.
Miss Ada Winchenbaugh of Wol
laston, Mass., visited relatives in
town recently.
•
Mrs. Eudora Miller was hostess
Thursday afternoon to the Susan
nah Wesley Society.
Mrs. Leland Johnston and son,
Edwin and Miks Lena Johnston
were guests last Saturday of Mrs.
Nina Johnston in Augusta.
Dr. George Coombs recently lec
tured to the Heme Nursing Class in
Friendship, speaking on “Commun
icable Diseases.’’
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Boggs will
entertain the Homemakers Thurs
day night at their Kaler Corner
home.
Capt. Ralph Pollard spoke before
the Lincoln County Ministerial Asso
ciation Monday at Boothbay Har
bor.

The Baptist Ladies’ Auxiliary will
sponsor a three-act* comedy. March
27, part of the proceeds to gc to the,
Red Cross. Unfortunately this will
come in too late to be counted on the
tewn’s quota, unless the time limit
of the drive Is extended. However
the money will be just as accept
able to the Red Cross.
The High School closed Friday for
one week.
Miss Margaret Starrett of Union
recently visited Mr. and Mrs. Newell
Eugley Miss Harriet Hahn, Miss
Susie Hahn, and Mrs. Benjamin
Davis, the latter her former school
teacher.
The son bom, Feb. 28 to Mr. and
Mrs. Royden Aston. (Helene Beggs)
at Niagara Falls, has been named
David Wright.
Dr. Frank Littorin cf Waterville
showed pictures Thursday at the
Baptist Men’s Forum, including two
reels of Colby football, in slow mo
tion, a reel cf colored pictures of
the Royal Ambassador Camp at
Ocean Park, and one reel of the
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Paul Sherman’s warning had disturbed Joan. Paul had said that Karl
would never marry her.
Karl changed the subject "By the
"1 suppose you would have been
way, did you see Paul Sherman last better pleased if Karl and I had
night?”
quit,” Joan said coldly.
She hesitated for one cautious mo
Sybil was silent for a moment,
ment before she said, “Yes, I did.” then said, “You’re not going to be
Karl's smile was untroubled. “Ah? married for at least two months?”
I am glad he found you. I sent him
“That's right. Sybil, what’s the
after you. I forgot to mention it matter with you? You act so mys
last night when you got back to the terious lately. Is anything wrong?”
"Not a thing in the world,” Sybil
office.”
Joan’s eyes widened. Karl had denied. "I just wondered, that’s
sent Paul after her? Certainly Paul all.”
Joan could not worry about Syb
had not given her that impression.
not
“Don’t you believe me?” Karl il’s meaning now. She
asked softly and Joan felt the color worry about anything. Karl wanted
to marry her! His ring gleamed on
rush into her cheeks.
Karl, however, did not seem an her white hand! She could scarcely
gry. He paid the check and to wait to see Paul Sherman and tell
gether they walked to where he had him the good news, but Paul did
not appear at the Club Elite that
parked his car.
It was not until they reached the night or for several nights to come.
The days passed rapidly, magical
beach that Karl stopped and said
abruptly, "I know what you're think ly for Joan.
"You’ll have to get a new secre
ing, Joan!”
tary,
” she told Karl. "My mind is
She stared straight ahead into the
blue waters of the Pacific. She did definitely not on my work.”
He smiled at her. "There’s plen
not know what to say.
"You are wondering,” Karl Mil ty of time for that later.”
And then one night, as Joan sat
ler continued, "why I don’t ask you
alone in the office typing, Paul Sher
to marry me.”
Her heart beat heavily. She could man made an appearance. He was
not bring herself to meet those pierc as good-looking, as debonair and
cheerful as ever.
ing blue eyes.
“Did you miss me?” he inquired,
"Joan!”
grinning
at Joan. "Karl sent me
She felt his hand strong and warm
out of town.”
over hers.
Joan smiler> She was going to
"Look at me!” he commanded.
enjoy
telling Paul. He had been
Blindly she raised her eyes to his.
so sure about Karl, so prejudiced.
"Will you marry me?”
"Not much.” she informed him
She could not believe it. She stared
at him as though she had not heard. airily. "A lot has happened while
"No answer? You do not love you were gone.”
"Such as what?”
me?”
"Karl and I are going to be mar
"Oh, Karl! Of course I do!”
ried,
” she said proudly.
"We can’t be married for two or
• • •
three months yet,” Karl said. "I
Paul's
expression
changed. He ad
want to get the club going first.
Then we’ll take a long honeymoon, vanced towards Joan’s desk repeat
maybe to South America. Would ing incredulously, "Do you mean
that Karl Miller has asked you to
that make you happy?”
Tears trembled in her green eyes. marry him?”
There was something in his ftfee
"Happy? I’m so happy I can’t
that
took the joy out of her an
speak.”
nouncement
but she said calmly,
"You must learn to trust me,
"Yes!
You
were
wrong about Karl.”
Joan! I would have asked you be
"I
was
wrong
all
right,” he agreed
fore to marry me, but I wanted to
savagely.
*T
suppose
I can
be secure financially. You under say now will make anynothing
difference."
stand?”
Joan smiled. "That’s right.”
"Of course I do. darling!” How
"When is the happy event taking
could she have doubted him? Paul
•
Sherman had been so sure that Karl place?”
“In about two or three months.
would not marry her! How wrong
he had been! How wrong Sybil had We're going away on a long honey
been! Karl had been misjudged by moon.”
"Is that so?”
them all.
Joan was really annoyed with him
"I'll never doubt him again,” Joan
vowed as they drove back to the now. The least he could do was ad
Club Eli.te. She sat contentedly mit he had been wrong.
“Well, it’s your funeral, my girl!”
with her arm tucked through his.
No girl had ever been so happy Paul said, and jamming his hat
as she was at that moment. All down on his head he bolted out of
fears had been swept away by Karl's the office.
Joan smiled as she turned back
proposal of marriage.
When they entered his private of to her work. Perhaps Sybil had
fice he drew her to him, kissed her been right. Maybe Paul was in love
and said, "I have a surprise for with her. But he certainly had a
peculiar way of showing it
you.”
"What is it?” Her eyes shone like
Sybil seldom mentioned her sis
a child's in their happiness.
ter’s approaching marriage. She
Karl smiled as he opened his safe was behaving strangely these days,
and drew out a small velvet box. saying little, staring into space for
Snapping open the lid. he took out a long periods.
ring, a magnificent emerald set in
And so life moved on triumphant
plain platinum. It was a large stone, ly until the week before Christmas.
beautifully cut.
It w’as a rainy, windy winter day
"Oh Karl! Karl! It's gorgeous!” and San Franciscans thronged the
"An emerald to match your eyes,” shops armed with umbrellas and
Karl said as he slipped the ring on galoshes. The stores were open at
her finger.
night now and Joan found herself el
Suddenly the words of Eric Strom bowing her way through the crowd.
came back to her: “A woman with She had dined downtown prepara
green eyes is very rare ...” Why tory to buying Karl's Christmas
must she think of Eric Strom now? present
Like a warning of evil in the midst
"Ten past eight!” Joan exclaimed,
of her new joy.
glancing at the clock on the cor
Hurrying home at six o'clock. ner. "I’ll have to come back to
Joan displayed the ring to Sybil.
morrow.”
“We’re engaged, Syb! We're go
She took a taxi to the Club Elite
ing to be married in two or three and arrived breathlessly in Karl’s
months.”
private office.
"Karl asked you to marry him?”
He laughed nt her excitement.
Sybil asked unbelievingly. "That's a "Does Christmas always affect you
beautiful emerald, Joan! Must have this way?”
cost a fortune."
"Only this one, darling! This one
“You don't seem very enthusias is special.”
tic.”
There was no doubt in her heart
"Frankly I’m not,” Sybil con as his lips touched hers. No pre
fessed.
monition & OUSito* SU- W- «Q»-

Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Bovey an
nounce the marriage Feb. 28 of
their daughter Caroline to John Jean
in New Jersey.
Richard Miller spent his vacation
from Gorham Normal School with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Miller.
Miss Bessie Reed of the village
was a caller Sunday at Miss Ellie
Mank's.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Jackson of
South Waldoboro were guests Sun
day at L. L. Mank’s.
E. W. Dearing of Newton Centre
spent the holiday week-end with
Henry B. Bovey.
Miss Margaret Mank was guest
Tuesday of Miss Ethel Winslow,
Nobleboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Beane of
South Warren and Mr. and Mrs.
Vaughn Wentworth and child visit
ed Sunday at Norman Miller’s.
Edwin L. Miller of North Waldo
boro was a caller at C. Bowers' re
cently.
Otto Bowden and son Charles of
Hallowell were guests Sunday at
Charles Bowers' Mr and Mrs. El
bert Starrett and William Stanford
of Warren were callers.
Henry B. Bovey returned Monday
from New Jersey where he attended
the marriage of his daughter.
Mrs. Ethel Hanna, Stanton Hanna,
Mr. and Mrs. David Oxton, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Munro, Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Miller, Richard Miller and
Floris Miller were in Round Pond
Thursday to attend a party given in
honor of Milton Masters, who left
this week for training in the service
Mrs. C L. Bowers of Damariscotta
and Mjrs. L. A Winchenbach of
South Waldoboro were callers Sun
day on Mrs. H. B. Bovey and Mrs.
C. C. Bowers.
Mr.s. Ethel Hanna and Stanton
Hanna were guests Sunday of Mrs.
Eva Masters, Round Pond.

PORT CLYDE

Winslow Miller, Walter Anderson
and Harold Cushman have employ
ment in Bath.
Edward Dafis has been harvest
ing ice fcr Ralph Simmons.
Mrs. Elise Freeman who has been
visiting her daughter. Mrs. Vernon
Hupper, has returned to her home
in New Jersey.
Clayton Pease has concluded his
duties as driver of the St. George
mail.
Mrs. Lucy Sillery, Mrs. Minnie
Wilson and daughter ’Iarri.-t were
recent guests of Mrs. Elden Davis

and Mrs. R. B Ulmt-r
Herbert Murray is employed in
South Portland

MAKE
EVERY

PAY DAY

BOND DAYl
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Wichita, Kan.
Mystic Rebekah Lodge will ob
serve past noble grands night Mon
day. Committees are: Entertain
ment, MiSvS Christine Starrett, Mrs
Dorothy Smith, and Mrs. Lizzie
Waltz; refreshments, Mrs. Alice
Gray, Mrs. Ruth Perry and Miss
Kathryn Peabody.
Real estate owners are requested
to be prepared after April 1 to give
the boundaries of their property
to the assessors, so that records may
be brought to daje.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Beane and
son Elden motored Sunday to Ban
gor, where they were guests of Mr.
Beane’s sister, Mrs. Arthur Nelson.
Rev. L. Clark French will have as
topics Sunday: At 10.30, “What We
Have,” and at 4 o’clock vespers,
“Keeping Lent.” Church School
will meet at 9.30.
Boy Scout Troop 224 will meet
Monday at the Congregational
chapel.
Assignments for the special war
time deputies, and men air raid
wardens w’ere begun Thursday at
a special meeting at Glover hall,
at which William H. Rcbinson and
William • ■Partridge made plans.
They will receive their final insfeructipns in chemical warfare at
Glover, hall Monday at 7.30 when
Jchn Pomeroy of Rockland speaks
to the bodies at Glover hall. Mem
bers are reminded to take note
books and pencils. The public is
invited.
Appeal for Red Cross
Are citizens going to permit the
towm to fall down cn the quota cf
$656 for the Red Cross. If Warrerf
does not “go over the tep,” there
will be no geld “V” award, instead an
inverted “V” will stand by the towm’s
name to show that Warren was be
hind and under. The time for con
tribution is now, since the drive is
about over.
Last week's contributien was 50
cents, and this week is $3.50. making
a total of $464.45 and the town still
is $181.55 behind the quota.
The question to settle right now is
“Do citizens want Warren to be
among the tewns of Knox County to
have successfully met the goal, or
carelessly let Warren be in the short
list of Knox County Towns that
failed and dropped by the way side?”
In this drive, the local officers
are not permitted to make a house
to house canvass. Contributions
may be passed to the president. Mrs.
Inez Mathews, or the treasurer, Mrs.
Grace Wyllie.
Warren can do and will do what
other towns do. Townspeople have
been busy each week with defense
work, and because of that have
doubtless forgotten the urgent need
of war chest funds. It must be
remembered that American boys are
in the battle fronts now. and that
the Red Cross is there to help the
wounded. Warren has always met
the requirements, before, and if
people realize the dire need, can
again. But there is no time to wasteContributions must come in thick
and fast now, to catch up.
Latest contributions are: Mr. and
Mrs. John Marshall, $5; Mrs. Dex
ter Hart, 50c; Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
J. Carroll, $2; A Friend, $1; total
for the week, $8.50.

pletely sure, completely happy.
It was nine-thirty when the office
door opened to admit Eric Strom.
“Ah?” Karl said, and Joan no
ticed that his voice was annoyed.
‘You come early.”
Eric shrugged indifferent shoul
ders. “You wanted to see me?”
"Ja!” Karl said, rising.
Eric went to the cleverly con
cealed little bar. opened it and
«mu um snot mon
reached for a bottle.
Hill UMV
nrwuni
Karl glanced at Joan. "Go to
the dining room. I'll sentj for you
in about ten minutes.”
Joan obeyed but she was wor
ried. She did not like the way Erie
Responsibilities gravitate to the
had looked at Karl. Evidently there
was bad feeling between them. But person who can shoulder them;
power flows to the man who knows
why?
how.—dber Hubbard.
(To Be Continued)

Mrs. Delia Robinson entertained
Thursday neighbors and former
neighbors on the Marsh road. The
guests were Mrs. Elizabeth Babb,
Mrs. Victoria Clement, M!rs. Jennie
Bowers, of Winthrop, Mass., Miss
Louise Butler. Mrs. Georgia Snow.
Mrs. Carl Piper, M ss Jennie Put
nam, Mrs. Jennie Pierce, Mrs. Mir
iam Pierce, Mrs. Gertie Gray and
granddaughter Arlene, and Miss
Ava Wiggin.
Forget-me-not

Chapter,

VINALHAVEN

SENTER* CRANE'S

j,£RS. EMMA WINSLOW
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DRESSES WITH THEIR OWN JACKETS!

^rS Louise

Fashionable

Sanborn enter! ai

‘t Saturday at a vamsnin'Hazel Kittredge, Mis. B. .i
’fdprWood, Mrs. ".ephine Cl,

Partners

'|d Miss Judy Clayter.

for through Spring! SJ
$8.95
|

O.E.S.,

will observe past matrons’ and pa
trons’ night, also its anniversary, at
a special meeting Mlarch 19, with
Seaside and Harbor Light Chapters
as invited guests.
Randall Hopkins attended the
funeral of his niece, Nancy Stahl,
in Cochituate, Mass.
Mrs. Hattie Jackson, Mrs. Della
Norton, Mrs. Frances Norton and
Mrs. Aurelia Ripley were guests
Wednesday at a rag bee held at the
home of Mrs. Helen Rackliffe. 'Mid
the talk and click of the shears
many yards were braided. After
dinner, the rug began to take shape
and gives promise of being a
beauty.

gupt. G

A- Bragdon spent M
at North Haven.
’Tl,e Antique Club met Mon
h Mrs. Clyde McIntosh

•Irs. Elsie A'tnes and Mi

!’!'

Anne Carver, Mr- Cera P
and Mrs. Katie Greenin'
W. Fifiold is at his pla,

uiness cn Main street, after

.rjPTfc.

nfinement at heme on accouu
liners.
Stephen Hamilton of Lenmiv
spent last week-end a'

M V.

IN EVERYBODY’S COLUMN

. y.;

Ibome here.
Town meeting will be held M
A public dinner will be
Lt the G.A.R room.-, by the I

|p[ the G.A.R.

Harold Haskell lias been
lln? several days in Portland
E. Libby returned la i t
Ly frem a business trip tn R
|lanci
Marguerite Chapter.

OES
Monday. At the close of trie n,
an entertainment was given
refreshments served by the
[fcmmittee, Mrs. Arlene White
neis Webster, Mrs. Marie Tv
Miss Helen Orcutt, and an c
lv enoyahle evening was pa
Mr. and Mrs Ted MacD nal.
Laughter Edith spent last week

|in Rockland.
Ida Libby entertained
Saturday at a vanishing tea
lEstelle Brown. Mrs Katie Gi
Mrs. Cora Peterson and
|vera Johnson

Bruce Grindle came Monday
teangor to visit his mother 1 i
|fial days.

Miss Athene Thompson of P
Lie was recent guest of her
hits Dr. and Mr. Ralph Tlion

Mrs. Georgia Kent enter!an;
Carver Relief Corps Tuesda
England bciled dinner

TO LET

LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

,j,. A.

WANTED

EGGS AND CHICKS

Sex Links, have pep and profit ability.
Malne-U. S. Pullorum Clean.
Custo
mers are extra enthusiastic.
Pullet
ohlcks In all breeds. There are good
reasons, told In free catalog.
Write
for tt now
CLEMENTS BROTHERS
FARMS. Rt. 33. Winterport, Me.

MIDDLE-aged
general

woman

housework.

Four

wanted
In

for

famllv

Write “O. C.“ care Courier-Gazette
______ n
_ ____________ 28 30
MODEL A Ford car wanted-ROCK
LAND RADIATOR WORKS. Tel 917 M.
________ ____________________ 27*29

Get attention for your pro
motion—with colorful post
ers. We build them inexpen
sively.
TEL. 77»

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.

!•’.

;pnway entertained nt a van,
Friday night at ’he 1*
Urs. Ames. These present
Marion Martin. Mr*,
’chnson. Mrs. Florence Eli,

Rebecca Thorndike
Death came suddenly, after a brief
illness, to Mrs. Rebecca Sleeper
{ft
Thorndike, Feb. 26, at the home of
her brother, Albert Sleeper.
Excepting a few years in Mass
achusetts, her whole life was passed
in this community, her love lor
which was second only to her love
PASTELS! PRINTS! COMBINATIONS!
for her family. She was one of the
An
advance Spring “fashion plum” at a peachy price!
six children bom to Susan Kellar
Double
duty jacket dress in heavenly pastels—use the
and Jesse Sleeper. She was born
jacket as an “extra” over other dresses, too! One of a
Oct. 17, 1861.
big collection of Spring jacket dresses, boleros, dirndls,
In young womanhood she held a
basques. Prints, pastels, dots. Rayon crepes. 12-20.
fine position, with the R. H. White
Co. in Boston, which she left to
come home and care for her mother
when she became ill. After her
mother's death she stayed on,and
made the home for her father and
brothers, being both mother and
big sister to the youngest brother
Albert with whom she had made
her home since the death of her
husband. Feb. 19, 1932.
In 1896 the sudden death of her
dearly loved older sister Kate was
such a shock it nearly cost her her
life. For many years during the
Summer thus sister’s three mother
less children, Laura, Marlon and
Jesse Googins were objects of her
tenderest devotion and no sacrifice
was too great for her to make for
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
them. As each brother married and
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
had a fam ly she made for herself
lines five cents ^ach for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
by her lcve and devotion the same
small words to a line.
big place in their hearts that she
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called I. e. advertise
had in the hearts of all who knew
ments which require the answers to be sent to The C ourier her. Her love and kindness for chil Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
dren, wherever she was, had been
outstanding and hosts of people
speak lovingly of “Aunt Bee.”
She was married Nov. 19, 1912, to
3 ROOM apt to let. lights, water,
Two-years-old male collie lost. Light
Frederick K. Thorndike of Melrose,
brown with white points, name "Rex”. at Simonton Corner
MBS. GEOBOE
Miass., who lived only 20 years. Prom Finder notify HAROLD BOGGS. Tel MORTON. Camden._______________ 2 9* .'ll
28 30
that time on she lavished a wealth Warren. 32-21.
ROOMS to let on Beech St
TEL
Sb/lklA.
black aod
white female 1328-M._____________________________ 29-30
of affection upon her foster son Shepherd dog lost. Tel. 45 4, GEORGE
FURNISHED apt. to let. 3 rooms
Raymond, and in turn, his family TILLSON. Meadow Rd., Thomaston.
38-30 Heated. Bath and garage. Inquire 192
Some of her happiest hours were
Limerock 8t., TEL. 623.__________ 29*31
during the Winters she spent at his
ALL
modern
unfurnished
apart
ment, centrally located, 5 rooms and
home in recent years. His son. Ray bath, harwood
floors. Adults onlv
mond, Jr., was her pride and joy.
TEL, 1265 or 149.______
29*31
USED cars for sale: 1939 Chevrolet
In later life she became interested Master Town Sedan, radio and heater;
HOUSE to let at 28 Elm St., all new
in Christian Science and united with 1939 Chevrolet Master Coupe, heater; bath. Inquire 24 Elm St.. TEL 519-J
_________
_________ ________
27*29
1938 Plymouth De Luxe Touring Sedan,
The First Church of Christ Sci heater; 1937 Dodge Touring Sedan,
NICELY furnished heated rooms to
1935 Ford 2-door Sedan; 1934 let
Gentlemen preferred Reference'
entist in Boston.
Her religion heater;
Ford Coupe
All these cars have good Tel 422-W. MRS ADELAIDE BUTMAN.
meant everything to her and with tires. E O. PHILBROOK * SON. 632 41 North Main St
27-29
Main St., Rockland.
29-31
that, as with everything else in her
3 ROOM unfurnished apt to let.
35
BUSHELS
American
Rutabaga
sun porch; aho 5-room unfur
life, she shared it generously with Turnips for sale; also 2 cows. 6 years hath,
nished apt. centrally located, at 6
old. with calf 3 weeks old. 2 heifers. Talbot Ave
TEL. 1397 R.
27*29
friends and relatives.
2 years old with ca.lfs 3 weeks old.
FURNISHED 4-room apartment to
She is survived by one brother, CHARLES H. PLUMMER. The Auc
North Appleton, Me
28 tf let at 17 Grove St TEL. 730 or Inquire
Albert Sleeper of this place, the fes tioneer.
at 163 Main St.
27-29
PRESSED hay for sale, standing oak
ter son Raymond Thorndike of Mel and pine trees, also farm implements.
FURNISHED house to let at Owls
Head, price according to size of fam
rose Highlands, Mass., and a large W. L. MERRIAM. Union, Me , Tel 287-5
30 ily and time occupied. ROSE HILI.
FARM. Tel. 292-R after 6 p. m
24 29
number of nieces and nephews.
YOUNG cow for sale. Just freshened
MRS.
HILMA
MANNINEN.
Long
Cove'
APARTMENT
of
4
unfurnished
room*
Funeral service was held in the
27’29 to let, with bath. Inquire at 12 Knox
St . TFL 156-W
21 ti
chapel here Sunday and was largely
FIVE
Jamesway
wood
burning
HIGH St — 30 — Brand new heated
attended. Harold Spear, a former brooder stoves for sale; fair condition.
$6 each.
LENA DAVIS. Friendship
apartments,
strictly
modern,
three
reader in the Rockland Christian
27*29 rooms, bath, electric stoves and re
frigerators
MRS
JOSEPH
DONDIS.
Science Church, read the burial
1941 HUDSON for sale, good condi Tel 38-M. 69 Beech 8t
27-1f
good rubber.
TEL. Waldoboro
service and a beautiful poem “The tion.
ROOMS to let at 15 Orove St.7 Tel
123-13.
27*29
27-tf
Rose Beyond the Wall.” Bearers WOOD for sale, hard, soft or mixed. 579 W. FLORA COLLINS.
chunks, fire place or stove. ROSE
were four nephews, Rep. Cleveland In
HILL FARM. Tel. 292-R after 6 p. m
Sleeper, Gecrge Sleeper, Jesse Sleep
24 29
LIVE halt for sale. H. H. CRIE. 328
er and Stanton Sleeper. Burial was
Main St.. City.
27-tf
in the family lot here.
SECOND hand chronometers, baro
HARD coal for sale, stove and nut meters. tell-tale compasses and tex
Relatives from out of town at £15.50: Pocahontas soft coal $10.25. J. B tints wanted. Will call Write P O
BOX 725. Rockland.
29*31
tending the service were: Raymond PAULSEN At SON, Tel 82, Thomaston
27-tf
STOVES
and
furnaces
wanted
in
Thorndike of Melrose Highlands,
D. At H. bard coal, egg. stove, nut any condition.
C.
E
GROTTON
$15.50
per
ton,
del.
Nut
size
and
run
Miss Helen Sleeper of Bridgewater, of mine New River soft, not screened Tel 1091-W. 138 Camden St.
29 3)
EXPERIENCED
all-around
cook
Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Stanton Sleep $10 25 ton del M. B. At O. O. PERRY
519 Main St.. Tel. 487 .
27-tf wanted, man. worn in $25 up MRS
er, Mr. and Mrs. Scott Kittredge.
E H HAWLEY. 780 High, Bath. Tri
725.
29* lt
Albert Lester and Maynard Dean,
WOMAN wanted for general house
all of Portland; Miss Mhry Sleeper
work and Ironing. To go home nlglit558 Main St. or TEL. 506.
28-30
of Bangor, Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
DAY-old
cockerels,
for
sale
$5
per
WAITRESS,
wanted,
age
21-28.
for
Scrlvens of Wilton, Me., and Mr. hundred. Tel. 532. H. W LITTLE. 360
attractive cocktail lounge. Hotel Rock
Broadway
27-tf land. experience not necessary Give
and Mrs. Pearl Willey of Camden.
CLEMENTS Reds — Rocks. Crosses. references. Reply HOTEL ROCKLANn
(Contributed].
__________ ____ ____________ 28-30

POSTER PRINTING

Lu

served and the afternoon p..
JJJj sewing and knitting

MISCELLANEOUS

ONE or two men wanted to go Into
camp and cut whod
ARTHUR DEAN
Camden. Tel. 87T5.
27-29

MEDIUM; Two questions answered
by letter 8end stamped envelope, 25c
RUTH MATHIAS. 12 Third St.. Ban
gor. Me.
29*59
Ladles—Reliable balr goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. O RHODES. Tel. 519 J
29 S-tf
TO whom 16 may concern. I will
no longer be responsible for any bills
contracted by my wife Mrs. Blanche
M. Post. GEORGE H. POST. Waldo
boro. Feb. 18. 1942
•
ANDREW Reklla. Shoe Repairing
Shop. 588 Main St., opposite Perrv’s
coal yard.
27-tf

TWO men wanted to cut pine lum
ber; also wood choppers. K W. DEAN
South Hope
_________
27*32

LIGHT trucking,
waste
sewing machine repairing.
WATSON. Tel. 314-W.

removal;
LEROY
26*31

START bu-iness. your own home,
selling complete Mary King Line Cos
metlcs.
Instructions
given
Liberal
profits. No Investment
Write MISS
DYKE. Box 367-C, Newark. N. J 27*29
SECOND hand woven sheen fence
wanted. In good condition Will buy
few young reg. or grade Hampshire
sheep
RO6E HILL FARM. Tel 292-R
after 6 p, m.
________
24-29
I’URNI rURE wanted to upholster,
cal’ed for and delivered
t » pirn
2^^19^lrct^S^^reL212-W^^27-t£

The time to lock the stable door
is beforehand. The time to learn
Fish bones should toe removed A.RJ*. rules, to look, up your local
with the fingers directly from the Air Raid Warden, to take the
mouth, but unobtrusively, not be simple__ necessary precautions is
hind a napkin.
____
pqw._______

Che
Che VI

I

iry-Other-Oay ' gEverv-Other-Day
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served and the evening* passed play

ing beano.
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MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
Correspondent
L,s Louise Sanborn entertained
Saturday at a vanishing tea,
K-izei Kittredge, Mrs. Blanche

I.

.priori. Mrs. ‘csephine Clayter
M;. Judy Clayter.
i

[g.jpt. G A Bragdon spent MonL at North Haven.
iT;p Antique Club met Monday
L Mi-. Clyde McIntosh. Lunch
L served and the afternoon passed
L, sewing and knitting.
[jl> 1 : ie Ames and Mrs. Eleanor
-v entertained at a vanishing
Friday night at the I*cme of
Ames. These present were
M uicn Martin, Mrs. Vera
. m;. Mrs Florence Erickson,
Anne Carver, Mrs. Cora PeterI ,1, i Mrs. Katie Greenleaf.
1 W Fifi'Td i.s at his place cf
cn Main street, after long
. . inement at heme on account of
Stephen Hamilton of Longmeadow
K, . -pent last week-end at his
jene here.
| Town meeting will be held March
A public dinner will be servetj
| ;iip G A R. rooms by the l adies
[ the G.A R.
Harold Haskell has been spendevcral days in Portland.
\ E I ibby returned last Satur-

, fr rn a business trip to Rofck-

IONS!
<liv price!
i—use the
One ot a
»s, dirndls,
12-20.

MN
.hree lines ln;s. Additional
ee times. Five

Mrs. Roy Nickerson entertained
at a vanishing tea Wednesday
night at her home. Sandwiches
cake and ice cream were served.
Those present were Mrs. Edith
Erickson, Mrs. Charles Smith,
Mrs. Frances Oakes. Mrs. Bessie
Burns and Mrs. Annie Lane.
Mrs. Fred A. Young of North
Haven has been guest this week of
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett.
Fox Islanders 4-H Club met
Wednesday afc the home of the
assistant leader, Mrs. Scott Little
field. Table setting was practiced
and refreshments served. Those
present were Mrs. Anne Carver
leader. Irene Ames, Matia Robin
son, Maricn Johnson, Joan John
sen, Marion White, Marion Phil
brook, Mildred Philbrook, Ruth
Carver, Ruth Kittredge, Norma
Phillips, Marice Gray, Jane Libby.
Beatrice Burgess and Geraldine
Robertson.
Malcolm Whittington Ls a pa
tient at State Street Hospital,
Portland, where he recently un
derwent a surgical operation.
Mrs. Edwin Lane entertained at
a Vanishing Tea Friday night. Those
invited were Mr. and - Mrs. John
Chilles, Mrs. Bessie Burns and E.
G. Lane. Ice cream, cake, cookies
and tea were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Langtry Smith who
have been visiting here returned
Friday to Whitinsville. Mass.
William Smith of Camden was
guest Monday at the home of Capt.
and Mrs. A. M. Miller.

ind
Muuuerite Chapter, OES. met
fcpnday. At the close of the meetCRIEHAVEN
in entertainment wa.s given and
Miss Betty Simpson has been
■freshments served by the social spending a vacation from Rockland
-nmittee, Mrs. Arlene White, Miss High School with her parents, Mr.
| W bster, Mrs. Marie Teel and and Mrs. Fred Wilson.
r Helen Orcutt, and an especialMrs. Dorothj’ Simpson returned
| enoyable evening was passed.
recently frem a visit with friends
Mr ind Mrs. Ted MacDcnald and in Wollaston, Mass. She was ac
iter Edith spent last week-end companied by Miss Elizabeth Ogilvie
Rockland.
who will be her guest for several
Mr Ida Libby entertained last! weeks.
irday at a vanishing tea. Mrs.
Fred Tripp is suffering from a
t -file Brown, Mrs. Katie Green- severe attack of mumps. Miss New
f Mrs. Cora Peterson and Mrs. man, Red Cross nurse, is with him
’era Johnson.
for a time.
Briiee Grindle came Monday from
Natalie, Richard and Eleanor Wil
3: rcr to visit his mother fcr sev- son, children of Mr. and Mrs. Lelan
lal days.
Wilson, and Neil Simpson, son of
Mbs Athene Thompson of Presque Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wilson, are at
p wa.s recent guest of her par- tending school in Matinicus.
Di and Mrs. Ralph Thompson I Mrs. Tripp recently returned from
Mrs Georgia Kent entertained L. two weeks’ visit on the mainland.
Carver Relief Corps Tuesday. A j
pew England bciled dinner was I Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

King Jonah Crown
Passes From the “P. M.” To
Keith Carver On Cas
cade Alleys
Not because of anything brilliant
or startling that they did. but
rather due to the very poor per
formance that the Ganders put on,
the Skippers were able to take th°ir
friendly enemies into camp for tne
first time in many weeks, when they
met for their weekly bowling and
ribbing contest at the Cascade
Alleys Monday night.
During the performance the “King
Jonah” crown passed frem the own
ership of Postmaster Drew to the
possession of Licensed dumber
Keith Carver, who as a substitute
for Libby on the Gander team, was
a tower of strength to the Skipper.?.
Carver's “speed ball" seemed to
have plenty of speed and zip, but
it only found its mprk about once
in three times, and after hitting
the cushions and back ol the build
ing, two times out of three, the
alleys were laid up for repairs until
the damage could be remedied.
Perhaps the mcst disgruntled man
in' the entire outfit was the cud
Goose who for some weeks past
has been getting a good trimming
from Wym Guilford, and who seems
to have trouble in keeping up that
big average that he started off
with at the first of the season. The
Goose was pretfy much discouraged
as he looked at his 258 and found
such men as Link Sanborn, Wym
Guilford. Southpaw Lane, and even
Captain Grimes, totting up more
of a total.
On the other hand it w’as almost
a holiday for Captain Grimes, and
the fact that he was tied for first
place softened the defeat a gre it
deal for Der Captain. This win for
the Skippers gave them seven vic
tories out of 19 starts, the Ganders
having a big edge on them yet, nut
Gene Hall maintains that the Sk ppers are a late starting team, and if
Spring will only hold off to about
the Fourth of July the Skippers wil
even up tlie games this Spring. Gene
says one game does not make a
team a winner, neither dees one
swallow make a drink, but he does
contend that the morale oif '.he
Ganders is beginning to crack, and
if they should lose another gam?
right off it would provide him with
enough wisecracks to crack ’em
wide open.
When told that Official Scorer

Christie would be unable to score
the game on account of a broken
toe, sustained while hauling wood.
Gene blandly inquired if Alex kept
score on his toes, or handled tlie
pencil with them, but was finally
prevailed upon to understand it was
because he was unable to get down
to the alley, that he could not do his
customary Job.
It is expected that the bowlers
will soon lose another good “sub,”
fcr it is reported that Harold
“Ducky” Haskell has enlisted with
the armed forces of his Uncle
Samuel, and will soon be calling to
Adolf and Hirohito to “set ’em up
again.”
Ganders—Sanborn 273. Grimes
273, K. Carver* 227. Littlefield 231,
Goose Arey 258, tctal 1262.
Skippers—Drew 243, Peterson 250,
Lane 269, Hall 241, Guilford 272,
total 1275.
Scorer. Strachan.
* Absolute zero.

LINCOLNVILLE
Farmers in this vicinity have been
busy the past week harvesting ice
which is of good quality and thick
ness.
Town meeting will be Monday.
Miss Helen McCobb was a visitor
the past week in Boston.
Maurice Pottle who is employed
at Alford Lake dairy farm in Union,
has been home, ill with measles.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wood and
son Roy of Brunswick were guests
last week-end of Mr. and Mrs. L. S.
Russ. ’
Edgar Allen who has employment
in Bath, passed last week-end at
home.
Mrs. J. C. Kecnlth who spent the
Winter ln New York city, arrived
home this week.
M!rs. Frances Cilley, R. N. is em
ployed at the Camden Community
Hcspital.
Frederick Gray of Portland was
home last week-end.
The Ladies Auxiliary met Thurs
day with Mrs. Lucy Knight.
George Underhill was home from
Portland last week-end.
Mrs. Effie Dickey, the correspon
dent, has been confined to bed for
eight w’eeks with arthritis. The cast
was removed Tuesday,*and she is
comparatively comfortable. Dr. Cas
well of B clfast and Dr. Tounge cf
Camden are the attending phy
sicians. Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Gray
are serving as helpers, as Mr. Dickey
is in failing health.
Milton Young, 72. a highly re-

e. advertiseThe Courier-

America’s Flying Might!

LET
er

let.

lights, water,
MBS GEORGE
29*31

sn Beech St

TEI.
29-30

to let. 3 rooms
garage. Inquire 192
623,29*31
unfurnished
apart
ited. 5 rooms and
loors. Adults onlv.
29*31
28 Elm St., all new
llm St.. TEL 519-J
_________ 27*29
ed heated rooms to
referred Referenee1
ADELAIDE BUTMAN
__________ 27-29
lished apt to let.
al-o 5-room unfurrally located, at 8
1397 R.________ 27*29
tooin apartment to
TEL. 730 or Inquire
_________ 27-29
use to let at Owls
Ing to size of famupled ROSE HILIafter 6 p. m.
24-29
unfurnished rooms
Inquire at 12 Knox
_____________ 21 ti
Brand new heated
Jy modern,
three
:rle stoves and reJOSEPH DONDIS.
li St
27-tf
It 15 Orove St.. Tel
LLINS
27-tf

:d to cut pine lumppers K W. DEAN,
27*3?
iome.

GOB
bera'
tfISS

27*29
fence

buy
92-R

shire

Tel. 212-W

Thomaston Man Gives High
lights of His Cruise To
the Southward

(By Lafay Carter)
(Second Installment)
The morning came dull, cold, with
thp wind from the northeast, with
sleet and snow Huge waves broke
over the deck. The ship trembled
and rolled, yet we continued cn our
course south.
Tlie second night the snow and
sleet passed. We ran into the fog;
a lookout was cf no account. We
could see nothing, no matter how
close wc were to it.
The third day out tlie sun rose in
all its splendcr, the sea became
smooth, and we rolled along toward
RACIOUS and elegant edgings, designed for versatility, add a note of the land of sunshine. Just before
individuality to hankies, collars and cuffs, lingerie, household acces nocn the lookout from the mast
sories and treasured linens. A diversity of effects may be achieved with a head reported an object ahead. Could
single pattern by using different sizes of mercerized crochet cotton and
varying colors. Edgings and insertions are an important classification in it be a submarine a sea raideT or a
the Sixth Annual Nation-Wide Crochet Contest, which will name the merchant ship. Soon we heard the
National Crochet Champion, this Fall, and award her with cash prizes report cf “land.” As we approached
and a trip to New York City. Forty-three “ranking crocheters” will also the shores several planes circled
receive noteworthy cash awards and honors. Directions for malting these
edgings and details of the Crochet Contest may be obtained by sending around us. We could see a ship fast
a stamped, self-addressed envelope to National Needlecraft Bureau, 385 aground cn a sand bar. and great
Fifth Avenue, New York City, specifying design No. 8406.
white places on the island. Some said
it may be snow or ice.. Hew pretty
most interesting views was at Lob the island looked to us after having
MONHEGAN
ster Cove; leng rolling seas passing
‘•Bill’’ Orne has returned from his the Washerwoman, increasing in come from the land of cold winds
and gales.
visit in Hudson, Mass, and Rock size as they reached the shore,
The pilot came cn board and wc
land.
,
breaking, the spray blowing back steamed into the narrow channel,
A surprise party Feb. 25 was given from the tcp of the waves.
passed a number of dredgers, big
With the sun shining upon this ships, and where the sand oars
to Mrs. Henry Stanley by Mrs.
Minnie Stanley, in honor cf her 33d picture an effect such as one wculd were, the waters were a very pretty
birthday. Present besides the im expect to find cnly in an elaborate ( blue.
mediate family were: Mr. and Mrs. movie setting was created. As the
Those wli ite places we were
William Stanley and daughter sun sank lower in the West, the guessing abcut were the white tile
Charlotte. Mrs. Fernald. Mr. and beauty increased.
roofs of the houses. Water is scarce
Mrs. Dwight Stanley and son Al
at certain times cf the yeai so the
MY ISLAND HOME
fred and Mrs. Myra Orne. Refresh 
people have to catch all they can
| For The Courier-Gazette |
ments were served, including two
The
cnannel wound around the bars
You'll have to hunt around a bit
birthday cakes.
and little Islands to a little harbor.
To find It on the map
It’s Just a speck ln a green-blue sea
Manville Davis and Dwight Stan With a spattering of foamy white-caps. After tying up at the wharf, we
hasn’t any paved highways.
were permitted shore leave, and
ley went recently to Port Clyde with It
Or sidewalks, or the like.
Noon-time the children return to imagine our surprise when we saw
a trip of lobsters.
school
cnly a few cars, but hundreds of bi
George Gilbert cf New Harbor was Down Main street on foot or bike.
cycles.
and horses and buggies.
pheasants strut about the doors
here last week buying lbsters. Mr. The
Unafraid of man or gun;
Children,
boys, girls, cld men, wom
While sea gulls atop beweathcred
Gilbert paid 34 cents a pound.
en riding bikes. Horses of all sizes,
roofs
white in the golden sun.
Misses Betsy Pierce and Betty Gleam
There's a store down by the roadside I colors ana ages harnessed in carts,
Field have returned to Lee Academy. Where during long Winter nights
carry alls top-buggies and drays.
Wars are fought, elections won.
George Green has returned to Boats
The
hacks had kerosene lights and
built and all ills made right.
Thomaston.
long
horsewhips.
This island boasts a post office
Quite modern, lt ls true.
Everything was beautiful. Fields
Earl Field and Adolph Stevens And folk gather to meet Incoming
of lilies, pure white, flowers ln
went last week to New Harbor with* tWhichmalls
cross the waters blue.
blocm, little boats sailing in the
a trip cf lobsters. They also went Mail bags are filled with papers
And letters from far off friends.
bay,
birds singing. Everyone ap
to Rockland; bringing back a dory Sears.
Roebuck parcels, ads and fads
peared to be happy. We w.ere writ
to replace the one lost in the Winter. And greetings—there ls no end.
A bell buoy signals fair weather
ing cards heme and when we came
Rugged Seascape
While the "gruhter'’ warns of foul.
A beacon sends out its friendly rays out of tlie store there wa* a black
Tlie heaviest storm of the Win- O'er an ocean dark and wild
out; only a blue light at a corner. A
When fog rolls ln Manana horn
passenger ship was ready to leave
tear Tuesday visited the Island. Bemoans the dismal days.
Warning sailors that rocks are near
and a number cf her company were
Tuesday mail arrived Wednesday And guiding them an their way.
Seal Ledges, brown with seaweed. left behind.
morning. Many heavy seas broke The
7Iny rocks ln the mariners way:
The beauty of tliis place was sufflever Gull Rock; while rollers, break Where seals bask in the sunlight
And wild ducks converse and bathe. cient to make them forget the time
ing many feet in height reached There's Nortons Ledge and the Wash appointed to sail away. Next day
frem this Rock to Gull Cove in one Gull erwoman.
Rock and Allen's Shoals.
we left for another port. While
Burnt Head. White Hpad. Black Head
continuous formation
passing
by the lighthouse we all
And Green Point all In a row.
Five Gloucester fishing beats
agreed to visit Bermuda again and
Oh. I love this far-off Island
were anchored in , the lee of the With Its Cathedral Woods of towering sit in the warm sunshine on the
heights.
Island; if one can call any spot out Trails through mossy carpets
sand and stay there fcrever.
here in mid-ccean a lee, during a With the lance-leaved violet white.
After passing out cf sight of the
Peacefulness, sunshine and surf
storm. Wednesday was a cross be All make the wanderer glad
island we ran into a strong wind
a vacation on Monhegan
tween sunshine and shadow. Though That
Can be spent without a care.
which continued to blow until we
overcast during the morning, the The Winter's blustery weather
anchored at St. Kitts.
afternoon brought sunshine and a Paints another view
This is a large island. Along the
With ice and snow covered trails
gorgecus surf pounding upon head Where once the wlld-flowers grew
shores
are cccoanut trees and lets
lands and, sweeping ever Lobster A rocky ble of dead-grey hue
Dotted with patches white,
of new houses. The land rises grad
Cove Point it made a grand picture; I Ike some Icelandic village
ually and i.s covered with sugar
with a rainbow appearing in every Yet It's Maine’s own birthright.
cane. At short distances one can
'Tis
true
that
there
are
many
burst of milky spray. One of the Who of Monhegan hgve not heard.
see mills where they crush the cane
Of Its beautiful birds, wooded cliffs.
And sea-spumed Atlantic 6urge,
for its sweet juices. A long dis
spected citizen, died Monday follow Of Its people of old New England stock
tance
from the shore the plain rises
courageous and kind.
ing a heart attack Mr. Young, a Sympathetic,
Just a tiny spot ln an ocean wide
quickly
to a massive mountain.
blacksmith by trade, will be greatly But this Island home is mine.
What
a picture of strength as it
Josephine A. Townsend
missed in the community as well as
Monhegan.
•
stands out against the sky. The
in his home. Fune ral services were
top looks as if at some distant time
held Thursday from Gcod funeral
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
it
had thrown out fire, smoke, and
home, Camden.
Wcndersl
ashes. Some cf the crew said these
islands came by submarine disturb
ances, but I rather look to God's
Book for proof that He once shcok
Answer to this puzzle on Page Eight
the earth terribly.
After the ship’s agent came on
beard, we could see large sloops
hoisting their sails. Soon they were
8
along side and began to take cut
T$"
the freight consigned to the island.
10
11
Once these islands heard the rear
of
cannon frem Lord Nelson’s flag
17
Ib
15
18
ship and the French Admiral DeGrasse's ship of war, when they
ZO
19

G

[

J

123

11
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be prepared for war is one of the
most effectual ways ot preserving peace .

“To

Z7

28

23"

99

132

137"

3b

TT 3M

38

IMO
When

George

Washington

spoke

these words the world was a much
smaller

place.

communication

Transportation
facilities

were

and
such

that it took considerably longer for
anything to happen than it does today.

But there are certain thoughts that

were as true then as they are now.
This “preparation for war for the pres
ervation of peace” is one of them.

That is why the United States is hurry
ing to make itself the strongest nation
on earth.

Ml

Ml

IM-M

MS47

Your newspaper plays an important
part in the preservation of peace by
keeping its readers informed of their
country’s progress in preparation of
war. Under the freedom guaranteed it
in the Constitution, the American Press
fearlessly voices the sentiments of the
American people.

24-29
nteo to uPbolsW’’vered
T ’ ”7 ..

Choice For Crochet Contest Entry

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ITED
rhronometers, baroonipa'ses and tex
call
Write P O
id
29*31
rrnaces wanted in
C
E
GROTTON
’amden St.
29-31
all around
coo*
lan $25 up MR-S
High. Bath. Tel.
29* It
ral houseme night-'
28-30
"21-26. for
otel Rocksary Olve
3CKLANU
28-30
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27*29
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Gracious Edgings Make Interesting

A Caribbean Cruise

X5he AMERICAN PRESS DEMANDS

UAe WORLD’S GREATEST AIR FORCE

HORIZONTAL
1-Crowd
5-Russian title
8- Female deer
9- Skilful
11- Mlne entrance
12- Deep holes

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
41-Giri*s name
43- Harveat
44- Unit
45- Norae goddess of

VERTICAL (Cont.)
13- To hiss
14— Serf
16-Bustle
18-Portion
death
20- Horse
46- Forehead
21- ldle talk
24—Part of verb 'To be
15-Grades
47- At rest
17-Claws
27- A coin
19-Worahipa
28- A beverage
VERTICAL
21- lndividuat
29- Utter wildly
22- City in India (abbr.)
30- Breed of sheep
31- T rapped
23- Begin
2- Snake
25- Sainte (abbr.)
3- Sounds
32- Lacking stiffness
26- Epoch
4- Obtain
33- Raw metal
5- Strike gently
34- Marriea
27- Vehiclo
36-Male singing voice
30-Joina
6- Old musical
38-Sing in a free hearty
instrument
32-Debaaed
35-Excited 4.
manner
7- Oil from rose petals
42- Condensed moisture
37-The whole
10- Seize with the
39- Not at any time
43- Second eity of
hands
11- Small particle
U. & (abbr.)
40- Fortifled

AMERICAN ALLIANCE INSURANCE
COMPANY
1 Liberty st., New York, N. Y.
ASSETS. DBC 31 1941
Stocks and Bonds.
$9,110,455 04
Cash l'n Office and Bank
247.138 40
Agents' Balances.
213.980 44
Interest and Rents.
27.327 00
Oross Assets.
Deduct Items not admitted.

$9,598,900 88

1.083.944 32

Admitted.
$8,514,956
LIABILITIES, DBC. 31. 1941
$234,677
Net Unpaid Losses.
2.178.063
Unearned Premiums,
378. 278
All other Liabilities,
3.000.000
Cash Capital.
8urplus over all Liabilities. 2.723.938
Total Liabilities and
Surplus,

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Wonders I
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY
OF MARYLAND
Baltimore, Maryland
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1941
Real Estate.
$2,185,050 92
Mortgage Loans.
32,500 OO
Stocks and Bonds.
20.701.403 20
Cash ln Office and Bank,
4.048,067 24
Agents' Balances.
1.337,851 88
Interest and Rents.
67285 59
All other Assets.
52.473 32

Admitted.
$23,238,842
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 1941
Net Unpaid Losses,
$5,002,994
Unearned Premiums.
6.477.275
All other Liabilities.
3.018.821
Cash Capital.
2.400 000
Surplus over all Llabllltlej, 11.337.751

$8,503,230 24
793.627 75
396.493 93
11.284 97
38.852 16
Minus
23.691 10

Gross Assets,
$7,717,797 95
Deduct Items not admitted.
25.509 14

Total Liabilities and

GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Services will be held in the local
church at 7.33 Sunday in the Eng
lish language. March 10 at 7.30 p.
m. the Dorcas Circle will meet at the
home of Mrs. Mary Harjula.

00
02
00
00
54

$8,514,956 56
23 S 29

$7,692,288
Admitted.
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1941
$196 343
Net Unpaid Losses.
2.223.0' 1
Unearned Premiums,
All Other Liabilities.
230 623
1.000.000
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities 4.042.310

Among the 16 passengers from
here to make the trip cn the steam
er North Haven Thursday were the
three selectmen and Rep. Lloyd F.
Crockett to confer with steamboat
officials and others as to what can
be done in regard to having boat
service between the Islands and
mainland in the future.
A surprise shower party given in
honor of Mrs. Joseph A. Boyd, Jr.,
was held Tuesday at the heme of
Mrs. Ernest Brown.. Those present
were Mrs. Boyd, Mrs. Parker Crock
ett. Mrs. Clyde Joy, Mrs. Earl Marden, Mrs. Foster Morrison, Mrs.
Stanley Quinn, Mrs. Carl Bunker,
Mrs. Mervyn Snow, Mrs. Edward
Beverage. Miss Alice Brown, Miss
Hope Ames and Mrs. Ernest Brown.
Mrs. Boyd received many lovely
gifts. Ice cream and cake w?re
served.
Among those who have enter
tained at pyramid tea this week are
Mrs H. T. Crockett, Mrs Bert Hop
kins and Mrs. V. H. Shields.
John Lermond went to Rockland
Tuesday, returning Wednesday, ac
companied by Mrs Lermond and
daughter Janet and Mrs. Lermond's
mother, Mrs. Emma Snow.
Mrs Edith Vinal returned Thurs
day tc Vinalhaven after an extend
ed visit -with her daughter, Mrs.
Ronald Gillis. She was) accom
panied by Mil's. G His.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Wooster and
children Jean and Joel were recent
guests of Mrs. Wooster's parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Tolman in
Vinalhaven.
•
Mrs. Ernest Gillis entertained at
a family party March 1 ln honor of
her birthday. Those present were
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Gillis, Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Ladd and daughter
Carol Mr. and Mrs. Parker Crock
ett and children Jane and Alan,
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Morrison and
daughter Elsie; Shirley Albert,
Corice and Elaine Gillis. A buffet
supper was served.
Mrs. Mervyn Snow and children
Mervyn, Betty and Bradley moved
today to Portland where Mr. Snow
has employment.
At the Baptist Church worship
Sunday will be at 11; the topic, “Two
Religions.” In the evening there
will be an old fashioned Gospel song*
service, with special music, vocal
and instrumental, and special selec
tions by the young people’s chorus.
The theme will be ‘‘This World's
Greatest Need.”

Gross Asset*.
$28.424 812 13
Deduct Items not admitted. 187.789 44

Stocks and Bonds.
Cash ln Office and Bank.
Interest and Rents.
All Other Assets.

NORTH HAVEN
Mrs. Alice W. Saltonstall, wife of
Gov. Saltonstall. called unannounced
Thursday at the Boston Red Ctog;
Chapter to donate a second pint of
blood to the war emergency blood
bank. Dec. 22, Mrs. Saltonstall
was the first donor at the Red Cross
new center at Boylston and Exet?r
*1 .v.
streets, Boston.

56

THE MERCANTILE INSURANCE
COMPANY OF AMERICA
150 William SL, New York, N. Y.
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1941
Agents’ Balances.
Bills Receivable.

fought for the possession of the
West Indies and they have felt the
terrible raidings of Morgan and
other pirates until the natives were
nearly all killed cr taken slaves.
Tiie memorable days of the buc
caneers were from 1671 to 1685 when
these men in search cf riches
and possession of land, killed men,
women and children withcut mercy
to any.
After leaving St. Kitts, large
schools of flying fish skimmed over
the water. Their silvery color shin
ing in the sun made them an inter
esting sight.
Porpoises played under the bows
cr leaped in sport, making big
splashes in the water. Swift dol
phins trying to catch fish—all helped
to make the cruise a pleasant trip
that isn’t easily forgotten.

81
00
67
19
00
95

Surplus.
$7,892,288 81
MAURICE F. LOVEJOY
—Insurance—
140 Talbot Ave.,
Rockland. Me.
29-6-35

Total Liabilities
and Surplus.

69
20
65
72
00

12

$28,236,842 69
23-S-29

EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
Kansas City. Missouri
ASSETS, DBC. 31. 1941
Real Estate.
$158,357
Mortgage Loans.
404 303
Storks and Bonds.
15.388.646
Cash ln Office and Bank. 3.709.348
Interest and Rents.
116.549
All other Assets.
1.370.466

70
20

82
54
32

83

Oross Assets.
$21,125,889 41
Deduct Items not admitted. 226.319 83

Admitted.

$20.899249 79

LIABILITIES, DEC. 31. 1941

Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums,
All other Liabilities,
Cash Capital.

$7,181,67551
4.942,78812

2,774 886 18
2.000.00000
Surplus over all Liabilities, 4,000,000 00

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

$30,890,34979

26-S-32

Every-Other-Day

THOMASTON
ft ft ft ft
BHIRLFY T. WELLLAMB
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 190

Every-Other-Day
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PARK THEATRE
SUNDAY AND MONDAY

Beta Alpha meets Monday night
at the Baptist vestry.
Mr and Mirs. Louis Knowlton of
Stoneham, Mass, were overnight
guests Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar E. Wishman.
Due to the meeting of the Par
ent-Teacher Association Thursday
there will be no home-nursing
class. Members of the class are
urged to attend the P.T.A. meet*
ing.
A union meeting of the Baptist
Mission Circle and Ladies' Circle
will toe held at 'the Baptist vestry
Wednesday afternoon for work.
Supper will be served at 6 o'clock
under the management of Mrs.
Belle Brown, Mrs. Bertha Love
joy, Mrs. Addie Libby, Mrs. Susie
Newbert. Miss Elaine Risteen and
Miss Eleanor Nelson. Following
Una Merkel, left, Claire Dodd,
the supper Mrs. F. F. Brown of Richard Davis and Lionel Atwill in
Rockland will give an illustrated Univeral's “The Mad Doctor of
lecture on weather vanes.
Market Street.”
Mrs. O. F. Williams received
On Monday only will appear with
word recently from her mother, this feature on the stage, “Smilin’
C. Elwyn Tabbutt, who enlisted '
two weeks ago in the Army, that Burgess invited the Circle to hold
he is at present stationed at Camp the next meeting with her at the
McLellan, Ala.
Knox Hotel next Tuesday after
Mrs. Ellen Jones is visiting her noon. The roll call followed, with
sister, Mrs. Thomas Donaldson, in 43 members resixmding. Miss Mar
Bath.
garet Ruggles then led the group
Bernard Young returned to Fort in singing with Miss Ruth Miller
Williams Thursday after spending accompanying at the piano. An
a furlough with his parents her?. other game followed and tiie eve
Mayflower Temple, P. S. is plan ning was concluded with more
ning a sale and supi>er for March singing.
13 at the K.| P. hall. Supper at 6
Mrs. Annie Young wa.s guest re
o’clock is in charge of Mrs. Ora
Woodcock, Mrs. Blanche Wilson, cently of her daughter Mrs. MayMrs. Blanche Everett and Mrs. i nard Carter.
Richard Tiffany Feyler, son of
Mertie Qrover.
Mr.
and Mrs. Richard W. Feyler
Averill Reed has returned to
celebrated
his fourth birthday
South Portland after several days’
visit with hi.s mother, Mrs. Leona Wednesday frith a party at his
home. A gay atternoon was spent
Reed.
Willis Thompson of Portsmouth, with toys and refreshments were
spent Thursday night at his home served, the decrations and favors
being of pastel shades. The guest
here.
Mrs. Ruby Allen entertained of honor received a host of lovely
members of Mayflower Temple at gifts and the invited guests were:
a picnic dinner and social after Kathleen Libby, Stephanie Lav
noon Wednesday at her home in ender, Sandra Stetson, Carol and
Rockland. A plasant feature of Margo Hubbard, Jack Marks, Ran
the afternoon wa.s a surprise dall Greenleaf, Jack Sporwl. John
shower of dsinty gifts presented Elliot, David Stone, John Ingalls.
Mrs. Elizabeth Grafton. Others Michael Mayo, and Arthur Strout,
present were Mrs. Madelyn Ed* and Patricia Sweeney of Rockland.
A public clam-chowder supper
inands, Mrs. Marguerite Harriman,
will
be served at Weymouth Grange
Mrs. Celia Grafton, Mr.s. Grace
Andrews, Mi's. Dorothy Horsley, hall Monday lrom 6 to 7 o’clock.
Mrs. Ora Woodcock, Mrs. Mertie
In the Churches
Grover, Mrs. Harriet Tillson. Mrs.
St. James’ Catholic Church. Mass
Letitia Starrett and Mrs. Kath at 9 a. m.
erine Crawford.
St. John’s Church. At 9 a. m.,
Mrs. Oscar Crie was hostess to Holy Eucharist preceded by Litany.
the Thursday Club this week.
St. George's Church, Long Cove,
There were two tables and prizes at 2.30 p. m. Evensong.
went to Mrs. Weston Young, Mrs
Baptist Church. Sunday School
Charles Smith and Mrs. Edward at 9.45, worship at 11. The sermon
Doman. Mrs. Warren Knights in i.s entitled “Patience Abused” and
vited the members to meet at her
music will include the choral an
home in two weeks.
them "I Hear Thy Voice,” by Edith
The third in a series of four pub
Lang, with incidental solo by Miss
lic card parties being held under
Margaret Simmons. At 6 o’clock
the auspices of the Star Circle of
Christian Endeavor meeting, the
Grace Chapter to benefit tiie fund
topic is "Overdue Revival” with
for the new carpet is to be held
Grace Paulsen the leader. "In Bat
Tuesday at tiie Masonic banquet
tle Array” is the sermon topic for
hall at 7.30, The committee is Mrs.
the evening service at 7 o'clock and
Shirley Williams, Mrs. Emma
there will be music by the junior
Greenleaf
and
Mrs.
Bernice
choir and solos by Laverne Patter
Knights.
son and Donald Paulsen.
Parent-Teacher Association will
Federated Church. Sunday School
meet Thursday at tiie High School
at 9.45, worship at 11 the sermon
auditorium. There will be two
topic to be "Victory in a World of
speakers from University of Maine.
Change." Music will include the
The annual roll call of the
anthem "Work. Love and Prayer,”
Friendly Circle was held Wednes
by Adams. The Missionary commit
day at the Federated vestry. Ac
tee is in charge of the Epworth
tivities began with the serving of
League meeting at 6 o'clock and
supper to 50 people, including sev
in
the evening at 7 o’clock the ser
eral guests. Mrs. Mary Crie, Mrs.
mon
topic Ls "A Poet's Insight."
Selma Biggers and Mrs. Nina
Use i»f Sand
Leach were tiie committee. The
program was arranged and pre
The sand delivered to house
sented by Mrs. Edith Richards, holders should be thoroughly dried
who first conducted an informal and kept dry. The most useful
quiz game. This was followed toy place to keep it would be in the
the business meeting at which time attic or upper storey, as it is there
it was announced that the monthly an incendiary bomb would probpublic supper would be March 24 I ably fall.
under the supervision of Mrs. Cora
The recognized method of using
Knights, Mrs. Winifred Slader and sand is: “Dry sand may be used
Mrs. Fannie Howard. Mrs. Ethel when the bomb is burning on a

CAMDEN” SUNDAY AND MONDAY

Here’s a sight radio fans well might think they never would see. Left
to right: Molly. Fibber Magee. Charlie McCarthy and Edgar Bergen,
staired in RKO Radio's new fun feature, “Look Who’s Laughing," which
also stars lovely and witty Lucille Ball. For Fibber Magee and Molly, ifs
their screen debut. Almost all their Wistful Vista characters appear with
them, while Bergen introduces a new personality, Ophelia, a little dolt

Bill Waters, the Singing Cowboy,
with his Hillbilly Troupe’’direct from
WHEB. Portsmouth, N H. Four
people with plenty of music and fun.
Three shows witli no advance in
prices.

THE LYRIC MUSE

Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers
SHADOWS AND HIS PLAN
| For The Courier-Gazette) f
Shadows always fall upon the plans
of man and woman.
Today, shadows fall again, more om
inous and
depressing the shadows of war.
Yet fear not, for He lt was that cre
ated thLs—
the shadows- -all as part of His plan.
Its outcome will be His outcome, a'nd
when
the shadows have again been rolled
away.
We will be able to visualize this—our
nature,
—His plan for life!
Kay Yale ,
Washington.

M «t at at
DACTYLS
(For The Courier-Gazette]
Edna St. Vincent Millay
Born way down East by a bay.
Splendid Penobscot lagoon
Everywhere beauty bestrewn.
Emerald Islands galore.
Meadowed and mountainous shore.
Headlands and points picturesque
Crystal blue waves' arabesque.
Pleasure resort without peer
Gracing Atlantic's wide mere.
She ls as peerlessly fair
Poetess pleasing and rare.
Sparkling, unique as the bay
Where she began her life's lay.
Mirroring Maine native shore
In her poetical lore.
Charming dactylic ln name
Fitting her lyrlcaJ fame.
Holding our hearts in her sway —
Edna St. Vincent Millay.
Allison M Watts
Jamaica, Vt.

at Nt M at
MEDITATION
| For The Courier-Gazette ]
I walked the long black winding road.
Beneath a starry sky.
By scintillating snow clad Helds;
The moon was riding high.
And branches of the towering trees
That sentineled my way.
Stirred restlessly as fitful winds
Swept Inland from the bay.
I paused to scan a crescent beach
Revealed ln mellow light;
The huge dark shapes cf rock and
ledge
Were shadows In the night.
I watched the white laced combers
roll
Where waves were running free.
And heard a laboring bell that tolled
For men who put to sea.
The moonbeams spun a web of gold
That, trailed the ocean's breast,
And night's majestic beauty lulled
A spirit of unrest;
The murmur of the surging tide
And starlight overhead.
These will remain when empires fall
And rabid egotists are dead.
Rose B. Hupper
Tenants Harbor.

FRIENDSHIP

CAMDEN

Nathan Lewis of Clark Island has
I been a visiter a few days at the
ft ft ft ft
I home of Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Beckett.
NAOMA MAYHEW
Town meeting will be Monday,
Correspondent
i Miss Margaret Simmons spent
ft ft ft ft
part of her school vacation In Ma.-.TeL 711
i sachusetts.
Ment Telman and Rita Wallace
Mrs. Flora Stockwell will enter
cf East Warren were guests Suntain the Methodist! Ladies’ Aid
• day of Mr. and Mrs. Percy Winc.iWednesday afternoon at her apart
! oaw. The latter accompanied them
ment in Masonic block.
heme for a week’s stay.
Mrs. Gregory Gill of Bloomfield.
Recent callers at the Thompscn’s
N. J., is at the heme of her parents,
Bradford Point, were Geneva Hall,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Cote for a
j Almcnd Hal! and Mrs. Lillian Brcwn
short visit.
of St. George, also Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mirs. Eugene Emery an I LewLs Robinson and children, Philip
nounce the marriage Wednesday of and Terry of Warren.
their daughter Camilla I. Emery to
The air raid wardens met Wednes
Dr. Saul R. Polisner. The couple
day with their leader, Charles
was married here and after a short
Stenger at the Harbor.
trip they will be at home at 13
j Dr. William Hahn who has been
Mountain street.
in ailing health the past Winter, is
Mrs. Alexander Lightfoot of Hysomewhat
improved.
annisport and Mrs. Ruth Miller cf
Pythian Sisters will held an ice
Worcester, Mass, are in town, called
cream
sale and party Wednesday at
by the illness of their aunt, Mrs.
5
o
’
clock.
Addie McIntire.
George H. Thcmas spent Thursday I Russell E. Carter, grandson of Mrs.
day in Portland where he went on Jane C. Murphy, who is in the
I Quartermaster Division of the Army,
business.
Mr. and Mrs. John Quartrucio, ' epects to be transferred soon to anwho have been visiting Mrs. Quar- 1 other State.
trucio’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Knute j 'Mrs. Thomas Benner, Sr., is' rap
Gauteson, have returned to their idly gaining in health.
| Mrs. Euda Morton and son Albert
home in New York.
Past Noble Grands’ night and have returned to Portland after
Charter Members’ night will be ob 1 spending a few days at their heme
served Wedneseday. The degree here.
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid Unit
will be exemplified by the Past No
will
service a public dinner Monday
ble Grands. Refreshments will fol
at
the
vestry for those attending
low the work.
town
meeting.
The Monday Club will be enter
Mrs. Eugene Brown and Mrs. Eve
tained next week by Mrs. Nerita
Wight, at her home on High street. lyn Beckett are recovering from ill
In the absence of Mrs. Margaret ness.
Mrs. Lillian Pottle and grand
Ladd, Mrs. Ann Proctor will read.
Twenty-six members of Good daughter, Hazel Starrett who were
Cheer Class enjoyed supper Thurs guests cf Mr. and Mrs, Louville
day at the home of Mrs. Alice Rich, Pottle in Rockland, have returned
Mrs. Jocelyn Christie presiding over home.
Mrs. Helen Chadwick of Mar
the business meeting at which time
tinsville
and Mrs. Buren of Port
plans were discussed for a musical
Clyde
passed
this week with Mrs.
tea and children’s program to to?
Alvah
Chadwick.
given later. A social evening was
Mr. and Mrs. Wardell MacFarland
enjoyed. The next meeting will be
and
son Elbridge who resided in
March 17 at the home of Mrs. Naoraa MJayhew. Miss Bernice Firth New Bedford for two months (Mr.
will be co-hostess. Mrs. Rich was MacFarland having employment
presented with a birthday cake and there) have returned home.
Mrs. Chamberlain Simmons who
bouquet of flowers.
suffered
a rail on the ice recently,
The Elm Street Reading Club w 11
meet Monday at the home of Mrs. is somewhat improved.
The Ladies’ Aid Unit mpt Thurs
Inez Wood. Mrs. Wood will also read.
At the Methodist Church worship day with Mrs. Mary Wottcn with 14
Sunday will be at 10.30, sermon by present. Gussie Chadwick Alice
the pastor, subject “The Draftee." Simnfbns and Lizzie Weaver were
Music will be under direction of admitted to membership. Devo
Mrs. Alfred Wilman. Church school tional service was conducted by
and Bible classes meet at 11.45. Mrs. Susan Wotton and the business ses
Stella McRae superintendent. Happy sion by Mrs. Gretrude Oliver.
Mrs. Arthur MacFarland and in
Hour service is at 7. Song service
with talk by the pastor, subject, fant son, Arthur, have returned
“Moral Antiseptics.” Lenten serv home from Damariscotta Memo
ice will be held in the vestry Thurs rial Hcspital.
day at 7 in charge of the pastor.
Choir rehearsal will be Friday night. this time squad assignments are to
be arranged.
Motor Corps Notes
Close order drill was held Tues
The Miotor Corps met Tuesday at day under direction of Carl Cole.
the Opera House. At this meeting
the necess.ty cf attendance was
UNION
discussed. It Ls hoped that the
Arland
E.
Ames
has been spend
members will realize the Importance
ing
a
week
with
his
grandmother
of regular attendance at all the
Mrs. Spear in Rockland.
meetings.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Packard of
Several new recruits are enrolled
for the next class which will start Warren called Sunday cn friends
very soon.
Anyone interested in here.
Mrs. Laura Daniels fell recently
joining this class may do so by
registering at the Selectmen’s offlce on ice on the post offlce walk, sus
or by contacting Lieut. Do.a taining a cut on *her head and
straining the ligaments in her leg.
Packard.
The Corps extends its thanks to She is confined to the house but
those who helped make their food is able to get about the room on
sale Feb. 28 a success, especially crutches.
A. E. Ames, Justin Ames, Bur
those who generously donated food.
The proceeds will be used to buy leigh Esancy and Nathan Daniels
attended an Odd Fellows meeting
equipment.
All members are asked to be pres Friday in Warren.
ent at the next meeting at the
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
Opera House, Tuesday at 7.30. At

at at at at
GOODBYE
| For The Courier-Gazette J
Did I hear a whl^ered call
A startled note out by the wall?
*It sounded clear but laden
Just birds cry? Almost fright
And then, a flute-like melody
Came through my casement easily
A rare and charming rhapsody
'Twas a Spring song birds call.
K S. F.
Rockland.

solid floor or surface where there
is little combustible material to be
come ignited. Cover the bomb well
with sand, 'being careful to use a
long-handled shovel to avoid be
ing struck by the spurting particles
of burning magnesium. Scoop the
bomb up and place in a metal
bucket about one-third full of sand,
cover ■bomb with more sand, carry
outdoors and dump in an area
where there is absolutely no dan
ger from the spread of fire while
the bomb burns itself out. Return
tc the floor where the bomb start
ed to burn, check the charred
surface carefully, chopping away
part of the floor if necessary, to
make sure that the fire has not
spread into the space below the
floor. Use a flashlight in order to
see possible smouldering. Soak the
burned part of the floor with
water to insure extinguishment of
lurking sparks."
A 'new picture illustrating the
handling of incendiary bombs by
both the sand and water methods
will be shown March 19 in Watts
hall. Plan to see it.

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

CALLING ALL FIBBER McGEE AND MOLLY FANS
1. Give the real names of Fibber McGee and Molly.
Answer . ........................................................................................
2.

How many fans listen to Fibber McGee and Molly?

Answer ................................................. »......................................

------------------------------------------------------- «--------------------------------------

3. Where was their home town?
Answer ............................................... v................ -......................

4. Have they any children?
Answer .......................................... -.............................................

5. How many children?
Answer .................................. ............. -.......................................
6. How long have they been Fibber McGee and Molly?
Answer .........................................................................................
7. What team runs second to Fibber McGee and Molly?
Answer ................ ................................................. -......................

8. Whcan do they advertise for?
Answer ........ ........... .....................................................................
I ■ ■ I ■ ■■■■ ■
—■
1 "
9. What type people do they represent?
Answer . ....... ......................... ......................................................
10. What picture are they playing in?
Answer
........................ —.................................................
RULES AND REGULATIONS
1.

All answers must be in by 12 noon, March 12.

2. Mail or bring answers to New Camden Theatre.

4

3. Employes of this paper and theatre not eligible.

4. In case of ties duplicate prizes will be given.
5. All decisions will remain final.
6. Entries will remain our property.
PRIZES________
First—Month’s Pass.

Second—Two Weeks’ Pass.

Third—One Week’s Pass.
Next Seven—Guest Tickets,

St George Is Told

STRAND THEATRE

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
■ SA

Bud Abbott, left, and Lou Costello, in Universal’s bard-riding, fast-laughing comedy sensation, “Ride ’Em Cowboy.”

ROCKPORT
/\ Z\ Z\ A
A A A A

UDA G. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
ZV ZV ZS Z^
o z\
zx

Tel. 2229

es of study in connection with
Civilian Defense, a large class hav
ing recently completed the First
Aid course and a good sized class
finished the Home Nursing course
Friday. Another class in Home
Nursing will start soon and a meet
ing for the purpose of organizing
will be held next Tuesday night
at 7 o'clock at Hoboken Schoolhouse. Plans are also in the mak
ing for organizing woman’s classes
in Air Raid Warden, Canteen and
Motor Corps study and anyone
wishing to enter one of these
classes is asked to notify Mrs. Mary
Spear or Mrs. Loana Shibles.
An appeal is being sent out for
old sheets, pillow cases or soft cot
ton cloth to be used for the two
and four inch squares and two
and four inch bandages being
made at 'the Red Cross rooms for
the Air Raid Wardens’ post.
Mrs. Nellie Andrews and Mrs.
Ivan Erickson will toe the hostess
es Monday afternoon at. the Red
Cross rooms.

A Republican caucus will be held
Tuesday at 7.30 at the Selectmen’s
Office to choose delegates and al
ternates to the State Convention.
Revival meetings at the Pente
costal Church began Thursday and
will continue each night except
Saturday, under the leadership of
Evangelist Edith Cullen of Phila
delphia. There will be piano, ac
cordion and vocal talent. All serv
ices begin at 7 o’clock.
Harold Edwin Leland, four yearold son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
E. Leland and Marcheta Elsie Le
land, one year-old daughter of Mr,
and Mrs. Laforest Leland of Rock
land celebrated the anniversary of
their birthday Wednesday night at
the heme of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Read The Courier-Gazette
Leland. Those present were Louise
Morong, Ernest Mank. Richard
Notices of Appointment
Mank, Granville Morong, Dale Le
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of
land. with their mothers, also the Probate
for the County of Knox, ln
the State of Maine, hereby certify that
grandmothers and aunts of the ln
the following estates the persons
host and hostess. Ice cream, cook were appointed Administrators. Ex
Guardians and Conservators
ies, birthday cake and punch were ecutors.
a'nd on the dates hereinafter named:
C MESERVEY F AMES, late of
served. Harold and Marcheta re
Vinalhaven. deceased. Carl L. Ames
ceived many nice gifts.
of Vinalhaven was appointed Admr.,
20. 1942, and qualified bv filing
Harbor Light Chapter OEjS. has Jan.
bond Feb. 9, 1942.
received an invitation to be guests
ISAAC G. CALDERWOOD, late of
Vinalhaven, deceased.
Amy Swann
March 19 of Forget-me-Not Chap Calderwood
of Vinalhaven was ap
ter, South Thomaston, on the oc pointed Exx.. Jan. 30. 1942, and quali
by filing bond Feb. 9, 1942.
casion of Past Matrons’ and Pa fied
STEPHEN
SMITH,
of
Rockland.
trons’ Night. Supper will be served Ruby L. Smith of Rockland was ap
pointed Guardian, Feb. 11. 1942. and
at 6.30.
qualified by filing bond on same date.
Mrs. Lena Tominski will enter
LESLIE E LAMPSON, late of Rock
deceased. Gratia L Lampson of
tain the Trytohelp Club Monday port,
Rockport was appointed Exx., Jan 20,
1942.
without bond. Frank H. Ingra
night.
ham of Rockland was appointed Agent
Mrs. Wesley Ryder returned In Maine.
EMMA HOLBROOK, late of Tenants
home Wednesday from Calais
Harbor, deceased
Orris E. Holbrook
where she had 'been visiting her of Tenants Harbor was appointed
Feb. 17, 1942. without bond.
husband. She made the return Admr.,
ALBERT M. HASTINGS, late of
trip via Portland where she ac Rockland, deceased. Mary A Hastings,
Rockland, was appointed Admx.,
companied Mr. Ryder for a man of
Feb. 17. 1942, without bond.
agers’ meeting of Armour & Co.
MARGARET SNOW, late of Rock
land. deceased. John I. Snow of Rock
Mr. Ryder arrived here Friday and land
was appointed Admr., Feb. 17.
1942. and qualified by filing bond on
today they are moving their house same
date.
hold goods to Calais where they
FRED E MATHEWS, late of Warren,
deceased Alice M. Mathews of Warren
will reside.
was appointed Exx. Feb. 17, 1942.
A memorial and dedication serv without bond.
WATSON T. BARTER, late of Ten
ice will be held March 17 in con
ants Harbor, deceased. Elizabeth J.
nection with the next stated meet Barter of Tenants Harbor was ap
Exx. Feb. 17th, 1942, without
ing of Harbor Light Chapter O.ES. pointed
bond.
Golden Red Chapter of Rockland
JOHN HERBERT ANNIS, late of
deceased. Oscar B. Annis of
and Rosewood Chapter of Sears Camden,
Camden was appointed Exr Feb. 17.
1942,
without
bond.
mont will be special guests. Re
ORRIS
C.
COOK,
Friend
freshments will be served following ship. deceased. EldenlateL. ofCook
of
Friendship was appointed Admr. c t.a.,
the meeting.
Feb. 17. 1942. and qualified by filing
At the Methodist Church Sunday bond on same date.
ELDEN M COOK, late of Friendship,
at 11 o’clock Rev. F. Ernest Smith
deceased. George M. Cook of Friend
will use as sermon subject "The ship was appointed Admr. d.b.n., c.t.a.,
17, 1942. and qualified by filing
Greatest Temptation of All,” and Feb.
bond on same date.
at the 7 p. m. service “Lord, Are
ANNIE S. MOODY, of Warren Aus
tin J. Moody and George E. Moody,
there Few that are Saved?”
both of Rockland, were appointed
Rev,. C. Vaughn Overman spoke Conservators. Feb. 21, 1942, and quali
fied by filing bond on same date.
Friday on the subject of Tem
DOROTHY SNOW, late of Rockland,
perance at the West Rockport, deceased. William D. Rounds of Port
land was appointed Admr.. Feb. 24.
Rockville and Hoboken Schools.
1942. and qualified by filing bond on
Mrs. Loana Shibles will be the same date.
ALVAH J. LINEKEN. late of Thom
instructor of the Nutrition Class aston. deceased, Oertrude M. Lineof Thomaston was appointed
Tuesday at the Camden YM.C.A. ken
Special Admx., Feb. 25. 1942. and
qualified by filing bond on same date.
from 2 to 4 p. m.
Attest:
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
Register
meet Wednesday at the home of
20-8 32
Mrs. Minetta A. Paul. This week
Mrs. Marie Bisbee was hostess.
Defense INotes
ThLs community is willing and
anxious to aid in protecting its
property and citizens in times of
emergency and residents want
their town ‘o show a volunteer
service rectid equal to other towns
in the County. The registration
of volunteers is vitally necessary.
Many have already signed cards.
Why not all who are physically
able to help? itear in mind that
these cards are to be filled with
the town chairman so that a rec
ord may be had of the particular
work the people have volunteered
to do. They may be returned to
Mrs. Lina Joyce or Mrs. Mary
Spear, or if more convenient, they
may be left with Mrs. Hildred ,
Rider at the Post Offlce.
Rockport has made particularly
good shewing hi the different cours

BUSINESS Stationery

Let us design letterheads,
statements and envelopes that
personalize your correspond
ence and impress your clients

TEL. 770

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.

What To Do In Air RaidOne Thousand Copies
Distributed
Through the efforts of Herbei
F. Pierson, Chief Air Raid Warde:
and Alfred Fuller, D rector of rj
vilian Defense Fire Service, a
of instructions on What To Do il
An Air Raid has been placed witl
every family in the town of sl
George. The instructions cover t.il
air raid signals, general rules J
conduct during an air raid, ’ll
preparation of a refuge room in nJ
home, how to fight incendia:
bombs, and first aid treatnw nt i.
burns.
The ladies helped. Under th. ,
rection of Mrs. Alma Heal or p, ,1
Clyde, 1000 copies were mine ,|
graphed. These were distribute
with the efficient co-operaticn J
the Post Offices in Tenant’s Hai n ii
Glenmere, St. George. Port Cl;,.,J
Long Cove, and Clark Lsland. Rural
delivery boxes were not neglected
thanks to the Help of Mayna nJ
Gardner. It Ls to be hoped that
communities, everywhere, will dis
seminate information as thorough:, I
FOR

ICTORY
BUY

UNITED STATES

BONDS * STAMPS
Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested ln either
of the estates hereinafter named
At a Probate Court held at Rock
land, ln and for the County of Knox
on the 17th day of February In the
year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and forty-two and by ad
journment from day to day from the
17th day of said February. The fol
lowing matters having been presented
for the action thereupon hereinafter
Indicated lt ls hereby ORDERED
That notice thereof be given to all
persons Interested, by causing a cop
of this order to be published three
weeks successively in The CourierGazette a newspaper published ut
Rockland in said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to bo
held at said Rockland on the 17th
day of March A. D 1942 at nine
o’clock In the forenoon, and be heard
thereon lf they see cause.
HANNAH MILNOR LJUNGSTEDT,
late of Rockport, deceased. Will and
Petition for Probate thereof, asking
that the same may be proved and al
lowed a'nd that Letters Testamentary
issue to Carl Olof Axel Ljungstedt of
Rockport, he being the
Executor
named ln said Will, without bond

RUSSELL G. AREY. late of Vinal
haven, deceased Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary issue to Mil
dred F. Calder of Vinalhaven. she be
ing the Executrix named ln said Will,
without bond.
NANCY C. ALDEN late of Thom
aston. deceased.
Will and Petition
for Probate thereof, asking that the
same may be proved and allowed and
that Letters Testamentary issue to
Nellie B. Hart of Fruitland Park.
Florida, she
being the
Executrix
named in said Will, without bond
HARRIET L. MILLIKEN, late of
Rockland, deceased. Will and Codicil
thereto and Petition for Probate
thereof, asking that the same may be
proved and allowed and that Letters
Testamentary issue to William T.
Hinckley of Bangor, he being the Ex
ecutor named ln said Will, without
bond.
ALVAH J. LINEKEN. late of Thom
aston. deceased.
Will and Petition
for Probate thereof, asking that the
same may be proved and allowed and
that Letters Testamentary Issue to
Gertrude M. Lineken of Tliomaston.
she being the Executrix named In
said Will, without bond.
HARRIET L. MILLIKEN, late of
Rockland, deceased. Will and Petition
for Probate thereof, asking that the
same may be proved and allowed and
that Letters Testamentary issue to A.
Walker Brewster of Owls Head and
Alan L. Bird of Rockland, they be
ing the Executors named ln said Will,
with bond.
ESTATE J. E KINNEY, late ol St.
George, deceased.
Petition for Ad
ministration. asking that Sarah E
Caddy of St. George, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admx,
with bond.
ESTATE MARY ELIZABETH HAINES,
late of Rockland, deceased. Petition
for Administration, asking that Mabel
H. McLoon and Arthur P Haines,
both of Rockland, or some other suit
able persons, be appointed Co Admin
lstrators, without bond
ESTATE MARCELLUS M CONDON,
late of Rockland, deceased
Petition
for Administration, asking that Kath
leen D. Condon of Rockland, or some
other suitable person, be appointed
Admx . without bond
ESTATE CHARLES A
MORTON,
late of Rockland, deceased. First and
final account presented for allowance
by Annie L. Morton. Exx.
ESTATE AUGUSTUS T. LOW. late
of Rockland, deceased First and final
account presented for allowance by
Eliza H. Low, Admx.
ESTATE ELDEN M COOK, late of
Friendship, deceased. First and final
account presented for allowance by
George M. Cook of Friendship. Admr
d.b.n., c.t.a.
ESTATE ELDEN M. COOK, late of
Friendship, deceased ’ First and final
account of Orris C. Cook, decea-ed
Executor, presented for allowance by
Elden L. Cook. Admr. c.t a of the
estate of said Orris C. Cook.
ESTATE ANNA M. MIXER, of Cam
den
Second and final account pre
sented for allowance by Z. M Dwinal.

Edward Ladd, sen i Mr. and Mrs
VVa.ter Ladd left yesterday to report I
for duty with the Army at a Sout!
Carolina post as a 2d lieutenant i
Infantry. HLs commission was ot
tained through the ROT.C at ti
University of Maine, whicli he a
tended. Mrs. Ladd and their daugh
ter are at her parents’ home
Orono for the present
Harold Keywood of Baston is vis
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Keywo
tf Amesbury street for several day

i,ltr

A large greup cf friends of Mr
„ntl Mrs Natale Mazzeo (Rutii
Ward) gave them a housewarmit
at their new home on the Kiln Hi
irad Thursday night Tiie affa.
came as a surprise to the couple wh
were presented with an article c
furniture by their unexpech
guests.

The Blue Bonnet Club was enter
tained Wednesday night at the lion;
of James Genthner. Glen Cove cel'
brating the birthday of Mrs I rem
Ferrero. Cards and lefreshmm
were enjoyed.
Charles Merritt, son ot Mr

an.

Mrs. Charles E. Merritt of Plea ai.
street leaves today for Jeffers n j
ville. Ind.. where he will be assign*’
to duties as a textile inspector 1
the Quartermaster Coips of t
ArmySherman Daniels leaves t anorn

to attend tiie Gift Sh w m Bosti

The Mission Circle < 1 the Univei
rallst Church will me« t in the ve ;
next Wednesday 2.30 p in. G aspeaker, Mr.s. Clara Emery

Mrs. C O Warner and daughti
Jeanne of Honolulu, enroute cro
country frem San Francisco will vi
Mr. Warner’s brother in Overian
Mo., and expect to arrive here Ap..
1. She will reside with her mothe:
Mrs. J. D. Akers for the duratlon|
Mr. Warner who has been in fix
Navy for 14 years, is stationed aj
Pearl Harbor. Hawaii
Opportunity Class met at tiaj
home of Mrs. Pauline Saunder!
Thursday night, with 22 membei!
present. A rep.rt of 49 calls wcr
made during the month. After tl ]
business session a social hour wit:
refreshments were enjoyed. Tl.
hostess war assisted by M; !!• .• |
Bean, Miss Alice McIntosh and Mr]
Corris Randall. The April 11
I
will be held at the home < 1 Mi ]
Albert Adams.
Visit Lucien K Green & 8onl
lecond floor, 16 School street, Odf
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Ful
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderatj
prices.
e"tl

NIGH
OUGHS\
YOUR CHILD’S coughing at night

—caused by throat “tickle or ir
ritation, mouth breathing, or a
cold—can often be prevented by
rubbing throat and chest with
Vicks VapoRub at bedtime.
VAPORUB’S poultice-and-vapor

action loosens phlegm, relieves irri
tation, helps clear upper air pas
sages, thus tends to stop moui
breathing and
C
invite restful
IVFaw
sleep. Try it! V VapoRub

all

She Loved a

"I r
-■ !

Cons.

CASTERA NEILSON CUSHMAN, .ate
of Rockville, deceased. Will and Pe
tltlon for Probate thereof, asking that
the same may be proved and allowed
and that Letters Testamentary :-slie
to Jerome C. Burrows of Rockland,
he being the Executor named in -aid
Will, without bond.
ESTATE WARNER R BUXTON late
of Longmeadow. Mass., deceased. First
and final account presented for al
lowance by Mabel Allen Buxton. Exx.
GEORGE L SIDES, late of Rock
port. deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and 'bat
Letters Testamentary Issue to Mar
tha. A. Sides of Rockport, she beu.g
the Executrix named ln said Wi'l.
without bond.
EMMA G. SMITH, late of Vinal
haven. deceased.
Will and Petition
for Probate thereof, asking that *fi«
same may be proved and allowed and
that Letters Testamentary Issue to
Cora Smith of Owls Head ond Inez
Conant of Vinalhaven. they being '!ie
Executrices named ln said Will, with
out bond.
ESTATE CARL W MOFFITT, late Rockland, deceased.
First and nnai
Trust account presented for allowance
by Knox County Tru.--t Company.
Trustee.
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR Es
quire. Judge of Probate Court 1 f
Knox County. Rockland. Maine
Attest;

CHARLES L. VEAZIE
Register.
2C-S 34
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THEY WILL LIVE IN ROCKLAND

Rockland League of
Women Voters

The Department of Government
and
its operations of the Rockland
Chapin Class will hold its monthly
supper Tuesday at 6 o’clock with League of Women Veters will held a
MLss (Lucy Rokes chairman
study group Monday at 2.30 at 108
Talbot avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Ladd
• • • •
were in Portland yesterday.
‘The United States is in a war
—lined!
up with all friends of free
Mrs. Henry Benner (Phyllis Snow
man) and daughter Patricia are dom and aganist all freedom's foes,
leaving today for Rockville, Conn, j It is a war about which citizens
where they will join Mr. Benner who know too much to entertain illu
Ha old Keywood of Boston isvisii- has been employed there several sions. Eventual victory for free
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Keyword months. “Patty” has been a highly dom is expected but the road to
i Amesbury street for several days. papular figure around the North victory may be dark and dangerous.
Iped. Under the di
End, especially Rockland street. , Every liberty loving citizen today
Alma Heal of Por
A large greup of friends of Mr. Patty’s parting act was the pur asks only to make himself useful
jpies were mimeo I :,ti Mrs. Natale Mazzeo (Ruth chase of a husky defense bond.
to the limit of his ability.”’
e were distribute, 1 ward) gave them a housewarming
So spoke Miss Marguerite Wells,
ent co-operation <j
at tneir new home on the Kiln Hill Winslow-Hobrook Unit, American national president of the League
in Tenant’s Harbor
irad Thursday night. The affair Legion Auxiliary, will meet Mon of Women Voters. With this chal
(George, Port Clyde
i ame as a surprise to the couple who day night. Before the meeting at lenge
before them the Maine
Clark Island. Rura
whc presented with an article cf 7 30 Chief Van Russell will show a League of Women Voters is pre
were not neglecte
furniture
by their unexpected movie on incendiary bombs. The paring for a program of Wartime
public is cordially invited.
help of Maynar l guests.
Service. Americans are confronted
to be hoped that a
Berean Society of the First Bap with a threat that would put an
verywhere, will di:
Die Blue Bonnet Club was enter
tist Church has been holding some end to democratic government, but
lation as thorough)
tained Wednesday night at the home
with 21 years of experience in
cf James Genthner, Glen Cove, cele interesting sessions during the past democratic methods and a train
few weeks. Tiie group has been
brating the birthday of Mrs. Irene
FOR
studying
the Bock of Ephesians and ing in the evaluation of citizenship
furero. Cards and refreshments
tomorrow they will start cn the last in a democracy, they face the
were enjoyed.
chapter. The discussion this week present crisis with confidence.
To meet war condtions which
Charles Merritt, son of Mr. and will be led by the pastor. Special double and treble the problems of
music will be provided and an in
Mi Charles E. Merritt of Pleasant
’
BUY
teresting meeting is in store. In government the League will tbe
ireet leaves today for JefferscnUNITED STATES
vitation is extended to all young peo obliged to double and treble its
,ilie Ind., where he will be assigned
ple over 20 to meet with this group scope and speed, and a plan has
, duties as a textile inspector for
been evolved which will give guid
Sunday night at C o’clock.
die Quartermaster Coips of the j
ance for the types of service which
Army.
Cards received from the E. K. the League can most successfully
ite Notices
Leightons report a night spent with perform, namely the sharing of
OF MAINE
Sherman Daniels leaves tomorrow
is interested In either! to attend the Gift Shew in Boston. the W. <W. Spears at Cocoa. Florida its experience and knowledge with
hereinafter named
The Spears were looking and feeling a "wider public. This means new
Court held at Rock
methods of work, a new'direction,
ir the County of Knox
The Mission Circle cf the Univer- fine.
iy of February in th.
a new tempo, which is to be car
iii i Church will meet in the vestry
ird one thousand nine
Mrs. Robert Russell and daughter ried on under the capable direc
forty two and by ail
nix: Wednesday 2.30 p. ux. Guest
li day to day from th
Gretchen are making their heme tion of a state committee com
[Id February. The foi
•peaker, Mrs. Clara Emery.
with Mrs. Russell’s mother, Mrs. posed of the state president, Mrs.
having been presents
thereupon hereinafte
Henry
G. Jordan, while Mr Russell J Marden DeShon and a member
hereby ORDERED;
Mis. C O. Warner and daughter
: hereof lie given to al
is
with
the Army.
from each local League.
Jeanne of Honolulu, enroute cross
ted. by causing a cop
to be published tlire
In Rockland the committee
country frem San Francisco will visit
vely In The Courier
Mrs. Harmon Davis of Portland
wspaper published a
member
will be Mrs. H. C. Cowan.
Mr Warner’s brother in Overland, was in the city yesterday on busi
lid County, that the
Mo., and expect to arrive here April
a Probate Court to ba
ness.
ockla'nd on the 17th|
MARY ELLEN NYE
1 She will reside with her mother.
A. D 1942 at Pin.
forenoon, and be heard
Mrs J. D. Akers for the duration.
Mary Ellen (Lunt) widow of
Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane are
iy see cause.
Mr
Warner
who
has
been
in
the
i
Charles
H. Nye. died March 2 at the
expected home Monday from their
IILNOR LJUNGSTEDT
irt. deceased. Will andi
Navy for 14 years, is stationed at Winter sojourn in Florida.
home of her daughter, Mrs. George
’rebate thereof, asking
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii.
W. Wheeler, 51 Willow street, after
may be proved and alit Letters Testamentary
Mrs. Phyliis Leach was recent an illness of eight months, during
)lof Axel Ljungstedt nfj
Opportunity Class met at the hostess to the V-8 Club at her home which she had a daughter’s de
lielng the
Executor
Will, without bond.
home of Mrs. Pauline Saunders on James street, honcTs in bridge voted care.
AREY. late of Vinal-B
Thursday night, with 22 members being won by Mr.s. Audrey Teel,
Tiie deceased was born in Rock
d Will and Petition for
f. asking that the same
present.
A report of 49 calls were Mrs. Elizabeth Gilbert and Mrs. land May 20, 1865. daughter of John
anil allowed and thatH
made during the month. After the Verna Thomas. Traveling prize went and Harriet (Wall) Lunt. Rockland
nen tarv Issue to Mllof Vinalhaven. she bebusiness
session a social hour with to Mrs. Virginia Crockett.
was always her home, as it had al
trix named In said Will,
refreshments were enjoyed. The
ways been the home of her parents.
[ALDEN, late of ThomRehearsal for officers of Golden She was married to Mr. Nye nearly
hostess was assisted by Mrs. Helen
rd
Will and Petition
hereof, asking that the
Bran, Miss Alice McIntosh and Mrs. Rod Chapter Sunday at 5 o’clock.
half a century ago and of that union
proved and allowed and
Ci iris Randall. The April meeting
there are two surviving children,
Testamentary Issue to
irt of Fruitland Park,
will be held at the heme cf Mrs.
Mrs. Wheeler and Charles H. Nye,
is'ing the
Executrix
WEST WASHINGTON
J Will, without bond
Albert Adams.
Jr.,
together with one sister, Mrs.
'Miss Dora Whittier of MiddleMILLIKEN, late of
Alden
Ulmer, Sr. Devotion to her
town, Conn., visited last week-er.d
leased Will and Codicil
Petition for Probate
Visit Lucien K. Green <fe Son’s with her mother Mrs. place Bart heme and inseparability from her
that the same may be
ircond floor, 16 School street, Odd lett.
daughter, featured a life in which
Uowed and that Letterst-sue to William T.
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Wilford Turner and Owen Well she had made many friends.
langor. he being the ExCoats and Cloth Coats, at moderate man of South Portland were at
In said Wfll, without
Funeral services were held Wed
prices.
O-tf their homes last week-end. Claude nesday, the officiating clergyman
MNEKEN. late ol Tliotni'd
Will and Petition
Moore, and Talbout Cooley re being Rev. Charles A. Marstaller,
thereof, asking that the
Littlefield Memorial
proved and allowed and
turned with them. Both boys have pastor cf
Testamentary Issue to
Church
cf
which
Mrs. Nye was a
work in South Portland shipvard.
Llneke'n of Thomaston,
member.
There
were
many beauti
ie Executrix named In
Mr. and Mrs. Cleber Cooley wer?
[hout bond.
ful
floral
offerings,
including set
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mr.s. E.
L MILLIKEN, late of
pieces from the neighbors, and the
lensed. Will and Petition
Callahan in Bath.
thereof, asking that the
Walter Withee has employment Fire Department, which her hus
proved and allowed and
Testamentary Issue to A.
band had so leng served, and in
in Detroit.
ster of Owls Head and
YOUR CHILO’S coughing at night
of Rockland, they beMiss Harriet Wellman has em which her son-in-law is still serv
—caused by throat “tickle” or ir
>itors named In said Will,
ing. The bearers were Chief En
ritation, mouth breathing, or a
ployment in Pemaquid.
gineer
Van Russell, Cliff Melvin,
cold—can often be prevented by
E KINNEY late of St
Mrs. Mae Hibbert has returned
a-sed
Petition for Adrubbing throat ana chest with
William
Savage and Melvin Penhome after visiting Mrs. A. Coiby
asking that Sarah E
Vicks VapoRub at bedtime.
dexter. Burial was in Achorn
George, or some other
in Somerville.
sn, be appointed Admx ,
VAPORUB’S poultice-and-vapor
Mrs. Lottie Bowman returned cemetery.
action loosens phlegm, relieves irri
IY ELIZABETH HAINES,
tation, helps clear upper air pas
Sunday from Augusta General
tland. deceased. Petition
ias to stop muuui
sages, thus tends
mouth
ration, asking that Mabel
Hospital much improved and is Birdell Hibbert were Augusta visi
and Arthur P. Haines,
breathing and
able to sit up for a time each day. tors last Saturday.
lland, or some other sultinvite
restful
be appointed Co AdminMr. and Mrs. Royal Hibbert and
sleep. Try it!
VapoRub
hout bond.
Alcohol fceeps/car and man warm
1ARCELLUS M CONDON,
—
but the car has an iron stomach.
(land, deceased
Petition

efforts of Herbe
f Air Raid Warder
er, D rector of Cj
Fire Service, a
on What To Do I
is been placed wit
p the town of g
|struetions cover tii
Is, general rules .
an air raid, tl
refuge room in thj
fight incendia
it aid treatiisent f

Edward Ladd, son cf Mr. and Mrs.
j gaiter Ladd left yesterday to report
fcr duty with the Army at a South
' Carolina post as a 2d lieutenant tf
i Infantry. His commission was ob■a.iKd through the R.O.T.C. at the
University of Maine, which he at, endi d. Mrs. Ladd and their daugh! er are at her parents’ home in
| Oi-orro for the present.
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NIGHT
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VICKS
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She Loved a Spy

By
Sylvia Taylor
1

SUNDAY, MONDAY
AND TUESDAY

MORE RIP-ROARING EON
. . . Than all their
hilarious hits in onel

EILSON CUSHMAN, la^
deceased. Will and e*>ate thereof, asking tnai
be proved and alloweo
ters Testamentary
Burrows of Roe*1*"?;
Executor named in sa
bond.
RNER R BUXTON, law
w Mass., deceased.
ount presented for «
abel Allen Buxton. »»•
SIDES, late of
Will and PflltlonJn?f
l. asking that the same
1 and allowed and <
nentary issue to Mof Rockport, she
named In said "

These popular newlyweds, Mr. and Mrs. Han9on D. Merrill (Miss Helen

Marion Johnson of South Thomaston) will make their future home in
this city.

WE El

NEW

MUSICAL

DIRECTOR

SMITH, late of VlnaL
ed.
Will and
hereof, asking that
proved and allowed
Testamentary ls^ueTnez
f Owls Head and
lalhaven. they J*"111;.unmed In said Will.

S L.

bi., I

f

lx*
Li.;. ■ '

mg ;

Boston’s newest musical personality is Jo«ef Cherniavsky, recently
appointed Musical Director of WEEI. .Mr. Cherniavsky comes to New
England with an enviable reputation as a network conductor, theater
personality, and concert star. He is heard on WEEI Tuesday thru
Friday. 4:15 to 4:45 P.M.. and on Saturdays, 4:35 to 5:00 P.M.

A “Good Will
” Boy
/• ..
_
- •
Norman Hinckley With Gen.
MacArthur In the
Philippines
From the Press Herald is taken
an article which holds particular
interest for several: In Rockland,
especially Harry Pratt and Miss
Maude Pratt of Limerock street. It
follows:
“A Hinckley youth who joined the
17th Pursuit Squadron at Selfridge
Field, Mich., in the fall of 1940, is
among the valiant defenders at
Luzon with Gen. Douglas MacArthur. He is Norman H Hinck
ley, Jr., only son cf the assistant
superintendent of Good Will Home
Association.
“Just how young Hinckley jo ned
MacArthur’s fighters is unknown,
but it has been ascertained with
seme degree of accuracy that the
youth is in Luzon.
“A graduate cf Good Will High
School, he joined tiie pursuit squad
ron Sept. 16, 1940. He left for
Michigan in October and subse
quently was sent to Nichols Field,
Manila. Following tiie bombing of
that field he, along with other sur
vivors, joined MacArthur's fighting
forces.
“The last news received from the
youth came from Man.la, mailed
Nov. 22. Since then, however, the
American Red Cross and other
agencies have been co-operating
with the family in an effort to

SUNDAY-MONDAY

definitely locate the Hinckley youth.
“Hinckley, who is a private,
originally was an armorer, but un
doubtedly changed status and
shouldered weapons along with
others in NSacArthur’s forces.”
His father came young to the
Good Will School and has continued
to make it his home. The mother
was in the girls’ department. He
was under the care and supervision
of Miss Maude Pratt when she was
the beloved and successful house
mother at th s remarkable Good
Will Farm home, and Miss Pratt’s
deep interest has the full sympathy
of her friends. Dr. Hinckley held
her in high regard as the best in
fluence to her household of boys.

*CRMDEN*
Three Shows Daily—2, 7, 9
Saturday Evg. 6.15. Sunday 3

TONITE CASH NITE $140
Ends Today

GENE AUTRY in

“DOWN MEXICO WAY”
Second Hit
Robert Preston, Ellen Drew in

‘‘NITE OF JANUARY 16”
TOMORROW &

MONDAY

Now Thoy’f On Tho Scroonl

SAGE BRUSH AND SILVER"
“ICE CARNIVAL”
“LATEST NEWS EVENTS

CATALOGUE Printing

LIONEL ATWILL

LOOK
FOR
ITIN

THIS
PAPER
WILBURDate Court
d. Maine

j

Plus Selected Shorts

UNA MERKEL
Nst PENULETON
CLAIRE DODB

Joan Leland innocently walb right into tho
headquarters of a powerful spy ring by
answering Karl Miller’s ad for a secretary at
a night club, and then falls in love with the
suave, handsome Karl.
She is his unwitting tool until he kills one
of his double-crossing underlings, and
warns her he will prove her the murderer if

she goes to tho police.
A thrilling story of adventure and love
you will not want to missl

NOW PLAYING

“Twilight On the TraiP’
Plus Cartoon, and
Latest Paramount News
TODAY

GRETA GARBO in
ii

TWO FACED WOMAN”

with
HOPALONG CASSIDY

WILLIAM BOYD
SERIAL
NEWS
CARTOON

MONDAY ONLY
ON THE STAGE

SMILIN’
BILL WATERS

(The Singing Cowboy)

WaLa)

TODAY ON PACE FOUR

So. Thomaston Raised $309
In Red Cross War
Fund
_ Drive
•

Spruce Head

HO tAUlO Rdure

DEN M. COOK, late of
ceased
First and final
irrls C Cook, deceased
ented for allowance m
k, Admr. c.t.a. of the
Orris C. Cook.
NA M MIXER, of Cam
and final account pi*iwance by Z. M. Dwlnal.

Did Its Part

Scuth Thomaston, March 6
Editor cf The Courier-Gazette:—
The quota for South Thomaston [
was $300. We have reached • the
quota ano have gone over a little. J
The Census lists South Thomastcu ’
as 538 population. That shews that
we were assessed at the rate of 55 \
per person. Most towns were as
sessed at tiie rate of .45 per person
The fcllowing Is a list of the names
of those who have given towards the
drive. A lot have attended parties
instead of Just giving money.

ICTORY

ration, asking that Kathlon ol Rockland, or some
lie person, be appointed
out bond.
CHARLES A
MORTON,
land, deceased. First alnl
t presented for allowance
Morton. Exx.
iUGUSTUS T. LOW. late
deceased First and final
sen ted for allowance by
Admx.
.LDEN M COOK, late of
deceased. First and final
rented foe allowance by
Jook of Friendship. Admr.
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HIS HILLBILLIES

Smart selling reaches direct
to the consumer! Let us help
you plan more effective cata
logues.
TEL. 770

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.

This And That

By K. S. P.
In 1842 England's great military
center at Aldershot con isted of
only four officers and 1C9 men.
• • • •

The disease ls being gradually
wiped out of diphtheria and the
deaths are more and more infre
quent from this disease. Every one
is thankful for this great progress.
• • • B

Card Party No. 1 ................ $12.05
The Boulder Dam power plant
Spruce Head Community Club 25.09
Mr. & iMrs. Charles Carr ...... 1.00 that should be called the Hoover
Card Party No. 2 ................. 17.75 i Dam, is the largest operation hySeal Harbor Schcol ............... 6.25, droelectric plant in the world. Tt
Card Party No. 3 .................. 15.901 already has a capacity of more
MLss Katherine Aagesen ........ 2.0 [than a million kilowatts.
MLss Ethel Sheldcn ............... 1.00
If an ugly grease spot mars the
Dr. & Mrs. Herbert Thomassen 2.00
beauty
of your wallpaper, try dust
Mr. & Mr.s. Alfred-J. WiLso n
1.00
ing
the
spet generously with French
Mr. & Mrs. Forrest Maynard . 2.00
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley Maynard 2.00 chalk. Let it remain for a while—
Mrs. Estelle Perry .................. 1.09 several hours—then brush off gent
Miss Ella Hunting .................. 25.09 ly. If spot Ls stubborn, repeat
Miss Steele ............................. 1.00 treatment.
• B B B
Mr. & Mrs. Ero Blom
2 00
Do you lie awake at night? You
Mrs. Maude Shea ................... 5 09
Mr. & Mrs. J. Dodge ............... 5.09 can sleep—if you want to. It’s as
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon Sutherland 1.09 simple as that.
Don’t tell me, “I go to bed and
Card Party No. 4 .................. 12.05
Mrs. Callie Silch .................... 5.00 try to sleep but I just can’t.” Be
Mr. & Mr.s. Miltcn Reed
1.99 honest with yourself. Do you really
try to go to sleep? When worries
South Thomxston
crowd into your mind do you dis
Mrs. Nellie Waterman ................. 50 miss them—or dwell upon them?
Mr. & Mis. Ralph Rarkliff ...
1 09 “Gosh, that was a boner I made
George Fantom .................... 100 today ... I must remember to do
Mr. & Mrs. Eben Elwell ............. 25 such-and-such . . . Maybe I’d bet
Mrs. Lizzie Babb ........................... 50 ter make a note of it . . .
Mrs. Gray ...................................... 25
Tonight try this • experiment.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gilchrest .. 1 09 Imagine you are taking down your
Mr. & Mrs. R. Waldo Tyler
1 00 thoughts in a notebook andi that
Mrs. Emma Foster ....................... 59 you must put them down carefully
Mr. Hill .................................. 1.09 just as they come along. Start out
Mrs. Emiiy Brcwn .......................50 by trying to think of nothing but
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Fullerton .. 1.00 sleep and going to sleep. Then note
Mrs. Long .............................
25 how many other thoughts keep in
Mrs. Lizzie Wiggins .................... 25 terfering. and how only by definite
Mr. & Mrs. Randall Hopkins .. 1 90 effort can you bring back the
Mr. & Mrs. Albert Sleeper...... 1.00 thought of sleep—that you want to
Mrs. Rebecca Thorndike............... 59 sleep. You will be surprised to dis
Mrs Bertha R Harley ..............
2.50 cover the treks ycur mind will play
Mr. & Mrs. Amos Makinen .... 1 00 to keep you thinking about your
Quilt ...........................................10.00 worries, how it will dodge and
Marjorie Sleeper .................... 2.09 twist to throw off the notion of
Mr. & Mrs. Clifford Dennison
.50 sleep like a slippery open-field run
Mrs. Ada Snow ................
25 ner shaking off a tackier.—(J. P.
Primary School ...................... 19.69 McEvoy in the BaltimTe Sun)
Miss Lcuise Butler ............. 1.09
Mr. & Mrs. Jesse Sleeper............... 50
The Representatves of 60 Ger
Mrs. Hattie Jackson .................... 50 man-American organizations have
Mr. & Mr.s. Joseph Baum ...... 1.09 pledged support to a drive to fer
Mrs. Eva Sleeper .................... 1.00 ret out Axis agents in their midst
Mrs. Georgia Snow ........................ 59 and help destroy remnants of tbe
G. B. Butler ........................
4 00 Nazi Ideology in groups which have
Mr. & Mrs. C. S. Watts ........
50 not yet pledged full support to the
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Allen ................... 25 American war effort.
Card Party ............................. 14.50 Simultaneously. Dr. Kurt RosenMr. & Mrs. S. Aylward .......... 1.00 field, formerly German Minister
Mr. & Mrs. Allard Pierce ...... 1.00 of Justice, told the delegates at
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Pierce .... 1.90 of Justice, told the delegates that
Mr. & Mrs. Carl Piper ............... 50 Nazi agents and sympathizers were
Mr. & Mrs. Henry CTOckett
1.00 still working to undermine the
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred Brown .... 2 00 loyalty of Americans of German
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Maloney Sr 1.09 birth and ancestry. He produced a
Richard Brown ........................ 1.09 handful of letters in reply to the
Albert Snow ........................... 1.00 invitations sent out by the Ger
Mrs. Agnes Hodsdcn ............. 2.00 man-American Emergency ConChristian Youth Asso.
1 051 ference, one of which had been
Wessaweskeag Grange
5.C9 ,defaced and the words written
across the back, “Persons like you
Finnish Drive
ought
to be shot before a firing
Finnish Church .................... 10.00
squad.
”
Mr. & Mrs. Aho .................... 2.00
• • • •
John Anderson ...................
5.00
The only country in the world
Mr. & Mrs. Mathew Toorpacka 2.00
in
which slave markets still exist
Sigurd Stein ........................... 1.30
is
Iraq
(Arabia). At Midi Berk and
Mr. & Mrs. John Hendrickson 1 09
El
Taid.
hundreds of slaves,
Mr. and Mrs. Anselm Aho ....
2 09
brought
from
all parts of Africa,
Fred Andersen ...................... 100
are
sold
weekly.
Toivo Johnsen ...................... 1C9
• • ••
Rev. S. Navala ...................... 1.00
Some
Appetite
Ellen Anderson ........................ 1.09
The
United
States
Department
Julius Anderson ...................... 1.03
of
Commence
has
found
that in
Eva M. Johnson ..................
1.30
Mr. & Mrs. Evert Westbprg ..
.50 the 56 years the average person
M. Sutela ........................................ 85 lives, he consumes about 196,400
Aina Anderson ...................... 1.00 pounds of foed. Total beef con
sumed during that interval is 3416
Alfred Harjula
William Harjula .................. 2 c3j pounds according to these estiKarl E Niemi ......................... 2 091 mate5Mr. & Mrs. John Niemi ........ 2 90
The oven will give ycu better
Oliver Niemi .......................... 100
service
and have no stale odors if
Nick Hakala ........................... 1.00
it
is
grubbed
and aired weekly.
Henry Laurila ......................... 1.90
Mr. & Mrs. Mcihaei Laurila
1.00 Remove shelves and scrub thor
S. Teerila ..................................... 59 oughly with stiff brush and soda
Jalmar Schildt ..................
1.09 water—a tablespoon soda to each
, Mr. & Mrs William Hill ........ 1 00 quart of boiling water. Dry in the
Sylvester Erickscn ................. 109 air for an hour. Wash the inside
Neil Ranta ..................................... 25 of oven with soda water and wipe
A Friend ............................... 100 dry. Leave door open for an hour.
• • • •
G. Raafikainen
i .00
So long as a man imagines that
Kusti Kahkonen .................. 100
he
cannot do this or that, so long
Paul Chapman ...................... 190
is
he
determined not to do it: and
Waino Nelsen ......................... 1 00
consequently,
so long it is impos
Arlene Nelson ..............................
1.00
sible to him tpat he should do it.—
(paid in Rockland)
Albert Nelson ........................ 109 Spinoza.
• • • •
Axei Nelson ............................. 2.00
Pajamas Guide Flier
Uno W Nelson .................... 100
How
a pair of ordinary pajamas
Credit from Bath Iron Works
6.3f>
hanging
from a Belfast, Northern
Central Maine Power Co
10.09
Ireland, clothesline helped an
Tctal ................................. $300.13 aviator hundreds of feet in the
Collected by Mrs. Eleanor Jarrett, air was revealed with the safe
Mrs. Ethel Godfrey, Miss Alice landing of an R.A.F. airman. For
the pajamas were fluttering in the
Baum, Mrs. Eugenia Godfrey.
breeze, and the airport's wind sock
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work was missing. The pilot noted the
pajamas while circling in search
Wonders I
for a wind indicator, and landed
without incident.
Buy Defense Bonds and 6tamp$

Temprance Day
And How It Was Observed
By Purchase Street
Grades
Temjrerance Day was observed at
the Purchase street school, all
grades participating in a Temper
ance Program.
Grade 3, Doris V. Coltart, princi
pal—Pcem, “When I Am a Man,”
Norman Grant: poem “At 120’clock'’
Joan Clough: poem, “IJncoln and
Washington," Paul Sulides; song,
entire group: drill, ten temperance
boys, Paul Sulides, Walter Smiih,
David Ramsdell, Henry Dudley,
Donald Stein. Herbert Staples,
Charles Blake. Judson Chapman,
Norman Grant, Erwin Chase.
R ddle about milk, Carol Hund
ley; answer to riddle, Betty Varne-.;
poem, “Heroes,’’ Erwin Chase;
poem, “Cold Water," Jacquelyn
Snow, Neva Cuthbertson, Laui.i
CoiLsens.
The program ended with the en
tire school singing "God Bless
America.’’
Grade 1, Helen FLsher, teacher —
The Best Food, Sonia Curry; Sec
Saw, Charlotte Brackett; Mistress
Mary, Bessie Staples; song, Milk,
George Hyland; An mal Crackers,
Patricia Cuthbertson; Miss Muffett, Helen Chase; Milk. Earl Roh shaw.
Grade 2. Thelma Russell, teacher
—“A Boy and An Elephant,” Charles
Reynolds: “Smoking,” Donald Mer
chant; "Candy,” Carol Elwell; ‘Tin
Saving Something,” Robert Davis;
“When We Are Working,” the girls;
"We Don’t Drink Beer,” the boys.
Grade 4. Susie C. Sleeper, teach
er — "Temperance Song,” entire
class; reading, "Temperance Day,”
Janette Sul des; “Story of Frances
E. Willard,” (Betty Robinson; song,
“Wliat Can I Do, America,” entire
class.
Sub-Primary, Mary Smith teach
er—Song, “Before School” Miolly
Barter, Robert Finley, Dolores Galiano, Betty Ann Hyland, Phyllis
Robinson. Sylvia Treneer, Gloria
Venezia. Dav d Willey, Joan Wil
liamson, Dariel Getchell, Judy Mo
ran and Nancy DeMass; health drill,
Sylvia Treneer, Nancy DeMass,
Betty Ann Hyland, Gloria Venezia,
Molly Baiter and Joan Williamson.
Grade 2, Florence McLellan,
teacher—Poem. “Temperance Birds,"
three boys, Maynard Bray, Theodore
Strong, Mickeal Ristaino; "Health
Letters,” Barbara McBrine, Louise
Allen, Robert Chaples, Maude Nel
son, Christine Mank, Amanda Tootill; "Like Washington," poem, three
boys, Richard Mosher, Angelo Escorsio, William 'Howard; heal.h
poem, Harlan Sylvester.
Grade 3. Annie Mae Rhodes,
teacher—“Mother Goose For Tem
perance, Breakfast Time, Carrie
Venezia; Old Woman In a Shoe,
Patricia Weir; Jack and Jill, Rich
ard Robarts and Elsie Rogers;
Little Bo Peep, Geraldine Dray; In
dian Girl, Jean South; Tommy
Tucker, Richard Howard; Little
Jack Horner, Ronald Kennison;
Fairy of Good Habits, Mary Cates.
ORMAN F. LUDWIG
Ownan F. Ludwig, 86, died in
New Rochelle, N. Y, Feb. 28. He
was born in Waldoboro, son of
Isaac C. and Bertha Mank Lud
wig, and had spent the greater
part of his life at Orffs Corner
where he was a successful farmer.
Mr. Ludwig fell and suffered a
broken hip about five months ago
from which he failed to recover.
For the past 15 years he had
spent the greater part of his time
with his daughter in New York
and his son in Brighton, Mass.,
visiting in Maine for a few weeks
each Summer. Hp was a brother
of the late George W. Ludwig or
Thomaston.
Surviving are his daughter, Mrs.
John S. Maguire of New Rochelle;
a son. O. Milton Ludwig of Brigh
ton: a sister, Mrs. Laura Benner
of Milton. Mass ; three grandchil
dren and several nieces and
nephews.
Funeral services were
held
March 3 in Waldoboro, with Rev.
Oscar G. Barnard officiating.
Burial was In the German ceme
tery.
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Wonders I

SPECIAL OFFER!
For a Limited Time Only

500 Sheets 8^x11
Yellow Second
Sheets
A

clean, smooth sheet, for busi

ness—for school—for typewriter.

Only 45c
FOR

500

SHEET PACKAGE

We Do Not Break Packages
Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra
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A Strong Chairman

Realm

of
r

old Cash*
-ioned spanking
waz given by a
♦other to hiz #on
who admitted
•Faking a com*
.penzoble back
injury in order .
•to loaf.

by Gladyt St. Clair Heittad

Fritz Kreisler, eminent and be fame and whose January festival
lted violinist, entered the 54th in which 1500 or more farm women
year of his career on the stage of take part has been heralded from
the John M. Greene Hall at Smith coast to coast. He is already con
College the evening of Feb. 2, after tacting officials, and his campaign
completely recovering from an ac is expected to bear fruit in a con
cident which threatened to end his siderable extension of music ac
public appearance last Spring. This tivities when the Fall fair programs
recital was the first and only New are planned.
• • • •
England appearance of Mr. Kreis
The
Metropolitan
Opera Com
ler this season. A capacity audience
pany
plays
in
Boston
on March
paid tribute to the artist who re
19,
20
and
21,
and
the
entire
week
vealed that his genius is intact—
of
March
23.
There
will
be
12
per
the same technical power, depth of
formances
altogether,
and
once
feeling, poetic insight. Included
in his program were Grieg's Son again they will be given at the
ata in C Minor; Bruchs No. X Con Metropolitan Theatre, the former
certo in G Minor; and arrange movie house which the company
ment of Rachmaninoff’s piano used for the first time last year.
• • • e
Concerto No. 2, and a group of his
It was of great Interest to re
own compositions, among them his
ceive from Sylvia Tyler, now lo
new Viennese Fantasy.
iyen a friendly slap on
• • • •
cated in West Newton, Mass., a
the back, an aged man tell
and broke hiz le$, collect.
In a display held in conjunction program of the Salzedo Concert
•in$ ond«r an accident policy.
with Religious Book Week at the ■ Ensemble, which she had the good
r*r«w»M» MSI I LTV COWFUHV
New’ England Mutual Life Insur fortune to hear recently. The En
ance Building, Boston, was a hymn semble is composed of Carlos Sal
book weighing 50 pounds. From zedo and his charming wife, MarItaly of about the year 1480. such jorle Call Salzedo, harpists; Rene
psalters were set up on end for LeRoy. flu tis,; and Janos Scholz,
I
use, the singers gathering in front cellist. The program in addition
of it. reading off the music from | to the numbers for entire Ensemble
its big notes.
I featured selections for two harps
for harp and piano and solos for
cello,
flute and harp. Quoting
If Albert Stewart of Purdue Uni
from
Miss
Tyler’s letter:
versity, Lafayette. Ind., has his
"The
Salzedo
Concert Ensemble
way, music will shortly play almost
(Second Installment)
as prominent a part in the pro was presented by the Framingham
The
chain lccker-dental office
Music Association
last
gram of State and County Fairs Civic
which was to be the scene of my
as horse-racing, always the su Thursday (Feb. 19), and I was professional activities on board the
preme attendance-getter Mr. Stew very’ fortunate in being able to U. S. S. Louisiana, was approxi
art. who is director of music at attend. The harps, flute and cello
mately 8x10 feet in size and ad
Purdue, Director of Music for the made rather an unusual quartet, joined an eight-inch gun turret
State of Indiana in its Agricul I thought, but their performance
on the main deck, forward. It had
tural Extension Department, and 'was delightful. Tlie varied com
been cleared of anchor chain,
chairman of Music at State and binations of instruments offered a
fitted with the standard dental
County Fairs for the National fascinating program. I was par equipment and fairly smothered
Federation cf Music Clubs has out ticularly interested because I am
with white enamel paint. There
lined a comprehensive program quite sure that Mr. Salzedo spends
was room for a patient and me,
which fair directors throughout the h;s Summers in Camden.
a small desk and my dental tech
“It is difficult to say which of
United States are asked to sup
nician. Waiting patients sprawled
port, which aims at intensive co the numbers was most outstand
on the deck just outside' the door.
operation between the Federation ing, because I thoroughly enjoyed
My technician was a popeyed Hos
and the various fair managements every one of them. The Granados
pital Corpsman who had disting
to get a large amount of what Mr. ‘Spanish Dance’ (for two harps)
uished
himself by getting under
Stewart characterizes as "com- was particularly well done, and the
somebody's feet in the ship’s sick
mohsense music" on fair programs. quartet numbers were all splendid.
bay and had. therefore, been pro
His sevenfold program depends, The cellist was by far the best I've
moted to the dental cffice.
first of all, upon the establishment ever heard and was very enthusias
Later, when I got t<b know him
of a music department as a per tically received. He had many en
better,
I suspected this corpsmen
manent feature of every fair. Fol cores. His playing was beautiful,
oi
being
a thwarted house painter,
lowing upon this will be the set so expressive and perfectly toned.
for
he
applied
at least a quarter
ting aside of a definite place for I've heard very little flute playing
inch
of
white
enamel
to everything
special musical features on all fair but thought this was certainly
paintable
within
reach.
I didn't
programs. Mr. Stewart recom good. Mrs. Salzedo ls a lovely
know
’
it
then,
but
the
lower
com
mends that musical contests be young lady" her stage manner is
partment
of
my
steel
dental
cab
sponsored, with cash prizes for charming and she is beautiful as
inet
was
a
miniature
paint
shep
both seniors and juniors; that well. Her solo was grand and
with pails of white enamel and
mass choruses be utilized; that Salzedo was a splendid accompan
daily musical programs emanate ist. Mr. Salzedo's harp solos were red boot-topping ready for infrom the fair grounds, and that of course outstanding. His own
were
remarkably ment advises me that the Bowdoin
every fair bill some special attrac compositions
tion of musical character—bands, brilliant, and all expressive and Glee Club will be heard in its an
opera, light opera, musical comedy colorful. ‘Traipsin’ Thru Arkansaw' nual concert on the evening of
companies, etc., to supplement the was built entirely around ‘Hie Ark March 23. A program of unusual
jamborees and barn dances which ansas Traveler' and wras most un interest is being prepared, varied
arc already a feature of many usual. The Ensemble’s rendition of in style and worthy in every re
Claude Debussy's ‘Children’s Cor spect.
state, district and county fairs.
. • * «
• • • •
ner' was light and entertaining. I
Adolf
Bush
and Rudolf Serkin,
His contention is that lf suffi liked especially the ‘Golliwog's
distinguished
violinist
and pianist,
cient stress were laid upon mu Cake Walk.’ ln which Debussy has
are to be presented on March 9th
sical attractions, attendance would borrowed the immortal theme of
in Portland City Hall auditorium
be increased by drawing in large Wagner's ‘Tristan’ and mingled it
under the auspices of the Portland
groups of people who are primari humorously with the rigid rhythm
Community Concert Association.
ly interested neither in rural prob of the cake-walk. The program was
These
artists
are
renowned
lems nor in equestrian attractions. long but no one's interest lagged for
throughout
the
world
for
their
Mr. Stewart is not "talking one instant. We all felt we could
combined
efforts
in
sonata
reci
through his hat." He is the music- listen for several hours more.
tals
for
their
respective
instru

“You are probably familiar with
educator whose rural choruses In
ments.
Indiana have won him nationwide the Civic Music Flan. I’ve been
• • • •
able to hear some wonderful mu
CONCERTO
sic and artists through the Civic Black starlings make a pattern on the
morning snow;
Music, a wonderful plan that
hyactnfchlne black on thin new-fallen
brings the best music within reach
white.
a burning white In early sun.
of everyone.”
a burning glistening black;
• • • •
bobbing, chattering, pecking at small
hidden cnftnbs,
The number given by Mr. and making
black designs on white, nod

landlord zoupkf
a bond to guarantee
tkat’a tenont- with o
previou# record of
zuzpiciouz Zirer would
not* place fire tnzurw'
■onu on hiz Ztock
of morchondizt.

itr.

*9

do 9 jitt’ino in a parked
automobile reached out and
bit* a po#

brought
claim.

/a
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ON BOARD THE LOUISIANA

G. H. Reed Begins Story Of Naval Career, Told
With Characteristic Humor

Mrs. Salzedo (harp and piano). In
troduction and Allegro by Maurice

Ravel, was featured on the pro
gram at the Camden concert last
Summer.
Mr. Salzedo's group,
Chanson dans la nult, Traipsin’
Thru Arkansaw, and Whirlwind,
have also been heard in Camden
concerts.
• • • •

ding like piano keys;
the sharps, the flats; the snow, the
birds.
like a
garbled
keyboard
sounding
static
discords
and then the sudden
flight, the
blacks flown up.
leaving only white and silence, sun
on snow.
and minute tracks like echoes of
struck notes.
— By Frederick Esbrlght in Chris
tian Science Monitor.
e e e e

More than $6,000,000 worth of

Prof. Frederic Tillotson from United States Defense Bonds hare
Bowdoin College’s Music Depart- been purchased by units of the

WHAT WOULD
YOU DO
if you fell in love with e man
only to find out he was mar*

ried and also the head of a
spy ring? Don't fail to follow
this exciting new serial by
Sylvia Taylor—

SHE LOVED A SPY
READ IT—

IN THIS PAPER
Today On Page Four

VINALHAVEN
AND ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, MS.
Service to:
VhuUhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Ide aa Hast, Swans’
Island and Frenchboro
Effective Sept. Id, 1M1
Standard Time

American Federation of Musicians,
many of whom have invested their
entire treasury in this manner, it
was recently announced after a
nation-wide survey. Secretary Morgenthau commended the Federa
tion for "setting a patriotic ex
ample to the nation in its pledge
for the year."

FALL AND WINTER SERVICE
Sabjeet to change withoat notice
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAYRead Down
Read Up
AJC.
PJC.
$J4 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. $J4
4J$ Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
T JO Lv. North Haven,
Ar. L30
130 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
0.45 Ar. Rockland,
Lv.LM
111-tt

ANSWER TO
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

asalsa
aaassBfczi
DBSESalHaBBSE]
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Senator Brewster To Handle
Big Republican Powwow
In Portland

KT

Mu.

stant use. In the weeks which fol
lowed my advent on board I signed
dozens of paint "chits” which my
assistant brought me and I often
thought he painted the office instead'Of dusting it. I couldn’t check
up on this because I was too busy
with other things.
Engaged in the immediate busi
ness of getting acquainted with
my ship and my shipmates, it
didn’t take me long to discover
that Dentistry was not their chief
concern. Neither was it mine, for
there were many things going on
all about me in which I was far
more interested.
In the first place, I had never
been anywhere before where so
many people were crowded into so
small a space in which to live and
work. The ship had been designed
to carry a complement of approxi
mately 10C0 officers and men, and
there were—at one time at least—
over 1700 on board.
There was no privacy, nor was
this considered at all important.
Thirty Sears-Roebuck Ensigns’ (so
called) frem the Navy school at
Pelham Bay, slept on cots in the
unused Admiral’s cabin on the
half deck and it was unsafe to
walk about anywhere at night
without a flashlight for fear of
stepping on the sleeping crew.
Hammocks were slung anywhere
and everywhere and the overflow
slept on the linoleum covered steel
deck wherever there was room.
Such overcrowding was of course
unusual, but I didn’t know it then.
Drafts of recruits from the shore
training stations came aboard al
most every day and these boys had
to be fed and also had to sleep
somewhere. The ship received
them, trained them and trans
ferred them elsewhere, as fast as
wa.s humanly possible. Our division
of second line battleships had the
all important job of making gun
crews of these “boots.’’ The need
was pressing and it was therefore,
a job which permitted of no delay.
The ship's officers were “regu
lars" who knew their business.
They got about it at once and kept
it up in a grinding routine which
produced results, but there was
little time for observing many
peacetime formalities and the nicities of naval tradition; anything
which didn't contribute to the
wcrk at hand was temporarily for
gotten. Only at night when the
officers gathered in the ward room
and conversed among themselves
about the possibilities of getting
Overseas and into the thick of the
fight, did some of the glamour of
being aboard a battleship in time
of war creep into the atmosphere
of exacting laborious work.
There, for a time after dinner,
in an atmosphere full of smoke
from cigars bought in Guantana
mo. Cuba, for six cents apiece and
retailing in New York at a quar
ter each, surrounded by officers
who had their uniforms made by
Tze of Shanghai, who knew Mayor
Brown of Manila and talked of the
relief of Pekin and the Armored
Cruiser Squadron, did the flavor
of their experiences make a color
ful contrast with the drab life of
the average civilian, and those of
us to whom these things were but
hearsay, absorbed the details
eagerly and were proud that we
were part of a world where such
things were commonplace.
The crew of our ship I ignoredNot that I, as a commissioned offi
cer, felt consciously superior to
the enlisted men, because I didn’t,

Senator Ralph O. Brewster will
be permanent chairman of the
Maine Republican State Conven
tion in Portland, April 1 and 2,
according to an announcement by
Chairman J. Fred O'Connell, of the
G.OP. state committee.
"We are fortunate in getting as
our chairman a man so familiar
with Maine'S problems and Maine
people.” said Chairman O'Con
nell. “His experience as Governor,
congressman and now as U. S.
senator make him an exceptional
choice for this job,” said the chair
man, "and no other man in public
life today is better equipped to
handle this assignment.”
The G.OP. chief expressed grati
fication that Senator Brewster
could find it possible to accept the
chairmanship of the convention
during this busy and critical times.

Issued
Tuesday
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Saturday
Established January, 184’
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A review from The Courier-Gaietto ©f happenings which interested

GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1917

What our lightkeepers and
coastguardsmen are doing to
protect coastwise shipping by
day and by night. The day’s
news from many lonely out
posts along Maine’s waterfront.

Union. Feb. 23, to Mr. and Mr|
George M. Brainerd, president of
the Bodwell Granite Company for 30 Frank Lenfest, a son.
Rockland. Feb. 27, to Mr. and m>s
years, and a leader in the Baptist
Church for 40 j’ears. died at his Burleigh C. Nash, a son.
Waldobor:, Feb. 25. to Mi
home on Masonic street, aged 83
Mrs. Milton Creamer, a daughter
years.
PORTLAND HEAD
Rockpcrt, March 4, to Mr ar.d
Donald Brewer was traveling with
Miss Ehzabeth Sterling of Tor
Mrs.
Orris Burns, a daughter
rington Point. Peaks Island, was "Phil Ott’s Pollies."
Stonington., Feb 25, to Mi
Elias F. Cross died at the home Mrs. Charles Eddie, a daughtei s
recent guest of her aunt Mrs. R. T.
of his daughter in Frenchbcro, aged Clair.
Sterling.
• D • •
The Hilts and Mrs. S. G. Robin 79 years.
George
Milton
Tibbetts,
painting
son called Wednesday on the Grant
Following were the marriage. ; i
contractor, died at his home on this period:
family at Cape Elizabeth.
E. C. Stoddara of Portland was Grace street.
Rookland. Feb. 28. William p|
Rcckland had 1543 telphones.
recent guest of R. T. Sterling.
Burkett and Irene M. Hopkin . b-1
Lieut Philip Newbert, Mrs. New Camden 564 and Thomastcn 203.
of Camden.
Rockland had a net city debt of
bert and daughter Priscilla called
Rockland, Feb. 10, John S. Rank;'
$329,320.
Sunday on the Hilts.
3d and Gertrude Walls.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sterling. Jr.. Arthur L. Orne was nominated
Rockland. Feb. 10, Charle jJ
daughter Ann Walker. Mr. and Mrs. for mayor by tlie Republicans. Mitchell and Carolyn Greenlaw
Frank C. Norton was chairman of
Syracuse, N. Y„ Feb. 28. Heibert
but because they just didn't enter Daniel McDonald and family called
the caucus and Charles T. Smalley S. Clark fermery of Rockland, anj
into my life as individuals. My con Sunday on the Sterlings.
Mrs R. T. Sterling. Mrs. S. G. was secretary. The citizens' caucus Gertrude N. Brown of Syracuse
tacts with the enlisted men were
nominated Frank C. Flint for maycr.
Rockland. Feb. 21, Edward C Mer-I
always official contacts. I met | Rebinscn and Mrs. F. O Hilt were Mrs. Frank P. Witham died at her
them as a dentist, who was sup guests Thursday afternoon cf Mrs. home cn Limerock street, aged 77. rlam. and Margaret M. Morii n j
both of Rockport.
posed to give their teeth the at Robert Sterling Jr. in South PertEaward Boston who piloted the
tention I thought those teeth re- land.
Arthur Harlow of South Portland first passenger train into Rockland, Mrs. F. L. Merrithew died h
qiured. without consdering what
died in Springfield, Ill., aged 77
Camden.
the men themselves might desire called on R. T. Sterling last Sat years.
urday
afternoon.
in the matter.
Alphonso Spear died in Eat
Mrs. E. E. Kinney was guest Sun Sour krout doubled in price, re Union, aged 67.
I met them as an officer duly
tailing at 10 cents a pound.
authorized to boss them around day of the Hilt family.
Camden’s old Postoffice building
With the approach cf the first
Mrs.
Hilt
and
W.
R
Hilt
called
was
being prepared for orcupancv
even in matters where my author
World War there was a cry of sugar
by the Western Union.
ity to give them orders might have Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. Rcbert famine.
been questioned, to say nothing Sterling Jr. in South Portland.
John D. May, a well known mer-, Mrs. Alden F. Miller 82. died in
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Elden of
Camden.
of my knowledge and ability in the
Portland called Tuesday on the chant, died of pneumonia, aged 69
Hilton B. Wright, 78. died in
matter; and there was always
years.
Sterlings.
Washington.
He was a Civil War
present in my mind the thought
Edmund B. Wotton died at tlie
F. O. Hilt and W. R. Hilt were in
veteran.
that these men might be giving
Portland Tuesday afternoon on age cf 84.
Stephen Andrews, 93. died at
me the deference and attention j
Edward Kent Glcver, president of
business.
Stickney
’s Corner.
they did, only because they had to. j
the W. H. Glover Co.', died at the
and not because I deserved such |
Road Commissioner John I
age of 77 years.
Dickey
of Thomaston was found
treatment.
Golden Rod Chapter O.EJS. cele
dead
in
the
H. R. Linnell woodlot
I couldn’t always forget that 1 ;
brated its 25th anniversary.
Chloe
E.
Fields,
88, died in Rcck
had received but little training in
Capt. Walter V. Spencer opened a
port.
some of the routine matters I had
Some Timely News Which lish market in the Abbott block.
charge of, and it had occurred to
Herman Hart suffered a cracked
Pertains To the Local
me more than cnce that a too
SOUTH CHINA
knee
cap when the herse which he
Organizations
friendly attitude toward those I
was harnessing shied.
China has two branches of the
drilled might lead to questions I
The Universalist Y.P.C.U. elected Kennebec County Defense Guard;
Pine Cone Troop
couldn’t answer. Therefore I let :
Charles Wotton as president.
one meeting at the village under
At the last meeting the time was
well enough alone and carried on
Sophia Miles, better known as Winf eld Martin and Donald Farns
I devoted to knitting and making
as best I could. •
‘“Aunty Leonard” was burned to worth, and one at the Erskine Acad
patchwork for the Red Cross.
(To be continued)
death when fire destroyed her house I emy gymnasium under Sumner
The Victory Patrol will meet at
Jchnson and William Ring. Mrs
in Kelley Lane.
the heme of Mrs. Raymond C. Perry,
• • • •
Russell Morrison, IR. ,N. is training
SPRUCE HEAD
47 Masonic street, next Tuesday
a group cf women at her home
These births were recorded:
L C. Elwell and son Cecil re- from 7 to 9 o'clock to finish the
Rcckland, Feb. 17, tc Mr. and Mrs.
turned Wednesday to Hewett's wcrk for the interior decorating
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
Island. Mr. Elwell spent two days badge and also to celebrate Anni Arthur J. Blackman, a son.
here with hLs family and attended versary Week. Next week marks
the fishermen's meeting held Tues the 30th birthday of Girl Scouting
day in Community hall.
in the United States.
Walter Drinkwater went Sunday
to Boston where he has enlisted ir
EAST FRIENDSHIP
the Coast Guard Reserves and will
Miss Pauline StarreW, R N. of
be stationed in New Ycrk for the the Maine General Hcspital in
present
Portland is spending a few days
Mrs. A. J. Delorie and sen Joseph at her heme.
of Bangor spent Tuesday with Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Peppicello of
Leland Morton and Eleanor Morten. Holiday Beach were guests Sun
Violet, ycung daughter of Mr. and day at R. A. Doe’s.
Mrs. Vincent Carr, is visiting Mr
Visitors Sunday at Frank Miller’s
and Mrs. Elbert Burton.
were Mrs. Rcy Vose and daughter
Thanks are extended to the Sum Betty of Pleasant Point, Mr. and
mer residents who so generously Mrs. Ar’hur Wyllie and Neil Wyl
sent contributions to Mrs. Eugenie lie of South Warren. C. N. Lewis
SSL
Godfrey for the Red Crss War of Clark Island and Ernest Beck
Fund.
ett of Bradford Point.
Mrs Gordon Simmons entertained
R. A. Dae has employment on
the Twenty Club Wednesday.
the highway for the season.
Mrs. Olive Stone of Pleasant
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Point visited Tuesday with her sis
Jchn E. Reed has employment at ter Mrs. W. A. Bradford.
the shipyard in Boothbay Harbcr.
Albert Hussey is home frem Port
The teacher in the Ledge Schocl Clyde for a few days.
ht
received cards Tuesday fcr sugar
Charles Jameson was in Bath
rationing.
Tuesday on business.
&
Miss Frances Lee has been in
Friendship to assist in caring for
her brother. Luther who has been
ill with pneumonia at (he heme of
hts employer, Mr. Verge.
COvLcfiuv
The Union Ladies’ Aid will nicer
March 12 with Mrs. Katie Fred
ericks.

Girl Scout Trails

A ROYAL

■talking

of

City Council and Chai

Informal
president L. E. Jones of t
Chamber of Commerce met
night In an informal session w.
May°r F.dward R Veazie and t
members of the City Council
discuss the possibilities cf a mm

cipal pier.
Tne meeting wa prompted
the difficulties which the operatr
</ the Vinalhaven A- Rockla:
gteamboat Company have fcui.
themselves in since they we
forced to vacate the dock whi
they had occupied 1 r several ye
post on Tillson wharf.
At/ present they are il
ing at the wharf owned bv P
OHara Sons on the southern
of Tillson avenue. This arrai
ment will last only as long as
Coast Cutter Kickapoo icnia

Sullivan’s Appeal
Chairman of Disaster Cor
mittee Wants It Ready |
To Function
There arc several who are enrol
in the D saster Committee
have not taken First Aid or Chet
cal Warfare. This conunittei
I
in Pood. Clothing. Shelter. TraJ
portaticn. First Aid and Lal
Classes are being organized fd
t nie to time and those teaching
giving freely of their time. In ml
to be ready when the emerg I
comes, if it does, I am askm. [
plenty of room in the disaster ec
setup to arrange to take First
and Chemical Warfare if they h
not already done so. Then
plenty of rocm in the Disaster (
mittee for any who are not now
lolled but would like ts be. A
one interested in taking either
the 'courses mentioned above
find out where and when rial
are to be held by contacting H;i|
Whitehill, L. C. Perry or W. J
livan. We will arrange for
necessary classes if we can ge l
names of thosee who wish to nJ
In closing, I again appeal tf
in the Disaster setup to take
courses in crder that the
committee will be able to fun^
when called on.
William J Sull v|
Chairman Rockland Disaster

Tire Certificate ' I
North Haven Fire Dept..
North H|

Merrill Wesley Payson,
RFD W,|
Rev. John Taylor Holman.
Port
Elmer Milton Overlook
South Wl

COLONIC

IRRIGATION
Ear bowel and rectal disotj

toxJe blood and alld

Lady Attendant

Donald E. Haskell, 11
39 UNION ST., ROCKLAN T

AWAITS YOU

r.^i.iui
YOI 4 AY KY.IOY

ANI

.Seaite&t- ICE CREAM

a

-

MIAMI

/ leafed anrf

Yes, your own Amerieen
Tropic*—with all tha (plandor
of blue skies and summer saa*
—await you here.
El Comodoro Hotel pro
vides a luxurious hevert—even
for tho*a who muit "budget**
their vacation. There are 250
room* with tub and shower
beth. Rates at low es $2.50
single end $4.00 double. At
tractive season rates can ba
arranged, If desired. Steam
El Comodoro Hotel offers
ell the facilities, ell tha restful
charm and perfect comfort to
suit the most exacting teste.
Located in the heart of down,
town
Miami,
"just e whisper"
from all activi
ties. Tha modern
eir cooled
Coffee Shop is
I tf
famous for fine
food—at modareta prices. Tha
IV
Cocktail Lounge
is deservedly
lv
popular.

1
I
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THI SEALTEST OESSttT-OF- THt-MONTH FOR MARCH—SfffVS FOU9-

39c

BET’
337 MAIN STREE
thorndi|

OPEN

WEDNESDA|
MARCH 1

Does your family like Strawberry Shortcake? Then surprise

At 10.00 A

them with this Strawberry Shortcake a la 1942. On a layer

of deliciously creamy Sealtest Vanilla Ice Cream is a layer

Hof

of ripe, luscious strawberries frozen in their own delectable

BLACK AND
LADIES’
SWEATEI

juice—and crowned with dainty filigrees of whipped cream.
Here’s a regular "picture” dessert to delight your eye, your
taste and your budget.
NO DELIVERIES FROM FLA NT—AT OUR DEALERS* ONLY

FRO-JOY

FIRS'
ON IM
coJ

Take your Vacation ,
"owl For inform,
•Ion or rotarvaHom.
Mdrasa—Joaapfc K I
Adana, My., o
your travel aynt.

ICE

EL COMODORO
THE

YE ’ H

ROUND

-•s. ,

’ ■ /

Zac.
i
#r» ank/zr «S# s«w# i

131 a a First Street
MIAMI. FLORIDA

OPEN

(MK

•Ml

i knMn—SaMMt j

SECURED Bl

R0CK1
Established 1868.
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